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THE NORMAL BULLETIN

State Normal
School For Women
H ARRIS ON BU RG, VIRGINIA

"That our daughters may be as corner-stones, polished after the
similitude of a palace."

Sixth Year Begins September 22, 1914

THE NORMAL BULLETIN
Published by the State Normal and Industrial School for Women, at Harrisonburg, Virginia. Issued four times a year. Entered as second-class matter
March 2, 1909, at the post-office at Harrisonburg, Virginia, under the Act of
July 16, 1894.
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ACADEMIC CALENDAR FOR THE SESSION
1914-1915

1914.

September 22, Tuesday—Fall Quarter, Sixth Year,
begins. Registration of students.
September 23, Wednesday—Organization o f
classes.
November 25, Wednesday, 5 p. m., to November
30, Monday, 8:30 a. m.— Thanksgiving Holidays.
December 22, Tuesday, 5 p. m.—Fall Quarter
ends.
1915. January 4, Monday—Winter Quarter begins.
March 19, Friday—Winter Quarter ends. '
March 22, Monday—Spring Quarter begins.
June 6, Sunday—Commencement Sermon, Y. W C
A. Service.
June 7, Monday—Field Day Exercises, Annual Exhibit of Class-work, Annual Meeting of Alumme
Association, President's Reception to Students.
June 8, Tuesday—Commencement Day, Class Day
Exercises, Final Exercises. Spring Quarter ends.
June 14, Monday—First Term, Summer Quarter,
begins.
July 23, Friday First Perm, Summer Quarter,
ends.
July 26, Monday—Second Term, Summer Quarter begins.
August 30, Monday—Second Term, Summer Quarter, ends.
September 21, Tuesday—Fall Quarter, Seventh
Year begins.
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THE SCHOOL CALENDAR
From the school calendar on the preceding page, it will
be noticed that the school is open for work the entire
year with the exception of about three weeks in September.
The year Is divided into four "Quarters" of about
twelve weeks each.
While it is best for some reasons for the student to
enter at the beginning of the Fall Quarter and remain
through three consecutive quarters, thus completing the
ordinary school session as it Is at most schools, yet students are welcomed at the opening of any of the four
quarters, and attendance during any three quarters, whether
consecutive or not, is considered as constituting a year's
work.
It will be noted that the Spring Quarter begins near
the first of April, thus enabling teachers whose schools close
in the early spring to enter the Normal School and complete three, four-and-a-half, or six months of consecutive
work before their schools open again In the fall. The
Summer Quarter is divided into two terms of about six
weeks each, and students may enroll for either or both
terms. The Summer Quarter is of equal rank with any
other quarter, and three complete Summer Quarters will
constitute a full year's work.
Either term of the Summer Quarter may be considered
as the equivalent of the session of other Summer Normals
of like duration. A special circular of information concerning the Summer Quarter is issued early In the spring.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Hon. Geo. B. Keezell . .Keezletown, Rockingham
Hon. N. B. Early, Jr
.Dawsonville, Greene
Prof. Ormond Stone. . .Manassas, Prince William
Mr. F. W. Weaver,
Luray, Page

County
County
County
County

Mr. Frank Moore, . . . .Lexington, Rockbridge County
Hon. Floyd W. King. . .Clifton Forge, Alleghany
Mr. Harry F. Byrd
Winchester, Frederick
Col. Eustace F. Golson
Somerset, Orange
Mr. J. R. Horsley, . .Appomattox, Appomattox
Mr. J. T. Clement,

County
County
County
County

Chatham, Pittsylvania County

Hon. R. C. Stearnes

Richmond, Henrico County
(ex-officio)

OFFICERS OF THE BOARD
Hon. George B. Keezell
Hon. Floyd W. King. ...
Hon. Geo. N. Conrad. . .
Mr. Julian A. Burruss. .

President
. Vice-President
.... Treasurer
Secretary

All correspondence concerning the school should be
addressed to Julian A. Burruss, President of the school,
and not to an officer or member of the board of trustees.
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OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION AND
INSTRUCTION

ADMINISTRATION
Julian A. Bureuss, B. S., A. M.
President
William R. Smithey, A. B., A. M.,
Registrar
John W. Wayland, B. A., Ph. D.
Secretary of Faculty
Mary L Bell
Librarian and Secretary to President
Mrs. R. B. Brooke
Matron
Thomas C. Firebaugh, M. D.
School Physician
Julia T. Sprinkel
Cashier
Amelia H. Brooke
Assistant to Matron
Mary Wiener
Stenographer
P. S. Roller
Superintendent of Grounds and Buildings
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INSTRUCTION*

Julian A. Burruss, B. S., A. M.
President
Cornelius J. Heatvvole, B. S.
Education
John W. Wayland, B. A., Ph. D.
History and Social Science
Elizabeth P. Cleveland, A. B.
English
Natalie Lancaster
Mathematics
S. Frances Sale, B. S.
Household Arts
Margaret G. King
Geography and Rural Arts
Mattie A. Speck
Manual Arts
Annie Y. Cleveland
English
tLida P. Cleveland
Piano Music
James C. Johnston
Natural Science
Mary I. Bell
Physiology and Hygiene
William R. Smithey, A. B,. A. M.
Mathematics
* The faculty arranged in order of appointment.
tOn leave of absence, session of 1913-1914.
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Rhea C. Scott
Rural Education
Ruth S. Hudson
Physical Education
Margaret V. Hoffman, B. A.
English and Piano Music
Kate Kelly
Primary Education
James A. Harman
Violin Music
Rachel Elizabeth Gregg, B. S.
Primary Education and Supervisor of Training
Mary Louise Seeger, B. S.
Kindergarten Education
Paul Hardesty
Vocal and School Music
*R. Hay Ferguson, B. S. A.
Rural Arts
fELizABETH Ray Porter
Piano Music
Russell B. Shriver
Household Arts
Mary A. Cook
Student-Assistant in English
Velma Moeschler
Student-Assistant in Household Arts
* Resigned, December 31, 1913.
f Substitute for Miss Lida P. Cleveland, 1913-1914.

THE TRAINING SCHOOL

William H. Keister
Principal
Rachel Elizabeth Gregg, B. S.
Supervisor of Training
Mary Louise Seeger, B. S.
Director of Kindergartens
Kate Kelly
Critic, First Grade
Marie B. Duke
Critic, First Grade
Mabel F. Cain
Critic, Second Grade
*Nellie Nelson
Critic, Third Grade
Lucile Charlton
Critic, Third Grade
Ada B. Clark, A. B.
Critic, Fourth Grade
Orra L. Bowman
Critic, Fifth Grade
Iva N. Ashton
Critic, Sixth Grade
Ethel K. Sprinkel
Kindergarten
*0n leave of absence from February 1, 1914; Miss Charlton, Substitute.
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STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY

Admission, Classification, and Courses-. Messrs. Smithey,
Johnston and Heatwole, Misses Elizabeth
Cleveland, Gregg, Sale, and Seeger.
Appointments: Messrs. Smithey and Heatwole, Misses
Gregg and Sale.
Bulletins, Catalogs, and Press: Messrs. Smithey, Wayland,
Johnston, Eleatwole, and Ferguson.
Grounds, Buildings, and Equipment: Messrs. Wayland,
and Ferguson, Misses King and Scott.
Literary

Societies: Messrs. Johnston and Hardesty,
Misses Kelly and Elizabeth Cleveland.

Public Exercises, Lectures, and Entertainments: IVIisses
Hudson, Hoffman, Porter and Speck,
Mr. Hardesty.
Physical W elf are of Students: Misses Hoffman, Hudson,
and Bell.
Religious and Social Welfare of Students: Misses Lancaster, Annie Cleveland, Gregg and
Bell.
Student Government: Misses Lancaster and Sale,
Wayland.

Dr.

Student Publications: Misses Elizabeth Cleveland and
Annie Cleveland, Dr. Wayland.
The President of the school is an ex-officio member of
all faculty committees.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

SYNOPSIS OF ESTABLISHMENT
March 14, 1908: Act of establishment approved by the
General Assembly of Virginia.
September 15, 1908 : Plans for the complete plant adopted.
November 25, 1908: Ground broken for Science Hall and
First Dormitory.
April 15, 1909: Corner-stone laid.
September 28, 1909: First Quarter of First Year begun.
May 2, 1910: Ground broken for Second Dormitory.
March 1, 1911: Second Dormitory opened.
May 1, 1913: Ground broken for President's Residence.
May 4, 1914: Ground broken for Dining Hall.
IDEALS OF THIS SCHOOL
The Normal School is a professional institution for the
training of teachers. It includes Industrial features, which
are Intended to prepare young women for the duties of the
home and for certain gainful occupations.
This institution endeavors to maintain standards of the
highest type. The students during the past four years
have assisted the faculty in this respect to a marked degree.
They have inaugurated an "honor system," and
are doing much to maintain high standards of honesty in
their school work and purity and honor in their daily
lives.
The following will set forth in a general way some
of the principles which the management endeavors to have
govern the school:
1. We believe that the building of character is the chief
aim of every school; hence, in the training of the teacher,
the development of a strong, noble, womanly character Is
of first importance.
2. We believe that the personal influence of the teacher
is the greatest factor in the education of the young; thereti

foie we must seek to develop those feelings and inspire
those thoughts which will function in right conduct throughout life; and we must endeavor to remove blemishes and
imperfections in personal conduct and manner of living,
however trifling they may seem, which will operate so as to
injure the teacher's Influence for good.
3. We believe that in every grade of educational work
sound scholarship is the basis of success, and we realize
that conditions are such that few will come to us with a
sufficient foundation in subject-matter; hence it is necessary
to combine academic with professional training, and to make
this academic drill work thorough and satisfactory to individual needs.
4. We believe that the greatest aim is not to acquire
information simply for the purpose of knowing, but to acquire for the purpose of teaching to others what one knows.
For this reason it is essential that the subject-matter of
education be approached in a professional and critical manner, and taught with emphasis upon the method side. On
the pait of the Normal School student, the attitude to all
studies should be one of thinking and knowing rather than
of mere acquisition; of interest and appreciation, not the
bare performance of superimposed tasks.
5. We believe that it is not the least of our duties to cultivate in our prospective teachers a professional spirit. The
teacher should be more than a time-server and a wageseeker. We must seek a broadening and enriching of the
minds of our students, the development of an impelling
belief that teaching is the highest and noblest of callings,
and a burning zeal to render the largest measure of service in the world.
6. We believe that certain principles of professional
ethics should be adopted by all who enter the teaching
profession; that among these are a recognition of the sacredness of contracts, a decided stand against questionable
practices, a detennination to eliminate petty jealousies and
prejudices, a careful guarding of speech and daily conduct,
and a constant effort to elevate the moral standards in
all the relations of life.
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LOCATION
The town of Harrlsonburg is situated in the heart of
the beautiful Shenandoah Valley about 1,300 feet above the
sea level. It is a progressive town with a population of
over 5,000. It is the county seat of Rockingham County
and is in the richest agricultural section of the Valley of
Virginia. It lies about 150 miles southwest of Washington City and about the same distance northwest of Richmond. It is on the Harrisonburg division of the Southern
Railway, is the terminus of the Valley Railroad of Virginia (operated by the Baltimore and Ohio), and by means
of the Chesapeake Western is in close reach of the
Norfolk and Western system via Elkton, which is 18 miles
distant. At Staunton—26 miles away—connection Is made
with the main line of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway,
and at Lexington and Buena Vista with the James River
division of the same road. By means of the three different
railroads that enter the town, Harrisonburg enjoys exceptional railway facilities to and from all principal points
in all the Valley counties north of Roanoke, the Southwestern counties via Roanoke, and those of Piedmont and
Northern Virginia contiguous to the Chesapeake and Ohio
and Southern Railways. For information as to reachlns:
Harrisonburg, see under "Suggestions to Prospective Students."
The climate is, with rare exceptions, not subject to extremes of heat and cold, and in point of healthfulness Is
unsurpassed in Virginia. The town has, for many years,
been a refuge in summer for residents of the tidewater sections and the eastern cities by reason of its complete immunity from malaria; and with its bracing mountain air
and pure free-stone water It has for a series of years been
exempt from fevers and endemic diseases. Several wellknown summer resorts and medicinal springs are not far
from the town. The public water supply Is brought by pipeline from mountain streams thirteen miles distant.
The school grounds comprise forty-nine acres of land,
with a splendid frontage on South Main Street. The site
commands a magnificent view of the surrounding valley in
13

every direction, from the Blue Ridge to the Shenandoah
Mountains, and adjoins one of the best residential sections
of the town, being only three minutes' walk from two railway stations. 1 he combination of town and country features makes the situation ideal for the location of an educational Institution.
Harrisonburg claims every advantage of location, accessibility, water and sewerage, electric light, mail and telephone facilities, and proximity to white population. It enjoys a combination of healthful environment, sanitary comforts, and a wholesome social and religious atmosphere.
BUILDINGS
Eight buildings are now in use on the school grounds,
namely, an academic building (Science Hall), two dormitories, three cottages, a barn, and a steam laundry.
The Science Hall is at present used for all academic
purposes. This building is modern in every respect. It
has stone walls, red tile roof, hard wood floors, and is heated by steam and ventilated by a fan system propelled by
electric power. Ihe building is unusually well lighted with
a large number of windows and with numerous electric
lights, and is equipped with the most modern and approved
sanitary appliances. Fire extinguishers and fire hose are
placed on each floor. The electric wiring is done in the
safest and most modern manner, as the "conduit system"
has been adopted for all such work. The Science Hall
contains laboratories for natural science, physics, chemistry, domestic economy, cooking, sewing, manual training
and drawing, class-rooms for various academic subjects,
a temporary library room, a book and supply room, two
business offices and cloak rooms. A rolling partition between two of the largest rooms affords temporary accommodation for chapel assemblies, special lectures, and entertainments.
The dormitories are built of stone, with red tile roof,
and have accommodations for lodging 141 students. They
are heated by the automatic vacuum steam system, lighted
14

by a large number of windows and by numerous electiic
lights. The stairways are entirely fireproof throughout
the buildings, and fire-hose and extinguishers are placed in
easy reach on every floor, with sufficient water supply and
pressure to cover every part of the buildings, which are only
two stories in height. All electric wiring is run in conduits
In the safest and most approved modern manner. The sanitary equipment has been carefully selected and is modern
in every respect. The shower and needle baths are equipped
with white marble walls and nickel and brass fittings. The
lavatories are of white porcelain enamel, with mirrors above
the basins. The floors of the halls and rooms are of hard
wood. The halls are wide and well lighted, and a wide
portico runs the full length of the front of the buildings.
Besides the bed-rooms for students, the dormitories contain parlors and rooms for the Matron and several tea,chers.
Dormitory No. 1 contains a temporary dining-hall, kitchen,
and pantry; Dormitory No. 2, the gymnasium, with baths,
lockers, and bowling alley. Single Iron beds are used in
all rooms.
The "Cottage" is a comfortable residence, which has
been improved and adapted for use as a home for several
members of the faculty and a few students. The bedrooms are furnished In the same manner as the rooms in
the dormitories. Provision Is made for rooms to be used
for infirmary purposes.
The Dining Hall building, now being erected, will contain a large dining-hall, kitchen, bakery, etc.; library, offices, reception-rooms, rooms for various student activities, and a temporary auditorium.
EQUIPMENT
The equipment In all of the various laboratories and
class-rooms is modern, and care has been taken to purchase
only the most approved furniture and apparatus. Telephone
connections are established in the buildings, both local and
long-distance. An electric program clock sounds the signals for classes, meals, etc., on gongs placed In each cor15

ridor of all the buildings, and also operates secondary
clocks In each building. The equipment of the dormitories
is given under the heads of ' Buildings and Living Arrangements."
i-i
The equipment of this school for work in the industrial
branches is unusually complete.
The household arts department occupies three rooms—a sewing room, a cooking
laboratory, and a small dining room, which is used for special demonstrations. The sewing room Is equipped with tables, sewing-machines, and lockers. The cooking laboratory
is provided with twenty-four individual gas stoves, the gas
being supplied from the school gas-plant in the rear of the
building. At each corner of the laboratory table is placed
a porcelain pantry-sink, supplied with hot and cold water.
A drawer is provided for the apparatus needed by each
student, every third drawer being used for general supplies.
Cupboards and lockers are provided for storage of supplies and equipment. The small room contains a wood and
coal range for special demonstrations, dining-table and
chairs, china-press, and equipment used in serving a meal.
The school is also supplied with a portable cooking outfit that is used for practice teaching in the rural schools.
The manual arts department occupies a large room
equipped with excellent work-benches and tools for woodwork, and tables for other handwork. Lockers and cupboards are provided for supplies. The equipment is quite
complete and Is the best of its sort, Including a tool chest that
is used by the students doing practice teaching in the country
schools.
The rural arts department is provided with a good outfit of garden tools for the outdoor work, together with
boxes, jars, etc., for growing plants indoors. Two very
good orchards on the school grounds afford opportunities
for demonstrations In fruit-growing,_ and a large section
of the ground has been laid out and is used for gardening.
A public demonstration in orchard culture is occasionally
given in the school orchards under the direction of experts
from the State or national departments. This department
has excellent equipment for Instruction in Poultry-raising
16
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and Bee-culture.
An incubator of 2,400-egg capacity,
and of the most approved type, has been presented to the
school by Mr. W. E. D. Stokes, of New York City. A
portion of the school grounds is arranged for use as a
small poultry yard.
The department of geography is supplied with modelling tables and a good outfit of maps and globes, including
a full set of relief maps. An excellent collection of materials for use in the work in commercial geography is
being made.
Laboratories for physics and chemistry have been
equipped with the utmost care and foresight for the convenience of the workers and the efficiency of the courses
dependent upon them. .Though not as extensive as they
will become in time, the dominating idea in fitting them
up and equipping them has been to make laboratories that
are in accord with the best modern thought on the subject.
The equipment is sufficient to conduct the work in these
sciences in a thorough and practical manner. Hot and
cold water are conveniently distributed; gas, air pressuie,
air exhausts, and electric connections are within easy reach
of individual workers; the hood, exhausted by an electric
fan, is accessible to all; and table and drawer space are
ample for any kind of work. The opportunity for successful, practical science work under pleasant conditions is an
advantage of which the school is proud.
The English and history departments are provided with
numerous maps and pictures, for use in their work. The
set of imported history maps can scarcely be surpassed.
A splendid electric lantern Is used for illustrated lectures, and both glass slides and opaque material have been
collected in wide variety for use in the several departments.
The class-rooms throughout the building are provided with
substantial oak tablet-arm chairsThe gymnasium has been well equipped with the best
apparatus, and Is hardly surpassed in the State.
Pianos are provided for the department of music. A
17

Victor-Victrola and a large and well-chosen collection of
records are used in connection with the music appreciation
class.
LIBRARY
The library of a new institution must of necessity be
comparatively small. This, however, is not entirely a disadvantage, as all superfluous material is thus eliminated, and
the attention of the users of the library is focused on those
publications which are of real and lasting value. The
library of this institution consists at present of more than
3,000 carefully selected volumes.
The departments of education, literature, and history
are especially well supplied with reference works; and there
is a good collection of technical works, especially in the
field of industrial and household arts. Books are purchased on the recommendation of the various instructors,
and additions are being constantly made. AH the books
and pamphlets are classified by the Dewey Decimal System.
The subscription list for current publications includes a
large number of the best magazines in general literature
as well as those representing special departments of school
work.
The library is open all day and in the evening, on
every day except Sunday. Every effort is made to make it
a valuable workshop for the students.
TRAINING SCHOOLS
The Training School is an important part of the Normal School. There the teacher-in-training is given the opportunity of gaining practical experience in solving the
various problems which will confront her when she leaves
to take charge of a school-room.
It is obvious that the nearer the Training School can
approach the actual conditions of the public school, the better it will serve the purpose of preparing student-teachers
for work in the public school. With this in view an arrangement has been made between this State Normal School
and the Public Schools, whereby the schools of the town
18

are used as training schools for the students of the Normal
School.
The public school system of Harrisonburg has for many
years been exceptionally good. The schools embrace a kindergarten, eight primary and grammar grades, and a fouryear high school. The pupils in these schools number about
1,000. The buildings consist of a handsome new high
school, with adequate rooms for the eight grades of the
elementary school and for a fully equipped kindergarten,
and a new elementary school building of eight rooms, with
the primary grades and a kindergarten. These buddings have
been carefully planned throughout, and are lighted, heated,
and ventilated in the most approved modern manner. The
equipment is modern in every respect, among other up-todate devices being sanitary drinking fountains and an automatic program-clock system which provides correct time
in each room and sounds signals for class changes, etc.
Among the improvements added recently is an excellently
equipped play-ground—one of the best In the State.
The value to the State Normal School of thus securing
a complete plant for its training work is very great; but the
value of being thus enabled to offer its students facilities
for observations and practice teaching under real public
school conditions cannot be overestimated. There are no specially selected classes of pupils and no artificial environment
of any sort. The teacher-in-training meets the same conditions that she will face when she takes up her work after
graduation.
In their Training School work the students first observe
the work of skilled teachers, and then are placed in charge
of a school-room and held responsible for the discipline
and instruction, under the supervision of^ skilled teachers,
who observe carefully their work and criticize and direct
them in the methods used. Criticisms are helpful and suggestive. The Supervisor of Training assigns to the different grades all students whose courses include practice
teaching, and directs them as to their work. Students in
the special courses will be given the opportunity of teaching
their respective specialties.
19

TRAINING IN RURAL SCHOOLS
Through the kind co-operation of Division Superintendent G. H. Hulvey, the local school boards, and others, this
school has been able to select several of the public schools
not far from Harrisonburg for demonstration schools. In
these schools the Normal students have an opportunity to
observe and to do practice teaching under a special supervisor from the Normal School faculty. A number of our
students have done practice teaching in these schools during the past year. The work done in household arts and
manual arts has been particularly successful.
1 hrough this means this Normal School is enabled to
offer its students unusual oppoitunities for becoming familiar with the problems and work of the rural school. This
can be done only by actual experience under real conditions
as they exist in the country schools.
EXTENSION WORK
This school has always done what many institutions
call extension work. In its spring and summer courses it
has provided means whereby many teachers in service have
been able to continue their preparation for their work,
i he school has also sent its instructors to various points in
the State to work with teachers at institutes, to lecture on
various occasions to groups of teachers and others, and to
conduct demonstrations at gatherings of teachers, farmers, and homekeepers.
Plans are now being made to do more in this line,
through correspondence courses, class work In local centers, and series of lectures on certain topics. It is purposed
to make arrangements whereby teachers may pursue certain courses at their homes at nominal expense under the
personal direction of a trained instructor. Courses for
mothers and homekeepers will also be offered.
A bulletin will be issued early in the coming fall, setting forth the details of the plan for this extension work.
Correspondence in regard to the matter will be welcomed
by the President of the school.
20

FACULTY
In the selection of instructors the utmost care has been
exercised. The faculty is composed of both men and women. Scholarship, character, personality, culture, and abdity
to teach have been considered. Particular care has been
taken to select those who know how to teach others how to
teach. These men and women are graduates and postgraduates of some of the best universities, colleges, and normal schools in our country, and are teachers of experience.
In practically all cases this experience has embraced teaching in the regular graded schools, including rural schools;
and this, in addition to their scholastic preparation
in the higher institutions and their training in normal
methods, enables them to be of the greatest practical value
to those who are preparing to be teachers in Jre public
schools.
STATE SCHOLARSHIPS
The Act of the Legislature establishing the school provides for the attendance, without charge for tuition, of a
certain number of students, said students to be nominated
for the scholarships by the Division Superintendents of
Schools in their respective counties and cities. Any young
lady desiring an appointment as a State Student should apply to the President of this school for an application blank
upon which full directions are given. An application blank
may be found at the end of this catalogue. All students
applying for scholarships must fulfil the requirements for
admission as stated below. The scholarship entitles the
holder to free tuition (not board) during her residence at
the school. Persons who have taught In the public schools
of the State will also be given scholarships.
Students
from Virginia not holding scholarships will be charged a
tuition fee of $2.00 per quarter of twelve weeks, or $6.00
for the school-year of thirty-six weeks.
The school is primarily intended for Virginia students,
but persons from points outside of the State may be received as pay students and charged the same tuition as State
students without scholarships.
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ALUMNiE ASSOCIATION
The purpose of this Association is to keep the school
in touch with its graduates; to acquaint them with its work,
its plans, and Its needs; to further their Interests in all
possible ways; and to promote fellowship and association
among them by providing opportunity for annual reunions.
The Association is now organized on a permanent basis, and is in a flourishing condition.
Some of the activities of the Association are the observance of Alumnae Day during Commencement, the keeping
of an accurate list of the names and addresses of the graduates of the school, and the support and direction of the
Alumnae Senior Aid Fund.
APPOINTMENT COMMITTEE
A record is kept of every student who attends the
school. 1 his includes (1) a statement of the student's preparation and teaching experience, if any, before she enters
the school; (2) a record of her work during her attendance;
and (3) a record of her work after leaving. The Committee aims to be of service in bringing students of the
school who are being trained for positions as teachers to
the attention of educational authorities who are seeking such
aid.
Great care is taken to recommend for any position only
such as are considered entirely competent and well suited
for the particular work. The management of the school
cannot bind Itself to procure positions, still it is ready to do
everything possible to see that Its students are located where
they can be of service to the State. The services of the
school rendered in this way are offered entirely free of
charge to all parties concerned.
Division Superintendents, School Boards, and others desiring competent teachers, are urged to write to the President of the school, giving information about the positions to
be filled. Correspondence is invited at all times concerning
the work of persons who are in attendance at the school.
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DISCIPLINE
It is expected of every young woman who avails herself of the privileges offered so bountifully and freely by
the State that she conduct herself at all times in a manner
entirely befitting a lady. Nothing short of this can be
permitted in any Virginia school for young women preparing to assume the duties and responsibilities of life in the
school, in the home, or in the world outside. This involves
a consideration of and respect for the rights and feelings
of others, and a manifestation under all circumstances of
those gentle and refined qualifies for which Southern womanhood has always been justly famed.
(1) Each student is expected to comply cheerfully
with such regulations as the faculty may make; and all students are expected to be present at all regular and general
exercises of the school from the first day of the session to
the closing day, unless excused for good cause. Students
in attendance during the Third (Spring) Quarter will not
be permitted to leave until after the Commencement Exercises are concluded, except in case of sickness or serious
emergency; and parents are requested not to ask such permission, to prevent the embarrassment of refusal.
(2) All students taking their meals in the dormitories
are subject to the chaperonage of the Matron, and to all
the regulations of the school for the government of the
boarding department. It is desired to make the dormitories
of the school as nearly as possible a home for the students,
and the Matron will be "house-mother" to those boarding
here.
Students who both lodge and take their meals In
town will be under the domestic and social care and control
of the family in which they board, and a special committee
of the faculty will also look after their welfare. The school
will prescribe certain rules for the government of such students and will hold the lady in charge of each home responsible for their enforcement. The right is always reserved
to refuse permission to students to board in town, or to
withdraw such a permission, or to change the boardingplace of a student.
(3) No student living in any of the dormitories or
rented rooms of the school will be permitted to spend the
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night in town away from her room, unless the person visited
is a near relative of the student and a parent of the student
sends a written request, or makes a personal verbal request, that the permission be granted. This regulation will
apply to all boarding students who are in Harrisonburg
during any of the holidays.
(4) Boarding students desiring to leave Harrisonburg
for week-end or other brief visits to their homes or elsewhere must submit written requests from their parents, and
obtain permission from the President of the school. In
case permission is granted and absence from class Is occasioned thereby, students must arrange with the instructor
of the class to make up the work missed; otherwise it will
be counted against them. If a student does not return to
school promptly on the first day after any holiday, she will
be subject to such penalty as the faculty may decide to impose. Excuses will not be received, except in cases of sickness or of serious emergency.
(5) All regulations of the school will apply to a student as soon as she reaches Harrisonburg and as long as
she remains in the town, whether the school is in session or
not.
It is presumed that every young woman who decides
to attend the school does so with a full knowledge of the
above regulations and with a serious purpose to abide by
them, and by any other regulations which the faculty may
make, in a complete and cheerful way. It will be the
constant effort of the faculty of the school to lead its students to adopt the highest standards of life and conduct;
and in the event that any young woman does not display a
disposition to be amenable to such treatment, or continually
neglects her studies and other school duties without satisfactory excuse, thus becoming a menace to the mental or moral
life of the school, she will be subject to admonition and may
be dismissed if, in the judgment of the faculty, such is necessary for the protection of others in the school.
The students have inaugurated an Honor System, governing the classroom work, and each student is given a full
copy of the regulations of this system at the time she registers and is required to sign a statement that she understands
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the same and pledges herself to maintain It to the best of
her ability.
RELIGIOUS WELFARE OF STUDENTS
Being a State Institution, this school is, of course, strictly undenominational. Each morning during the school session an assembly is held and chapel exercises conducted, but
the greatest care is taken to make the exercises thoroughly
non-sectarian. The ministers of the town churches are asked, from time to time, to speak to the students and to take
part In these chapel services.
Harrisonburg is a church-going community. There are
eleven white churches in the town, representing the following denominations: Baptist, Church of the Brethren, Church
of Christ, Episcopal, Elebrew, Lutheran, Methodist, Presbyterian, Reformed, Roman Catholic, United Brethren in Christ. These churches and the Sabbath Schools
connected with them are doing active work, and all students
are cordially welcomed in them. At the beginning of a
student's connection with the school, she is asked to state
the church which she is in the habit of attending at home,
and she will be expected to attend regularly the services
of the same denomination in Harrisonburg while a student
of the school. Compulsory attendance on such services will
not be enforced, but all students will be urged to attend some
church as far as possible. Most of the denominations are
represented in the school faculty.
YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
Early in the history of the school the students organized
a branch of the Young Women's Christian Association,
which holds a weekly devotional meeting, the exercises being conducted by its members, with occasional talks made by
members of the faculty and other invited speakers. There
arc weekly classes in Bible study and missions. This organization contributes to the social life of the school by welcoming new students and giving informal entertainments
during the year.
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SOCIAL WELFARE OF STUDENTS
The people of Harrisonburg socially are cordial and
hospitable. Many cultured homes are open to the young
ladies of the school. The churches, through their Sunday
Schools, young peoples' societies, and ladles' organizations
offer opportunities for social intercourse. Wholesome development of the social side of student life is necessary and
valuable, and organizations for promoting the social welfare of the students are encouraged. Receptions and social
evenings are held; and entertainments, public lectures, and
musicals are given from time to time.
Three Literary Societies have been organized, the Lee,
the Lanier, and the Stratford, each gaining through the
emphasis of a special phase of literature work the splendid
advantages of well-conducted associations for this purpose.
The schedule of meetings provides for a program from
one of the Societies each week; these programs are of a
highly interesting and helpful nature, Including debates,
special papers of all kinds, music, and dramatic productions. These Societies are well-attended by an enthusiastic group of young ladies, keenly alive to the opportunities that may come through organization for self-Improvement and the mastery of many of the practical things of
life.
Under the auspices of the department of music, a chorus has been organized.
In connection with the work in Physical Education two
tennis clubs, four basketball teams, and two hockey teams,
are organized. The athletic events are managed by the
Athletic Association.
In addition to the above organizations, the departments
of Industrial arts, household arts, and kindergarten training have organized clubs.
Care is taken that all social affairs be kept within the
bounds of propriety for young ladies, suitable chaperonage
being provided at all times; and they are not allowed to interfere with the progress of the student's work in the school.
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PHYSICAL WELFARE OF STUDENTS
One of the strongest points In favor of the location of
this school at Harrisonburg Is the situation with reference
to health conditions.
The pure and bracing mountain air, the abundant supply of clear, sparkling water from pure mountain springs,
the excellent drainage and sewerage system, the beauty of
the surrounding valley and mountain scenery, the absence
on the one hand of the noise and dirt of the city, and on the
other hand of the seclusion of the country, make the situation as nearly ideal as one could wish. Such surroundings
must certainly contribute to right thinking and noble living
and to sound minds in sound bodies.
The students are required to take some form of physical
exercise daily during the sessions of the school unless excused by the school -physician. The required exercise is not
violent in any way and is very beneficial. Equipment for
physical culture is provided and is used under the direction
of a trained specialist. In Inclement weather such exercise
is performed indoors, and In fair and warm weather, outdoors as far as practicable.
In cases of sickness the students are given every needed
attention by the Matron and the School Physician. A modern hospital has been erected on a lot adjoining the Normal
School grounds. In case of serious illness the best medical
attention may be secured through this Institution. Parents
are immediately informed if their daughters are sick. All
students taking their meals at the school dormitory will
receive necessary medical attention from the regularly appointed School Physician, and all such work is under his
personal direction.
EXCURSIONS AND ENTERTAINMENTS
The Valley of Virginia is replete with historical interests
and natural curiosities.
Excursions can be readily arranged to Weyer's Cave,
Luray Cave, the battlefields made famous during the Valley Campaign, and many other points of interest.
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Owing to the great agricultural wealth of this section
of the State, the various industrial activities, and the natural
formations of the surrounding country, the classes in history, rural arts, and the sciences have many opportunities
for practical observation.
During the year the students hear excellent lectures, recitals, and concerts. During the past year the entertainment course has included, among others, Mabel Garrison
Siemonn, Gertrude Rennyson, Madame Marie Von Unschuld, Jules Falk, J. C. Van Hulsteyn, Emmanuel Wad,
Bart Wirt, George F. Boyle—all artists of high rank. A
course of University Extension lectures is given by members of the faculty of the University of Virginia. The
Coburn Woodland Players each spring present three
Shakesperian or Greek plays in the open-air auditorium.
At various times during the session dramatic and musical
entertainments are given by the students. All these entertainments are beneficial and may be enjoyed at a very
moderate cost.
PUBLICATIONS
The Normal Bulletin is published by the school four
times a year, in January, March, May, and November. One
of these numbers is the Annual Catalogue, one is the Summer Quarter Announcement, and the other two are special
numbers to be used for various purposes of extension work.
The following numbers contain some practical suggestions
for the teacher, especially in rural schools:
March, 1911, Supplement—Report of Extension Work in Rural Schools
of Rockingham County.
November, 1911—Suggestions for Girls of the School Leagues.
January, 1912—Suggestions for Rural Schools.
November, 1912—Course of Study of the Training School.
November, 1912, Supplement—Household and Manual Arts in Rural
Schools.
January, 1913.—Leisure for Farm Women—A Study in Rural Sociology.
November, 1913—Best Things from Best Communities—A Study in
Rural Sociology.
January, 1914—Practical Work for Rural Schools.
A copy of any issue of this bulletin now in print will
be gladly sent free of charge to any one requesting it.
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The students publish each June an annual, The Schoolma'am, which contains much matter of interest to themselves and their friends. The book is abundantly illustrated,
and vividly reflects the student life of the session.
BOARDING STUDENTS—LIVING ARRANGEMENTS
Excellent boarding accommodations for 141 students
are provided in the school dormitories, which are in charge
of a matron of large experience and exceptional ability
in her work.
Several members of the faculty also room
in the dormitories.
The rooms are comfortably furnished with white enameled iron beds, oak dressers, tables, chairs, rockers, rugs, clothes-closets, all necessary bedclothing, and towels. All are outside rooms, and each has
at least two windows and two electric lights. The buildings
are heated throughout with steam. Numerous and conveniently located bath-rooms are provided, with the most
modern sanitary equipment, in the proportion of one bathroom to every six students. A dining-room is included in
one dormitory.
Rooms will be assigned in the order of application. Since
many applications for places have been already received for
the coming session, it is advisable for those desiring to live
on the school grounds to apply early. Students who do not
succeed In securing places in the dormitories will be assigned
to boarding-places in the town. These are of two kinds,
namely: (1) those furnishing rooms only, and (2) those
furnishing both rooms and meals. The school is now renting a number of rooms in excellent private homes in the
immediate neighborhood, students rooming in these taking
their meals at the school dining-room in the dormitory
building and sending their clothing to the school laundry.
Students who do not secure places in the school dormitory
may rest assured that they will be assigned to satisfactory
places in good private homes In town, and that everything
possible will be done for their comfort. However, it Is
obvious that those who apply early will secure the most
convenient and desirable places. It will be a great help
to the management to know as far as possible before the
day of opening how many will have to be provided with
boarding places.
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The rate for board, as stated on a following page, includes furnished room, food, light, heat, laundry, and service. The cost of board Is the same where students occupy
rooms rented by the school and take their meals in the diningroom, and the money for board is paid to the school. In
case a student rooms and also takes her meals away from
the dormitories, she must settle all accounts for board,
laundry, etc., with the lady with whom she boards, as the
school cannot hold itself financially responsible in such
cases.
Information with reference to boarding-places may be
obtained at the President's office, and the President or Matron must in all cases be consulted before engaging board.
Visitors can not be entertained in the dormitories, but
rooms may be secured in town, and students may invite
relatives or friends to meals at the school by obtaining permission from the Matron and paying the nominal charge
of twenty-five cents per meal.
DAY STUDENTS

,

Students whose homes are in the town or county near
enough, live at home and attend the school as "day students." For such students there is, of course, no charge for
board. Students who have relatives or friends in the town
or near by in the county, and who bring a written request
from their parents (if the student is less than twenty-one
years of age), may be permitted to live with them with the
approval of the President and faculty.
Day students will be subject to all general school regulations and to such special regulations as may be provided
by the faculty. While on the school grounds or in school
buildings, day students will be required to conduct themselves properly, whether during class-hours or not; and they
are expected to be governed by the same custom as other
visitors when they go to the school dormitories. A lunch
room, equipped with lockers, tables, and chairs has been
provided for day students in Dormitory No. 2.

All students not living In their own homes are classed
as "Boarding Students," and shall be subject to all school
regulations unless excused by the President.
TEXT BOOKS
The books to be used in the various classes are selected
by the Instructors, and are, for the most part, named in
connection with the courses on the following pages. They
may be brought from home or may be purchased at the
school supply room In Science Hall. New books will be
sold at cost plus the expense of handling, and second-hand
books may usually be purchased very reasonably. Many of
the textbooks may be re-sold to the supply room at the
close of the term, provided they are in good order. Stationery, postage, and other supplies may be purchased at
the supply room. Only cash sales will be made at the supply
room, and positively no credit accounts will he kept.
In some of the classes the work is largely reference
work, and the references may be found in the school library.
Students will not be asked to purchase any more books than
are absolutely necessary in their class-work.
EXPENSES
Tuition: For students who obtain State Scholarships,
or for those who have taught in the public schools of Virginia, NO TUITION is charged. For students who have not
taught and who do not expect to teach, a tuition fee of
two dollars ($2.00) per quarter, or six dollars ($6.00)
for the ordinary school session, is charged. In the second
term of the Summer Quarter a fee of six dollars ($6.00)
is charged every one for tuition.
Registration: Each student is required to pay a registration fee of $2.00 per quarter. This fee admits her to
all lectures, recitals, and entertainments given under the
auspices of the school, but does not include entertainments
given by the students.
Board: For students living in the school dormitories,
or in rooms rented by the school and taking their meals
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In the school dining-room, the charge is forty-five dollars
($45.00) per quarter, or $135 for the nine months' session. This covers furnished room, food, heat, light, laundry, and service—all necessary living expenses.
Board may be paid in three monthly installments of fifteen dollars ($15.00) each, if preferred; but it must be positively understood that all board must be paid at the beginning of the month—three months being counted in each
quarter, regardless of the number of weeks or days In the
quarter.
The rate of board by the week is $4.50, and by the
day it Is $1.00. If any one who pays In advance finds it
necessary to leave before the end of the term for which the
board has been paid, a rebate will be issued for the difference (if any) calculated at the monthly, weekly, or daily
rate, as the case may be.
Students cannot be permitted to occupy rooms in the
boarding department of the school unless their board is
paid promptly. The boarding department Is conducted on
a strictly cash basis, in order to give the best board possible
at the lowest cost. No bills are sent out.
No reduction or rebate will be allowed for board for
an absence of less than two weeks, and then only in case
of sickness or for some equally good reason. ^Students
entering late In a quarter will be charged from the beginning of the quarter, unless they are as late as two weeks,
in which case, if the reason for late entrance is satisfactory
to the management, they will be charged for the remainder
of the month In which they enter at the weekly rate, and for
the remainder of the quarter at the rate of fifteen dollars
($15.00) per month.
Board outside the dormitories can be obtained at practically the same rates, but students must make settlements
with the ladies with whom they board.
Books and Supplies: The cost of text-books varies
from $7.00 to $15.00 for the year according to the classes
in which the student Is registered, but this amount may be
greatly reduced by re-selling the books.
Regulation suits are required for use in physical^ education and are furnished by the school at cost. This suit, with
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shoes, costs $6 and will last throughout an entire course of
several years.
In certain laboratory courses, fees will be charged for
the use of materials, as stated in connection with the description of courses in the following pages.
A fee of seventy-five cents will be charged for a certificate and $1.50 for a diploma.
All fees of every character are payable invariably in
advance at the beginning of the quarter, and no payments
except those for board are subject to rebate or refund in
case the student leaves before the end of the term.
FINANCIAL AID TO STUDENTS
Tuition in this school is free to those who hold State
Scholarships, and also to those who have taught in the
public schools; and for others only a very small charge is
made. Board and other necessary expenses are kept at
minimum figures. In Harrisonburg there are few calls
upon the student for extra expenses. Simplicity and neatness of dress without extravagance are encouraged, and our
Matron and other lady members of the faculty will cooperate with students and advise them on points of economy
and help them to do necessary shopping to the best advantage.
While all students should have, at entrance, some money
for necessary living expenses, the sum need not be very
large. The management of the school will endeavor to
provide means whereby no student who does faithful work
will ever be forced to leave the school simply because of
lack of means.
Employment-. A number of opportunities for remunerative employment are open to those who need financial assistance. These positions require work in the school office,
supply-room, library, and dining-room.
All the employees in our dining-room are students, and a number of
excellent young ladies are now making their living expenses
in this way. During the past session about fifteen per cent,
of the boarding students have partially paid their living expenses by performing some service at the school.
In view
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of the large number of applicants for all these positions,
the school cannot promise that any such places will be
available for new students during the coming session, but
applications will be received and positions given wherever
possible. While the effort is made to prevent these positions from interfering with the school work of the students holding them, it is not possible to excuse student employees from any school requirements, and in most cases it
will be necessary for such students to take slightly less than
the full amount of class-work, which may necessitate attendance for a somewhat longer period than would otherwise be required.
State Loan Fund: The State Legislature has made provision for the establishment of a students' loan fund, from
which sums not to exceed $100 annually may be lent to
worthy students on proper security at four per cent. Interest.
Alumna Fund: The graduating class of 1911 established an aid fund for the use of worthy students who
find it Impossible to meet all their expenses in completing
their courses. The classes of 1912 and 1913 added a considerable sum to the original amount. For the present the
use of this fund will be limited to Seniors.
Caroline Sherman Fund: The Fairfax County Chapter
of the Daughters of the American Revolution has very
generously placed at the disposal of the school an aid fund
for the use of members of the graduating class who find it
Impossible to meet their entire expenses In completing their
work. This fund has been named in honor of Mrs. Caroline C. A. Sherman, who as an officer and member of the
Fairfax County Chapter has been an untiring worker for
the advancement of public education. Applications 'for
assistance from this fund should be presented to the President of the school.
Aid Funds: It is hoped that other friends of education
will provide in the near future "aid funds" for the students
of this school. Sums from such funds can be lent to worthy
students, to be returned after they have begun teach34

ing and have had time to earn enough to reimburse
the fund. This should appeal to persons of means as a most
worthy manner in which to invest money and reap a manifold return in the influence which a trained mind may exert
on the rising generation. Any sum, large or small, contributed to the school for this purpose, will be faithfully
used and greatly appreciated by the management and by
students. A scholarship to cover all of a student's expenses
for one year may be provided for only $150. Scholarships
covering all or a part of a student's expenses and bearing
a name designated by the donor will be established upon receipt of the necessary sum. The President of the school
will be pleased to correspond with any person on this subject.
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
These courses have been planned after careful study
of the conditions and needs in our State, as well as extensive examination of similar courses offered in the best
Normal Schools in our country, and consultation with a
large number of educators. They have been shaped to
meet the demands of the rural as well as the city schools.
The fact that this is a Normal School, and, as such, exists
primarily for the professional training of teachers for the
public schools of Virginia, has been kept constantly in mind.
It Is recognized that a good teacher must have an adequate
knowledge of the special subject-matter that Is to be taught
and of related subjects, as well as a thorough understanding
of the methods of presentation. This school provides for
both these distinct phases of Normal School work. In
carrying out these ideas, it is thought advisable to present
the following courses:
I. Preparatory Course, one or two years, equivalent
to third and fourth years of high school work.
II.
years.
III.
years.
IV.
years.

Professional Course—Primary-Kindergarten, two
Professional
Household

Course—Advanced

Arts

Course—Science

Grades,

two

Group,

two

V. Household Arts Course—Arts Group, two years.
VI. Industrial Arts Course—two years.
VII. Household-Industrial Arts Course, three years.
I. PREPARATORY COURSE
The work of this course is preparatory and of high
school grade. The Freshman Year corresponds to the
third year of an accredited four-year high school, and the
completion of two years of high school work is pre-requisite for entrance. The Sophomore Year represents the
fourth year of a first grade high school.
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II. PROFESSIONAL COURSE
PRIMARY-KINDERGARTEN
This Professional Course has been planned for the purpose of preparing teachers for kindergarten work and to
furnish special training for teaching in the primary grades.
The work here offered is strictly professional, and the satisfactory completion of it leads to the Full Diploma. Students who are looking forward to kindergarten positions will
do their practice teaching in the kindergarten.
III. PROFESSIONAL COURSE
ADVANCED GRADES
The work of this course has been shaped to permit
students to specialize in the work of the Intermediate and
grammar grades.
To this end it includes the subjects
taught In the public schools above the third grade. The
advanced work offered in the various academic branches
is taught from the standpoint of application in teaching
rather than for the acquisition of subject-matter alone. This
course leads to the Full Diploma.
IV. HOUSEHOLD ARTS COURSE
SCIENCE GROUP
The school has unusually fine facilities for training in
the household arts subjects. This course gives special instruction In domestic science and offers excellent preparation to those who wish to specialize in this practical field.
It is also intended for the training of home-makers. The
Full Diploma is granted for the completion of this course.
V. HOUSEHOLD ARTS COURSE
ARTS GROUP
This course in household arts has been prepared for
those who desire special training in millinery, dressmaking,
and related subjects. The need for teachers equipped to
teach or supervise the special branches of school work has
become so urgent and the demand so general that this
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school Is giving unusual attention to instruction In the practical arts. The Full Diploma is given for the completion
of this course.
VI. INDUSTRIAL ARTS COURSE
The course in Industrial Arts includes work in household, manual, and rural arts, the emphasis being placed
on the manual arts. It is intended to prepare teachers for
positions where a knowledge of a number of special subjects is required, especially in drawing and manual training. It leads to the Full Diploma.
VII. HOUSEHOLD-INDUSTRIAL ARTS COURSE
This course is a combination of courses IV-VI and is
offered for students who desire the best all-round preparation for the special work now taught in the schools. It
takes three years to complete the outlined work. This
course is open to graduates of accredited three-year high
schools, those who can offer twelve units as preparation.
Graduates from four-year high schools who wish to become
supervisors of these special branches should elect this
course. It is especially arranged for those who wish to
prepare for the duties of the home or to become rural
school supervisors and community workers. The completion of this course leads to the Full Diploma.
PARTIAL AND VOCATIONAL COURSES
Grouping of courses, independent of certificate or diploma credit, will be made to meet the desires and needs
of students wishing to pursue partial or vocational courses.
Selections from the Household Arts and Industrial Arts
Courses are advised with a view toward preparation for
home-making.
All credits for such courses will be kept on record
should the student desire to work for a certificate or diploma at some future time.
The President of the School will be glad to correspond
with any young woman who is considering the matter of
specializing in the industrial subjects, either for school or
home use.
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ADMISSION AND CLASSIFICATION
A young woman to be admitted to this school must be
at least fifteen years of age; she must be of good moral
character; and she must be able to show satisfactory preparation for the work she proposes to pursue. Applicants,
other than teachers, for admission to the regular courses,
will be classified on the basis of the number of "units" of
secondary school work offered as preparation.
A unit represents a year's study in any subject in a secondary school, constituting approximately a quarter of a full
year's work. This definition assumes that the length of the
school year is from thirty-six to forty weeks, that a period
is from forty to sixty minutes In length, and that the study
is pursued for four or five periods a week. It further assumes that two hours of manual training, drawing, or laboratory work is equivalent to one hour of classroom work.
The efficiency of the different classes of public high
schools in the State makes justifiable that, for young women
who have had no experience as teachers, the condition for
entrance to this school shall be eight units of work. This
preparation entitles the candidate to admission to the Freshman Year. Those who can offer twelve units, representing three years of High School work, will be admitted to
the Sophomore Year. Graduates of an approved fouryear high school, who can offer not less than fourteen units
of work, will be admitted to the Junior Year of any of the
courses offered, excepting the Junior year of the three-year
Household-Industrial Arts Course.
Applicants coming from schools other than public high
schools will be given credit for the work they have accomplished, the basis of the allowance being the definition
of the standard unit.
Each applicant for admission to the school will be sent
a printed form on which she will be requested to have her
last teacher or principal state the subjects she has studied
in her high school course, the length of time such studies
were pursued, the textbooks used, and the progress made in
each. This report Is to be forwarded to the school by the
principal or teacher, and upon receipt of same the Classi39

fication Committee will determine the number of units to
be allowed the applicant in admitting her to the school.
Deficiencies in preparation may be made up after coming
to the school, in most cases, by taking extra classes; but
this will necessarily require a longer time to complete a
course. The Summer Quarter offers an opportunity for
the removing of deficiencies before the student enters or
after she has started upon her course at the school.
Advanced credit and the omission of any subject Included in the schedule of the course being pursued by the
student are allowed only with the approval of both the
Classification Committee and the head of the department
within which the subject to be credited or omitted lies;
and all such allowances must be recorded when granted.
Applicants who desire to do so may take entrance examinations for admission to the school. Those who desire
to apply for admission on this plan should notify the President to (his effect before coming, so that proper arrangements may be made for them.
Entrance to this school will also be granted to teachers
on the basis of the certificate held by the applicants. The
holder of a first grade certificate will be admitted to the
Junior Year of either Professional Course. The completion of this course will entitle the student to a Professional
First Grade Certificate. If, after receiving this certificate,
the holder desires to continue her studies here, she must
first satisfy the regular high school entrance requirements
for admission to the Junior year before she can enter upon
the work of the Senior Year. Holders of the Elementary
Professional Certificate (given in former years), who have
had only three years of high school work will, when they
return to the Normal School, be required to complete the
Sophomore Year before entering the Senior Year in any
course.
In the case of applicants over twenty years of age, who,
for good reasons, have not been able to get the preparation
required by this school, the faculty will be glad to consider
their applications when stated in full, and will grant admission to such as may be found prepared for the work
of the school.
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In special cases, when such are approved by the faculty,
students may be permitted to pursue partial or vocational
courses in this school. Such students must be of sufficient maturity to profit by the work; and they must satisfy the instructors in charge of the classes they desire to enter as
to their preparation for the work they wish to do. Such
persons should write for information as to the conditions on
which they may be admitted. Young women who may desire to take work in household arts, with a view to its application in the home, but who do not expect to teach It, may
be permitted to pursue courses in this department. Partial- and vocational-course students are subject to the same
regulations as others.
Exceptions to the entrance requirements will be made in
the Spring and Summer Quarters in the cases of students
preparing for the State Examinations. These students are
allowed to enter any classes for which they are prepared.
The requirements for the admission of students to the
different courses are stated in the following schedules. Each
application for admission will be considered on its own merits, and every effort will be made to classify students where
they properly belong. The school has no desire to keep
back a student, but must maintain a certain standard for
each of the certificates which it grants.
Double credit will not be allowed. A student who has
offered for entrance credit, or who has completed since
coming to this school, any class, or Its equivalent, called
for by the course outline will be given a substitute of like
kind and value by the Classification Committee.
Students whose courses have been interrupted will conform in graduation to the requirements of the latest catalog.
GROUPING OF STUDENTS
The students of the school are divided Into five groups,
as follows:
1. Seniors: This group includes all students who are
candidates for the Full Diploma, and who have not more
than three quarters of attendance remaining in order to
complete the requirements for graduation.
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2. Juniors: This group includes all students who are
not included in group I and who are registered in either of
the Professional Courses, either of the Household Arts
Courses, the Industrial Arts Course, and the Second Year
of the Household-Industrial Arts Course.
3. Sophomores: This group includes all students who
are registered in the Sophomore, or Second, Year of the
Preparatory Course, and the First Year of the HouseholdIndustrial Arts Course.
4. Freshmen: This group includes all students who are
registered in the Freshman, or First, Year of the Preparatory Course.
5. Partial and Vocational-Course Students: This group
includes all students who are pursuing partial or vocational
courses, and who are not candidates for certificates or diplomas.
DIPLOMAS
The Full Diploma is granted upon the completion of
the Second, or Senior, Year of either of the Professional
Courses, either of the Household Arts courses, the Industrial Arts Course, and the Third, or Senior, Year of the
Household-Industrial Arts Course. To the holder of this
diploma the State Board of Education will grant a State
Normal School Certificate, which Is practically a life certificate and is the highest grade certificate given in Virginia.
This certificate entitles the holder to teach both high and
elementary school branches. The name of the course completed will be stated on the diploma; but the diploma and the
corresponding State Teachers' Certificates have the same
standing regardless of which of the above courses is completed, and the certificates issued for the completion of the
Arts Courses will be good in any school and have the same
recognition as those issued for the professional courses.
CERTIFICATES
Diplomas are given for the completion of full courses,
certificates for the completion of certain parts of the
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courses.
school:

The following certificates are now offered by the

1. First Grade High School CertificateGranted upon
completion of the Sophomore Year. This certificate continues in force for two years and cannot be renewed. This
certificate entitles the holder to teach only in the elementary
schools.
2. Junior State Normal Certificate-. Granted upon completion of the Junior Year, except as stated In paragraph 3
below. This certificate continues in force for seven years
and may be renewed for a similar period from time to
time. This certificate entitles the holder to teach only in the
elementary schools.
3. Professional First Grade Certificate: Granted upon
completion of the Junior Year of either Professional
Course, when entrance into that course has been by a First
Grade Certificate. This certificate continues in force for
seven years and may be renewed for a similar period from
time to time. This certificate entitles the holder to teach
only in the elementary schools. (This certificate takes the
place of the "Elementary Professional Certificate," which
is no longer given by the State Board of Education.)
TIME REQUIREMENTS
Except under the most extraordinary circumstances no
one will be permitted to take a diploma from this school
unless she has been in attendance at least two years (six
full quarters). Under no circumstances will this school
grant a diploma or certificate to a student who has not been
in residence at least three full quarters, amounting to not
less than thirty-three weeks. These quarters need not be consecutive. A student who is absent from her classes more
than ten days during any year of three quarters will be
required to do such extra work as the faculty may assign
in each case, which may mean a longer period of attendance
to complete a course. Students who have not completed a
course may at any time secure a written statement of the
work they have satisfactorily completed.
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In the following schedules of courses the time assignments are by quarters, a full quarter representing about
twelve weeks' work, and any three full quarters constituting:
a full academic year. The figures following the subjects denote the number of periods per week given to the subjects
during the different quarters. The length of a period is
fifty minutes. In the case of laboratory or field work a
period represents the same time as In the other classes, but
the custom is to count two such periods as the equivalent
of one recitation period; therefore the totals shown in the
schedules, especially in those for the Household Arts and
Industrial Arts Courses, are not so great as they seem.
SELECTION OF WORK
Before being enrolled In classes, each student must consult a member of the committee on classification and get
her program approved. Each case will be carefully considered on Its merits, and every effort will be made to guide
students aright In the selection of their work. This consultation should take place as soon after arrival at the
school as possible.
Students are warned against attempting too much work,
or trying to shorten unduly the term of their residence at
the school. Each student in the school will be put upon her
individual merit, hence it is best that she attempt only as
much as she can do well.
The attention of students Is called to the courses offered
for the training of teachers In special subjects. The President will be glad to talk with any one considering specialization.
Correspondence from prospective students relative to
choice of work will receive careful attention, but this matter
can usually be best settled in a personal interview after the
student reaches the school.
RECORD OF STUDENTS
The school keeps an accurate and complete record of
every student's work. The instructors render reports at
regular Intervals of the work of every student, and reports;
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are sent to the parents of pupils (under age) at the close
of every quarter. In the meantime if a student is found to
be falling behind in her work, she is notified and given an
opportunity to improve. To be awarded any diploma, a
student must have a satisfactory record not only as to grades
made in her studies, but also as to faithfulness in the performance of all school duties. No student whose conduct
at the school has been unsatisfactory will be awarded a certificate, a diploma, or any other honor. All financial accounts must be settled before the award of such honors.
No student notably poor in spelling or English composition
will be permitted to graduate until such deficiency is remedied.
On the quarterly reports of students the grades in the
various subjects will be recorded In letters (A, B, C, D, E) ;
and no numerical marks will be published.
In students' reports A is considered very good; B is considered good; C is considered passable; all being above 75
per cent, which is the standard pass mark. A student receiving D on any study is conditioned in that study and is allowed to take another examination. Examinations to remove conditions are to be taken the next quarter in residence.
Otherwise the full course must be repeated. E signifies
failure, and the entire work of the quarter in this' study must
be repeated if credit Is desired.
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SCHEDULES OF COURSES OF INSTRUCTION

I. PREPARATORY COURSE
Freshman Year
(For all courses)
Entrance Requirements: The completion of two years of high school
work, representing eight units. Applicants falling short in their entrance
credits not more than two units will for the present be admitted conditionally. Attention is called to the opportunity offered by the Summer
Quarter for making up any deficiencies in entrance credits. Entrance may
also be had by examination if desired.
THE PROGRAM
1st
English 31-32-33—Grammar; Rhetoric and Composition;
Classics
History 31-32-33—Ancient;- Mediaeval and Modern;
English History
Manual Arts 34-35-36—Drawing for Primary Grades..
Mathematics 34-35-36—Plane Geometry
Music 37-38-39—Public Scfiool Music
Natural Science 34-35-36—Physics
Physical Education 31-32-33—Gymnastics
Required total in points [or periods)

QUARTER
2d
3d

S

5

5

5
2
5
2
5
2

5
2
5
2
5
2

5
2
5
2
S
2

26

26

26

Leads to: The Sophomore Year of all courses. No certificate is awarded
for the completion of this year's work. Students who find it necessary
to teach at the end of the year are advised to take the State Examinations
in order to secure a certificate.
Substitutes: Mathematics 31-32-33—Algebra, must be taken in place
of Mathematics 34-35-36—Plane Geometry, unless two units of Algebra are
offered at entrance. Natural Science 31-32-33—Botany, Zoology, and Geology, may be taken in place of Natural Science 34-35-36—Physics, if the
former subjects have not been offered at entrance.
Individual instruction in Music for two periods per week may be substituted for Manual Arts 34-35-36—Primary Drawing, in which case the
latter subject is to be taken in the Sophomore Year.
If any subject in the outline above has been satisfactorily completed
before entrance, the Classification Committee may arrange a substitute of
equivalent value in keeping with the general character of the year's work
and with due regard to the needs of the student as shown by her high
school record.
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I. PREPARATORY COURSE
Sophomore Year
(For both Professional Courses)
Entrance Requirements'. The completion of the Freshman Year, or of
three years of high school work, representing twelve units. Applicants
falling short in their entranc ecredits not more than one unit will, for the
present, be admitted conditionally. Attention is called to the opportunity
offered by the Summer Quarter for making up any deficiencies in entrance
credits. Entrance may also be had by examination if desired.
THE PROGRAM
QUARTER
1st
2d
3d
Education 41-42—Educational Psychology
4
4
0
Education 41—Rural School Problems
0
0
2
English 41-42-43—Advanced Rhetoric and Composition;
English Literature; American Literature
5
5
5
Geography 43—Commercial Geography
0
5
0
History 42—Rural Sociology
0
0
3
History 47—American History
0
0
5
Natural Science 41—Physiology and Hygiene
5
0
0
Natural Science 44-45-46—Chemistry
5
5
S
Physical Education 41-42-43—Gymnastics
2
2
2
From the Elective Group (see below)
4
4
4
Required totals in points {or periods)
25
25
26
Leads to: The Junior Year of either Professional Course. If the student
who has completed the above program of work cannot remain longer in
the school, she may be given a First Grade High School Certificate, and the
corresponding State Teachers' Certificate, as described under the head of
"Certificates."
Electives and Substitutes: The electives provided for above are a part
of the regularly required work and may not be omitted by any student.
They are to be chosen with the advice and approval of the Classification
Committee from the following group, the amount not exceeding four periods
per week;
Household Arts 41-42-43 ; 44-45-46; 47-48.
Manual Arts 41-42; 47-48-49; 54-55-56.
Music 47-48-49; individual instruction in music (2 periods).
Rural Arts 51-53; 54-55-56.
Music 37-38-39—Public School Music, and Manual Arts 34-35-36—Primary Drawing, are required this year if not taken in the Freshman Year.
Mathematics 34-35-36—Plane Geometry, if not completed previously,
must be taken in place of Natural Science 44-45-46—Chemistry, if the student
is applying for a High School Certificate at the end of the year.
Natural Science 34-35-36—Physics, may be substituted for Natural Science 44-45-46—Chemistry, if not taken previously.
Students in their first year at the school take Physical Education 31-3233 in place of Physical Education 41-42-43.
Note: Students who expect to go into one of the Household or Industrial Arts Courses are advised to take the Sophomore Year of the HouseholdIndustrial Arts Course outlined on a following page. 'If, however, the
above course is completed and the student then decides to go into one of
the special courses, she may have her program arranged for her so that
she may graduate in two years.
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II. PROFESSIONAL COURSE
PRIMARY-KINDERGARTEN
Junior Year
Entrance Requirements: The completion of four years of high school
■work, representing sixteen units. Applicants falling short in their entrance
credits not more than two units will for the present be admitted conditionally. Attention is called to the opportunity offered by the Summer
Quarter for making up deficiencies. Teachers holding full First Grade
Certificates based on the present State requirements will be admitted to
this course and their work recognized in accordance with the note below.
Entrance may also be had by examination if desired.
THE PROGRAM
1st
Education 41-42—Educational Psychology
4
Education 51—School Management and Sanitation
0
Education 54-55-56—Primary Methods and Observation... 5
Education 57-58-59—Kindergarten Methods and Observation
5
English 56—Language Study
5
Manual Arts 34-35-36—Drawing for Primary Grades
2
Manual Arts 41-42—Handwork for Primary Grades
0
Music 57-58—School Music for Primary Gardes
0
Natural Science 41—Physiology and Hygiene
0
Physical Education 51-52-53—Gymnastics
2
Rural Arts 51—Nature Study
4
Rural Arts 53—School Gardening
0

QUARTER
2d
4
0
5

3d
0
5
5

5
0
2
2
2
5
2
0
0

5
0
2
2
2
0
2
0
4

Required total in points (or periods)
27
27
27
Leads to: The Senior Year of this course- If the student who has
completed the foregoing program of work cannot remain longer in the
school, she may be given a Junior State Normal Certificate, and the corresponding State Teachers' Certificate, as described under the head of "Certificates."
Teachers entering this course on a full First Grade Certificate based
on the present State requirements for this certificate will, upon completion
of this year of work, be given a Professional First Grade Certificate by the
State Board of Education, as described under the head of "Certificates."
Substitutes: Students who have completed the Sophomore year at this
school take Mathematics 56—Arithmetic Review, and English 57—Advanced
Language Study, in place of Education 41-42—Educational Psychology, and
Manual Arts 34-35—Drawing for Primary Grades. They also take
Household Arts 46—Home Nursing, in place of Manual Arts 36—Drawing
for Primary Grades; and Geography 57—Advanced Geography, in place of
Natural Science 41—Physiology and Hygiene.
Students who are looking forward to kindergarten work take Piano
Music in place of Physical Education, unless they are already proficient in
Piano Music.
Students who are in their first year at the school take Physical Education 31-32-33 in place of Physical Education 51-52-53, and students who are
in their second year at the school take Physical Education 41-42-43 in place
of Physical Education 51-52-53.
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II. PROFESSIONAL COURSE
PRIMARY-KINDERGARTEN
Senior Year
Entrance Requirements'. The completion of the Junior Year of this
course.
THE PROGRAM
1st
Education 60—Practice Teaching
12
Education 61-62-63—History and Philosophy of Education. .3
Education 64-65—Kindergarten Principles
5
Education 66—Child Psychology
0
Education 67-68-69—Educational Conference
1
English 61—Literary Epochs
0
English 64-65-66—-Reading
2
History 61—Sociology
0
History 62-—Ethics
3
History 63—American Government
0
Manual Arts 61—Art Appreciation
0
Manual Arts 65—Industrial Phases of Education
0
Music 62—Music Appreciation
0
Physical Education 61-62—Games
0
Required total in points (or periods)

26

QUARTER
2d
0
3
5
0
1
0
2
5
0
3
3
2
0
2
26

3d
4
3
0
5
1
5
0
0
0
0
0
3
2
25

Leads to'. Full Diploma, and a State Normal School Certificate issued
by the State Board of Education, as described under the head of "Diplomas."
Note'. Students taking their practice teaching during the Second Quarter
will take History 61—Sociology, Manual Arts 61—Art Appreciation, Manual
Arts 65—Industrial Phases of Education, and Physical Education 61—
Games, in the First Quarter, omitting these in the Second Quarter.
Students desiring to teach more advanced grades are advised to take
the other professional course. This course is offered to permit students to
specialize in the work of the kindergarten, first, second, and third grades.
Those applying for the kindergarten diploma must do their practice teaching in the kindergarten.
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III. PROFESSIONAL COURSE
ADVANCED GRADES
Junior Year
Entrance Requirements'. Same as preceding course, namely, the completion of four years of high school work, representing sixteen units. Applicants falling short in their entrance credits not more than two units will
for the present be admitted conditionally. Attention is called to the opportunity offered by the Summer Quarter for making up deficiencies.
Teachers holding full First Grade Certificates based on the present State
requirements will be admitted to this course and their work recognized in
accordance with the note below. Entrance may also be made by examination if desired.
THE PROGRAM

Education 41-42—Educational Psychology
Education 51—School Management and Sanitation
Education 53—Principles of Teaching
English 57-58—Language Study and Methods
Geography 58—Geography and Methods
History 58—History and Methods
Manual Arts 54-55-56—Drawing for Grammar Grades
Mathematics 57-58—Advanced Arithmetic and Methods
Music 37-38-59—Public School Music and Methods
Natural Science 41—Physiology and Hygiene
Natural Science 63—Elementary Science Methods
Physical Education 51-52-53—Gymnastics
Rural Arts 51—Nature Study
Required total in pohits {or periods)

1st
4
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
2
5
5
2
4

QUARTER
2d
4
5
0
5
0
0
4
5
2
0
0
2
0

3d
0
0
5
5
5
0
2
5
2
0
0
2
0

27

27

26

Leads to'. The Senior Year of this course. If the student who has
completed the above program of work cannot remain longer in the school,
she may be given a junior State Normal Certificate, and the corresponding
State Teachers' Certificate, as described under the head of "Certificates."
Teachers entering this course on a full First Grade Certificate based on
the present State requirements for this certificate will, upon completion of
this year of work, be given a Professional First Grade Certificate by the
State Board of Education, as described under the head of "Certificates."
Substitutes: Students who have completed the Sophomore Year at this
school take Mathematics 56—Arithmetic Review, and Geography 57—Geography Review, in place of Education 41-42—Educational Psychology and
Music 37-38—Public School Music. They also take English 56—Language
Study, in place of Natural Science 41—Physiology and Hygiene. Students
without any previous instruction in Drawing will take Manual Arts 34-3536—Drawing for Primary Grades, instead of Manual Arts 54-55-56—
Drawing for Grammar Grades.
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III. PROFESSIONAL COURSE
ADVANCED GRADES
Senior Year
Entrance RequirementsThe completion of the Junior Year of this
course.
THE PROGRAM
1st
Education 60—Practice Teaching
12
Education 61-62-63—History and Philosophy of Education. . 3
Education 66—Child Psychology
0
Education 67-68-69—Educational Conference
1
English 61-62—Literary Epochs
0
English 64-65-66—Reading
2
History 61—Sociology
0
History 62—Ethics
3
History 63—American Government
0
Manual Arts 51-52-53—Handwork for Grammar Grades.. 2
Manual Arts 64—Art Appreciation
0
Music 62—Music Appreciation
0
2
Physical Education 61-62—Games
Required total in points [or periods)

25

QUARTER
2d
0
3
0
1
5
2
5
0
3
2
3
0
2
26

3d
4
3
5
1
5
2
0
0
0
2
0
3
0
25

Leads to: Full Diploma, and a State Normal School Certificate issued
by the State Board of Education, as described under the head of "Diplomas."
Note: Students taking their practice teaching in the Second Quarter
will take English 61—Literary Epochs, History 61—Sociology, and Manual
Arts 6'1—Art Appreciation, in the First Quarter, omitting these in the Second
Quarter.
Students desiring to teach in the grades below the fourth grade are
advised to take the other professional course. This course is offered to
permit students to specialize in the work of the grades above the third
grade.
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IV., V. HOUSEHOLD ARTS COURSES
VI.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS COURSE
Junior Year

(For all tiuo-year courses in Household and Industrial Arts)
Entrance Requirements'. The completion of four years of high school
work, representing sixteen units. Applicants falling short in their entrance
credits not more than two units will for the present be admitted conditionally. Attention is called to the opportunity offered by the Summer Quarter
for making up deficiencies. Entrance may also be had by examination if
desired.
THE PROGRAM
Education 41-42—Educational Psychology
Education 44—Rural School Problems
English 41—Rhetoric and Composition
History 41—Industrial History
Household Arts 41-42-43—Sewing and Textiles
Household Arts 44-45-46—Home Economics; Home Cleaning; Home Nursing
Household Arts 47-48—Cooking
Household Arts 50—Methods and Observation
Manual Arts 34-35-36—Drawing for Primary Grades
Manual Arts 47-48-49—Rural Teachers' Course
Natural Science 41—Physiology and Hygiene
Natural Science 44-45-46—Chemistry
Rural Arts 53—School Gardening
Required total in points (or periods)

QUARTER
2d
4
0
0
S
4

3d
0
2
0
0
4

2
4
0
2
4
0
5
0

2
4
0

0
3

4
0
5
0

4
5
5
4

30

30

31

1st
4
0
5
0
4

Leads to: The Senior Year of any of the two-year courses in Household or Industrial Arts. If the student who has comoleted the above program of work cannot remain longer in the school, she may be given a Junior
State Normal Certificate, and the corresponding State Teachers' Certificate
as described under the head of "Certificates."
Note: Students who expect to take their Senior Year in the Industrial
Arts Course will take Natural Science 34-35-36—Physics, instead of Natural
Science 44-45-46—Chemistry.
„
Graduates of four year high schools who find it possible to do so arc
advised to take the full three-year course in Household and Industrial
Arts as it gives a much better all-round training in these special branches.
This is especially advisable if the student is looking forward to work as a
supervisor.
Students who come up through the regular Sophomore Year and then
desire to change to one of the special courses will have their program arranged in such a way as to permit them to graduate in two years.
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IV.

HOUSEHOLD ARTS COURSE
SCIENCE GROUP
Senior Year

Entrance Requirements: The completion of the Junior Year of this
course.
THE PROGRAM
1st
Education 61-62-63—History and Philosophy of Education.. 3
1
Education 67-68-69—Educational Conference
0
History 42—Rural Sociology
4
Household Arts 57-58-59—Advanced Cooking
4
Household Arts 60—Practice Teaching
0
Household Arts 61—Food Production
2
Household Arts 62-63—Household Management
2
Household Arts 64-65—Laundering
4
Household Arts 66-67-68—Dietetics
3
Household Arts 69-70—Theory and Practice
0
Manual Arts 64—Art Appreciation
2
Mathematics 51-52—Industrial Mathematics
Natural Science 57-58-59—Analytical and Household Chem5
istry
Required total in points {or periods)

30

QUARTER
2d
3
1
0
4
4
0
2
2
4
3
0
2

3d
3
1
3
4
4
4
0
0
4
0
3
0

5

5

30

31

Leads to: Full Diploma, and a State Normal Certificate issued by the
State Board of Education, as described under the head of "Diplomas."
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V. HOUSEHOLD ARTS COURSE
ARTS GROUP
Senior Year
Entrance Requirements'. The completion of the Junior Year of this
course.
THE PROGRAM
1st
Education 61-62-63—History and Philosophy of Education 3
Education 67-68-69—Educational Conference
1
History 42—Rural Sociology
0
Household Arts 51-52-53—Art Needlework
2
Household Arts 54-55-56—Advanced Textiles
2
Household Arts 60—Practice Teaching
4
Household Arts 69-70—Theory and Practice
3
Household Arts 71-72-73—Millinery
2
Household Arts 74-75-76—Dressmaking
4
Household Arts 77-78-79—Household Arts Design
6
Manual Arts 54-55-56—Drawing for Grammar Grades. .. 2
Manual Arts 65—Art Appreciation
0
Mathematics 51-52—Industrial Mathematics
2
Required total in points {or periods)

31

QUARTER
2d
3
1
0
2
2
4
3
2
4
6

3d
3
1
3
2
2
4
0
2
4
6

0
2

3
0

31

32

Leads to'. Full Diploma, and a State Normal School Certificate, issued
by the State Board of Education, as described under the head of "Diplomas."
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VI. INDUSTRIAL ARTS COURSE
Senior Year
Entrance Requirements'. The completion of the Junior Year of this
course.
THE PROGRAM
1st
Education 61-62-63—History, and Philosophy of Education 3
Education 67-68-69—Educational Conference
1
History 42—Rural Sociology
0
Household Arts 69-70—Theory and Practice
3
Manual Arts 41-42—Handwork for Primary Grades
0
Manual Arts 51-52-53—Advanced Handwork
2
Manual Arts 54-55-56—Drawing for Grammar Grades-■■ 2
Manual Arts 57-58-59—Mechanical Drawing
4
Manual Arts 60—Practice Teaching
4
Manual Arts 64—Art Appreciation
0
Manual Arts 65—Industrial Phases of Education
2
Manual Arts 67-68-69—Woodworking
4
Mathematics 51-52—Industrial Mathematics
2
Rural Arts 54-55—Agriculture
4
Rural Arts 56—Poultry-Raising and Bee-Culture
0
Required total in points {or periods)

31

QUARTER
2d
3
1
0
3
2
2
2
4
4
0
0
4
2
4
0

3d
3
1
3
0
2
2
2
4
4
3
0
4
0
0
4

31

32

Leads to'. Full Diploma, and a State Normal School Certificate issued
by the State Board of Education, as described under the head of "Diplomas."
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VII. HOUSEHOLD-INDUSTRIAL ARTS COURSE
(A three-year combination course.)
Sophomore Year
Entrance Requirements'. The completion of the Freshman Year, or of
three years of high school work, representing twelve units. Applicants
falling short in their entrance credits not more than one unit will for the
present be admitted conditionally. Attention is called to the opportunity
offered by the summer quarter for making up deficiencies. Fpur-year high
school graduates are advised to take this three-year course if they desire
the best all-round preparation for this special work, or if they are looking
forward to becoming supervisors of these branches. Entrance may also be
had by examination if desired.
THE PROGRAM

Education 41-42—Educational Psychology
Education 44—Rural School Problems
English 41—Rhetoric and Composition
History 41—Industrial History
History 42—Rural Sociology
Household Arts 41-42-43—Sewing and Textiles
Household Arts 44-45-46—Home Economics; Home Clean
ing; and Home Nursing
Household Arts 47-48—Cooking
Manual Arts 34-35-36—Drawing for Primary Grades . . .
Manual Arts 47-48-49—Rural Teachers' Course
Natural Science 41—Physiology and Hygiene
Natural Science 44-45-46—Chemistry
Rural Arts 53—School Gardening
Required total in points {or periods)

1st
4
0
5
0
0
4

QUARTER
2d
4
0
0
5
0
4

3d
0
2
0
0
3
4

2
4
2
4
0
5
0

2
4
2
4
0
5
0

2
0
2
4
5
5
4

30

30

31

Leads to'. The Junior Year of this course. If the student who has
completed the above program of work cannot remain longer in the school,
she may be given a First Grade High School Certificate, and the corresponding State Teachers' Certificate as described under the head of "Certificates."
Note'. Students who have completed Manual Arts 34-35-36—Drawing
for Primary Grades in the Freshman Year substitute for it Physical Education 41, and Manual Arts 41-42—Handwork for Primary Grades.
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VII. HOUSEHOLD-INDUSTRIAL ARTS COURSE
Junior Year
Entrance Requirements'. The completion of the Sophomore Year of this
course. (Four-year high school graduates and students who have completed the other Sophomore Year should take one of the two-year courses.)
THE PROGRAM

Required total in points [or periods)

31

QUARTER
2d
0
2
2
4
0
2
2
2
2
4
2

3d
3
2
2
4
4
0
0
2
2
4
0

5
4
0

5
0
4

31

K> 11

1st
0
Household Arts 50—Methods and Observation
2
Household Arts 51-52-53—Art Needlework
2
Household Arts 54-55-56—Advanced Textiles
4
Household Arts 57-58-59—Advanced Cooking
0
Household Arts 61—Food Production
2
Household Arts 62-63—Household Management
2
Household Arts 64-65—Laundering
2
Manual Arts 51-52-53—Advanced Handwork
Manual Arts 54-55-56—Drawing for Primary Grades ... 2
4
Manual Arts 57-58-59—Mechanical Drawing
2
Mathematics 51-52—Industrial Mathematics
Natural Science 57-58-59—Analytical and Household Chem5
istry
4
Rural Arts 54-55—Agriculture
0
Rural Arts 56—Poultry-raising and Bee-culture

Leads to'. The Senior Year of this course. If the student who has
completed the above program of work cannot remain longer in the school,
she may be given a Junior State Normal Certificate, and the corresponding State Teachers' Certificate, as described under the head of "Certificates."

VII. HOUSEHOLD-INDUSTRIAL ARTS COURSE
Senior Year
Entrance Requirements: The completion of the Junior Year of this
course. (Students who have completed the Junior Year of any other course
must continue in the Senior Year of the corresponding course and will not
be permitted to change to this.)
THE PROGRAM
1st
Education 61-62-63—History and Philosophy of Education 3
Education 67-68-69—Educational Conference
1
Household Arts 60 or Manual Arts 60—Practice Teaching 4
Household Arts 66-67-68—Dietetics
4Household Arts 69-70—Theory and Practice
3
Household Arts 71-72-73—Millinery
2
Household Arts 74-75-76—Dressmaking
4
Household Arts 77-78-79—Household Arts Design
6
Manual Arts 64—Art Appreciation
0
Manual Arts 67-68-69—Woodworking
4
Required totals in points {or periods)

31

QUARTER
2d
3d
3
3
1
1
4-4
4
4
3
0
2
2
4
4
6
6
0
3
4
4
31

31

Leads to: Full Diploma, and a State Normal School Certificate issued
by the State Board of Education, as described under the head of "Diplomas."
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DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION
I. EDUCATION
The Department of Education is the most characteristic
and perhaps the most important department of a Normal
School. It has to deal with the distinctly professional side
of the training of teachers.
It is the purpose of this department to give the best
possible professional preparation to young women for the
work of teaching and supervising in the public schools of
Virginia. The good teacher must know the subjects she
has to teach and also the pupil to whom her instruction is
given; hence in addition to sound scholarship she must have
a good knowledge of the nature and growth of the child's
mind.
The work must include a study of the principles and
history of education, of the elements of school management
and school economy, of the methods of teaching the different
branches in the school, and of the local educational conditions.
Particular care is taken to make the work in all the
courses of the department as practical as possible.
Every-day schoolroom problems are brought into the
work, and every effort is made to apply theory to practice.
The department aims to impress upon the teacher the
importance of the work she is about to undertake, the honor
and nobility of the profession, the responsibility of the
teacher as a member of society, and her duty to her pupils,
patrons, and fellow-teachers.
The course In kindergarten training offers excellent facilities for those who wish training for the work of teaching In public or private kindergartens.
41-42. Educational Psychology.—1st and 2nd quarters; 4 periods per week.—Professor Heatwole.
The purpose of this course is, first, to make a study of the elements
of psychology in order to give an understanding of what mental processes
are, and how the mind is developed. Such an understanding will make
the future teacher more proficient in developing the minds^ of her pupils,
and will enable her to understand psychological terms which often occur
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in educational literature. Its second purpose is to apply principles of psychology to the teaching process. Text-books: Bagley and Colvin's Unman
Behavior, and Betts's The Mind and its Education.
44. Rural School Problems and Methods.—
quarter; 2 periods per week.—Miss Scott.
In this course are taken up various important problems of the management and teaching of rural schools, with a view to helping in their
solution by those engaged in teaching or preparing to teach in country
schools. The relation of the rural school to the community, its importance
and its possibilities as a social center, and similar topics are discussed.
Text-book: Betts and Hall's Better Rural Schools.
51. School Management and Sanitation.—2d
quarter; 5 periods per week; repeated in 3d quarter.—Professor Pleatwole.
This course is especially adapted to the needs of teachers who must
manage schools without the help of a principal, and of those who may become principals of schools. The chief aim is to develop in future teachers
ability to take charge of a school, enroll pupils, organize and classify
them, and manage the school properly and successfully. Many teachers
of excellent scholarship fail in their work because of a lack of^ knowledge as to what to do when various problems of management arise, and
this course endeavors to give help in this direction. It also helps the
teacher to understand certain routine matters, as the keeping of records,
the making of reports, and the planning of school buildings, light, heat,
and ventilation; the improvement of school grounds; sanitary equipment;
selection of desks and patent appliances; arrangement of programs, recesses, etc.; detection of physical defects in children and their treatment
in the school-room. Text-books: Bagley's Classroom Management; Dresslar's School Sanitation.
53. Ppjnciples of Teaching and How to Study.—
3d quarter; 5 periods per week.—Professor Heatwole.
This course includes a study of the underlying principles of the
science of education and the art of teaching. In addition to the work
in general method, attention is given to the relation of the different subjects of the public school course. The work is made as practical as possible, and seeks to help the future teacher solve the many problems that
will confront her in the schoolroom. Consideration is given to the nature,
importance, and methods of study, in order to lead students to economize
in their own use of time and to give them help in teaching children to
form correct habits of study. Study assignments are made. Text-books;
Strayer's A Brief Course in the Teaching Process; McMurry's Ho<w to
Study.
54-55-56. Primary Education and Observation.—
\st, 2d and 3d quarters; 5 periods per week.—Miss Gregg.
This course aims to make clear the guiding principles that determine what the primary program in general should include. The child s
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interests are considered in the light of his future needs and the course
of study planned accordingly. Methods of teaching the various branches
of the primary curriculum are considered, and the relations of these
branches to each other are studied with a view to formulating a proper
program. Attention is given to sources of materials, and to the use of
games, songs, and story-telling in the primary grades. Weekly observation of class-work in the Training School forms an innportant part of this
course. The observations are carried on from the Kindergarten, through
the first three grades. Careful class discussion later brings out the_ essentials of good classroom work in all its details. Consideration is given
to reviews of texts and references.
\st quarter.—Reading and the related subjects, phonics, spelling, penmanship.
2d quarter.—Geography and Methods, Social and ^ Industrial LifeThis work revolves around the problems of food, clothing, and shelter,
and includes present day aspects, primitive aspects, _ and the geographic
conditions that affect the solving of these problems in other lands. The
work will be practical; the constructive aspects _will_ be worked oyt as
needed, and this will form a basis for the unification of the primary
program.
ltd quarter—History and Number. Text-book; Suzzallo s Teaching of
Primary Arithmetic. Organization of the primary curriculum and daily
program.
57-58-59. Kindergarten Methods and Observation.—1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 5 periods per week.—
Miss Seeger<
\st quarter.—Kindergarten Materials. Practical application with blocks
and other materials including clay, sand, paper, etc.
2d quarter.—Literature for Kindergarten and Primary grades. _ This
includes a study of sources and classification of materials and practice^ in
story-telling. Language. Text-book: Chubb's The Teaching of English,
Primary Edition3d quarter.—The purpose of this course is to teach the meaning of
play and to show how it aids in the development of the child in the
kindergarten and primary grades. A study of songs, games, and festival
work is included. The relation of the kindergarten to the primary grades
is stressed.
60. Practice Teaching.—Ist, 2d, and 3d quarters;
periods per week as directed.—Miss Gregg, with other
members of the faculty.
Students in this course are assigned to work under the direction of
skilled and experienced supervisors, and they are held responsible for
management and teaching. Helpful criticisms are made by _ the supervisors, and individual conferences are held by the grade critics and the
Supervisor of Training. The student gains experience in planning lessons, in teaching them, and in managing classes. Once every week the
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entire practice-teaching body meets with the Supervisor of Training to
discuss the various problems that arise with regard to successful work
and the making of a successful teacher. A summary of educational work
is given in the third quarter when the seniors observe typical class programs in the eight elementary grades. Students in the special courses,
Kindergarten, Primary, Advanced grades, Domestic Science, Domestic Arts,
Industrial Arts, do practice teaching in their special field under the general supervision of the head of the special department. Opportunities are
offered for practice teaching in rural schools as well as in the town
schools. All practice teaching is done under real public school conditions.
61-62-63. History and Philosophy of Education.
—1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 3 periods per week.—Professor Heatwole.
The work of this course includes the systematic study of the progress of educational theory and practice from the earliest times down to
modern education as exemplified in America, England, France, and Germany. The most important topics in Greek and Roman education are
considered, and some attention is paid to education during the Middle
Ages; but the greatest portion of the time is given to the great educational
reformers and to the historical development of the education of our own
times. The value of such a course in giving a perspective to the study
of educational theory and practice, in giving balance to the judgment
of the future teacher, and in shaping her educational ideals is certainly
very great. By studying what has been aimed at and what has been accomplished in education by various peoples in the past, the student may
gain some idea of what education should reasonably expect to accomplish
in the future. The 3d quarter will be given to a course in advanced
educational theory, which seeks the foundations of education in biology,
physiology, sociology, psychology, and philosophy, and endeavors to interpret the nature, place, and meaning of education in the world. The purpose of the course is to give a broader view of education as a whole, and
especially to interpret the progress and development of educational thought
and practice in the light of the social life of peoples in different ages,
with a view to determining the form of education demanded by our own
age. The larger aims of modern education and the duty of the school
to society are emphasized. Text-books: Monroe's Brief Course in the
History of Education; Graves's History of Education; Betts's Social Principles of Education and Home's Idealism in Education64-65. Kindergarten Principles.—and 2d quarters; 5 periods per week.—Miss Seeger
\st quarter.—The methods and subject matter of the Kindergarten are
considered. A study is made of the kindergarten materials with a view
to the formulation and arrangement of the kindergarten program.
2d quarter.—Practical problems including the furnishing of the kindergarten, discipline of the kindergarten, and the relation of the kindergarten
to the community are considered.
66. Child Psychology.—3d quarter; 5 periods per
week.—Miss Seeger.
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The purpose of this course is to give the student a better knowledge
of the child's nature, so that she may be better able to interpret his actions
and to make use of his instincts and interests at the proper time. The
work is carried on through the study of tests, discussions and observation
of children. Text-books; Kirkpatrick's Fundamentals of Child Study;
Thorndike's Notes on Child Study.
67-68-69. Educational Conference.—Ist, 2d and
3d quarters; 1 period per week.—Professor Heatwole, with
other members of the faculty.
This conference is a meeting of the instructors and advanced students to
discuss important educational topics, chiefly those of current interest. The
more important articles appearing in educational periodicals are considered
and new books are reviewed and discussed as far as time will allow. Students are required to work in the form of papers such as would be read
at teachers' institutes and educational gatherings. Methods of organizing
material for discussion are emphasized. Studies are made, by groups of
students, in modern educational problems and educational statistics.
Special Methods and Observation.—In the presentation of subject-matter in all departments attention is
given throughout to methods of teaching the subject.
In all courses in methods, and In other courses where
advisable, students are required to observe lessons taught
to children by skilled teachers, and to make reports of the
observations. All observations are arranged with the Supervisor of Training, who has general supervision of
classes observing. The instructor in charge of the subject
accompanies the class, and students are directly responsible
to the instructor.
For courses in theory and practice of teaching the special subjects of Household Arts and Manual Arts, see under the respective departments.
For methods courses in the various branches, see under the respective
departments.
II. ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
This department should always be considered of prime
importance in the academic work of every institution.
It Is of the greatest consequence that our teachers be well
grounded in their mother tongue; and it is better that the
study of other branches be neglected than that anything be
lacking in the training in English. This school recognizes
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this fact, and has provided courses In the English language
in every schedule of work open to its students. In the work
of this department the objects sought are:
(1) To give the student a ready command of good
English and the ability to use It in a practical way; (2)
to give the student the power to appreciate and enjoy the
best in English and American literature; (3) to give the
future teacher a fund of subject-matter and a training in
the best methods of teaching the English branches in the
schools.
In the work of the department reference is made to
many books which may be obtained in the school library,
and much collateral reading is required in general literature
and also in pedagogical literature referring to the teaching
of English. The school library is the "laboratory" of this
department, and every effort is made to provide a sufficient
number of serviceable books. Additions are made as the
demands require and the means allow.
Every effort is made In all the departments of the school
to develop good habits In the use of English, whether oral
or written. No student is allowed to omit the required
work in English for the year in which she is entered, except
under most extraordinary circumstances; and any student
found notably deficient in English may be required to do
extra work in the department until such deficiency is removed.
The students are conducting three successful Literary
Societies, and literary entertainments are arranged from
time to time under the auspices of this department or with
its co-operation.
1. Spelling and the Mechanics of Writing.—Ut,
2d, and 3d quarters; twice a week during assembly period.
—Miss Elizabeth Cleveland.
This is a special course in spelling, dictation, and composition designed
to help students who have not had sufficient foundation work in these
branches. The assembly period on two mornings of each week is used
to give the whole school a drill in spelling or in writing short compositions. This practice is, found to be o| considerable value in improving
the written work of the students in the regular English courses as well
as in other departments. Students notably poor in spelling and English
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composition will not be permitted to graduate until such deficiency is remedied. Text-books: Sandwich and Bacon's Word. Book; Thomas's Spelling Blank, No. 2; Woolley's Handbook of Composition.
31-32-33. Grammar; Rhetoric and Composition;
Classics.—1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 5 periods per week.
—Miss Hoffman.
This course makes a study of grammar, rhetoric, and specimens of
literature, with a view to giving the student additional subject-matter for
teaching purposes and for her own improvement. Text-books: Buehler's
Modern English Grammar; Frank's Exercises in Grammar; Brooks's English Composition; selections from American and English classics.
41. Advanced Rhetoric and Composition.—\st
quarter; 5 periods per week.—Miss Hoffman.
This course makes a study of diction, the forms and properties of
style, metre, and poetry. Prose composition is emphasized, and much practice is given in the writing of paragraphs, outlines, reports, descriptions,
stories, and original composition on a variety of subjects. Attention is
given to oral as well as to written composition. Supplementary reading
of literary masterpieces is required. Much practical work and many illustrative examples arc included, and the actual needs of the prospective
teacher are kept in mind. Text-books: Canby and Opdycke's Elements
of Composition; Woolley's Handbook of Composition.
42. English Literature.—2d quarter; 5 periods per
week.—Miss Hoffman.
It is the aim of this course to acquaint the student with the best literary
creations, with those men and women who have contributed largely to
the growth of literature, and with the conditions under which literature
has been created in the different ages, since the life and spirit of an age
is reflected in its literature. A general view of the whole field of English
literature is given, and an outline is made to show the great literary movements and epochs. Through such a study not only will the student be
put in possession of a valuable fund of literary material, but also her
mind will be enriched, and she will gain increased power of expression.
Text-books: Halleck's History of English Literature (Revised); Manly's
English Poetry; special editions of classics to be selected during the
course.
43. American Literature.—3d quarter; 5 periods
per week.—Miss Hoffman.
It is the aim of this course to study the development of American literature, and to acquaint the student with its best productions, their authors,
and the conditions that have produced them. The early formation periods,
the New England renaissance, and more recent productions receive attention. Special study is given to Southern literature. Text-books: Halleck's History of American Literature; Watkins's Primer of American Literature, and special editions of classics to be selected during the course.
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56-57-58. Language Study and Methods.—Xst, 2d,
and 2d quarters; 5 periods per week.—Miss Elizabeth
Cleveland.
This course contains a brief review of higher grammar, devotes much
time to poems and prose works—especially to those of heroic, or epic, quality—and considers at some length the teaching of reading, spelling, language, grammar, writing, and composition in the elementary school. Its
object is to give to students who are preparing to teach in elementary
schools additional drill in the subject-matter of the elementary curriculum, and the essentials of method in the teaching of the English branches.
The course pre-supposes a good knowledge of these branches and the
ability to use it. Text-books: Kittredge and Farley's Advanced English
Grammar; Baldwin's How to Write; Chubb's The Teaching of English;
Goldwasser's Method and Methods in the Teaching of English; poems and
prose selections.
61-62. Literary Epochs and Criticism.—Xst and
2d quarters; 5 periods per week; 61 repeated in 2d quarter.
—Miss Elizabeth Cleveland.
This is an advanced course in literature and theme-writing. The
aim is to make a careful and systematic study of a few of the more important literary periods. A portion of the course is given to a study of
the English drama, and of Shakespeare as the great dramatic artist,
student of the human heart, and teacher of ethics. Stress is laid upon
the period of Romanticism, with Wordsworth as a center, and upon Tennyson and Browning as representative poets of the Victorian^ age. The
course includes a study of the main principles of literary criticism, and
specimens of literature are studied as illustrations of these principles.
64-65-66. Reading.—Xst, 2d, and 2d quarters; 2 periods per week.—Miss Hudson.
The purpose of this course is to develop in the student, by means of
constant practice, the power to read aloud at sight in a simple and appreciative manner, so as to interpret the author's meaning and to convey
his feeling.
III. GEOGRAPHY
Geography is one of the most valuable branches of the
school curriculum, as it brings the school into contact with
the world and the life and work of people in the various
sections of the world, and thus relates the pupil to society
at large. It brings the unknown Into the experience of the
pupil through the medium of the known; and it cultivates
habits of observation and comparison. In the department
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of geography, courses are offered in commercial geography,
and in methods of teaching geography in the schools.
The laboratory method is used, as far as possible, in
teaching this subject. The department is well equipped
with the apparatus needed in the work.
43. Industrial and Commercial Geography.—2d
quarter; 5 periods per week.—Miss King.
The emphasis in this course is upon the social and industrial rather
than the political and physical environments of man. The earth is considered as the home of man, the scene of his work, and the theater of his
actions. Sections are studied with reference to their productions of raw
materials and manufactured goods. Reference is made to the natural
conditions that affect commerce, as climate, soils, winds, and currents. The
location and growth of cities, transportation, exports and imports, food
materials, textiles and manufactures, metals and minerals, forestry, immigration, and related topics are included in the course. The industrial
life of our own State is considered at length. Throughout the course it
is pointed out how social and economic conditions, habits, and customs are
resultant from the geographic conditions of the environment. The future
teacher is shown how to use this material in the schoolroom. Text-book:
Redway's Commercial Geography.
57-58. Advanced Geography and Methods.—2d
and 3d quarters; 5 periods per week.—Miss King.
This course pays special attention to "home geography." It re.
views certain portions of general geography and deals with methods
of teaching it in the different grades. Simple apparatus is planned and
made by the students, field lessons are arranged, and courses mapped
out. Attention is paid to map-reading and map-making. Pedagogical
literature is studied, and a sound foundation for teaching the subject is
sought. The work is made practical and is illustrated by lessons in the
training schools. Text-books; Redway's The Neaa Basis of Geography;
Dodge's Elementary and Advanced Geographies.
IV. HISTORY AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
In the work in history the aim is to enable the student
to interpret the society of which she Is herself a part, and
her part in the social whole. To do this the development
of civilization must be traced from the early historical ages
to the present. History is studied as a connected story of
man's life on the earth rather than as a jumble of disconnected facts. The courses in civics supplement the work
In history and explain many portions of the latter. Together with the courses in ethics and sociology, the work in
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civics gives the student a conception of society and government and the relation of man to his fellow-men. In all
of the courses of the department, methods of presenting
the subject are considered.
The school library contains a large number of carefully chosen historical works, and frequent references to
these are given.
In addition to the courses indicated below, talks on
ethics and on matters of current significance are made by
members of the faculty and outsiders at the daily assembly.
Current events are brought up for discussion in the different
classes from time to time.
31-32. Ancient, Mediaeval, and Modern History.
—and 2d quarters; 5 periods per week.—Doctor Wayland.
This course begins "with a general survey of the history of the
ancient world, particularly Greece and Rome, and covers mediteval history and modern history. The mediaeval period is considered with the
constant aim of showing in a concise way the development of the
barbaric nations into the cultured peoples of modern Europe. In the
modern period atteniton is directed especially to the growth and development of present institutions, and to die marvelous progress of the
last century. Special attention is given to the history of England, France,
and Germany- Text-books: Webster's Ancient History; Munro's History
of the Middle Ages; Myers's The Modern Age, and Ogg's Source Book
of Mediaeval History.
33. English History. — 3d quarter; 5 periods per
week.—Doctor Wayland.
This is a general course in English history from the earliest times
to the present, but special emphasis is placed on those portions which
refer to constitutional development and those portions which have the
most direct bearing on American history and institutions. The military
history of England and her relations to foreign powers receive less attention than the social and industrial development of the nation and
the political progress of the people. The course is valuable to all future
teachers as furnishing a background for the teaching of United States
history and civics. Text-books: Cheyney's Readings in Rnghsh History;
Wrong's History of the British Nation.
41. Social, Economic, and Industrial History.—
2d quarter; 5 periods per week.—Doctor Wayland.
This course makes a rapid survey of the chief topics in the history of our country which relate to its social, economic, and industrial
progress. The development of other great commercial and industrial na68

tions also receives some attention. The economic motives behind great
historical events are pointed out. The great inventions and their part
in the industrial revolution; modern factory and machine methods of
production; modern transportation; modern methods of farming, and related topics are discussed. The position of the United States among
commercial and industrial nations, and the place of our own State in the
United States, are shown by comparisons. The course is of considerable help
to teachers of geography and history in the graded or high school. Textbooks: Burch and Nearing's Elements of Economics; Bogart's Economic
History of the United States; etc.
42. Rural Sociology.—2>d quarter; 3 periods per
week.—Doctor Wayland.
The object of this course is to present in a brief and practical way some
of the most significant facts as to the conditions of life in the country
and the relations of the rural population as a whole, and especially
as regards their work, their business welfare and interests, the character
of their homes, and the social influences of community life in rural
sections. The various agencies which may be made to contribute to
the improvement of the means of communication, the homes, the schools,
and the general well-being, are pointed out and discussed. The aim
of the course is to give prospective teachers in rural communities a right
understanding of country life and a proper attitude towards it, so that
they may arouse in the minds of their pupils a love and respect for such
life, and a keener appreciation of its great and varied possibilities. Textbooks: Gillette's Constructive Rural Sociology; Eggleston and Bruere's
The JVork of the Rural School; etc.
47-58. American History and Methods.—58 given
in \st quarter; 47 in 2d quarter; 5 periods per week.—
Doctor Wayland.
The purpose of this course is to review and extend the study of
American history, and to study the methods of teaching it in the grades
of the elementary school. Additional materials are drawn from general
history and English history. References are given to the best pedagogical
literature on the subject. The work is made practical and is illustrated
by lessons in the training schools. Text-books: Adams and Trent's
History of the United States; MacDonald's Documentary Source Book
of American History; McMurry's Special Method in History; etc.
61. Sociology.—Iji period; repeated in 2d quarter; 5
periods per zveek.—Doctor Wayland.
This course includes an analysis of the present social structure and
conditions in the United States, of the more important elements in the
existing form of industrial organization and the stages through which it
has been developed, of the needs of the different classes that have developed in America, and efforts that are being made to better their
condition. The possibilities of education of the proper type in the direction of social betterment and the demands of sociology upon education,
are dwelt upon. The work of the course enables the student to understand more clearly the spirit of the new education, and the reasons for
the changes in the school curriculum. It also points out her duty to
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society and to the child in training him for a place in society. Text-books:
Ellwood's Sociology and Modern Social Problems; Earp's The Social Engineer; etc.
62. Ethics.—\st quarter; 3 periods per week.—Doctor Wayland.
This course makes a brief and elementary study of moral principles,
the vital moral questions involved In human life and conduct, both as^ regards the individual himself and society; and an outline and examination of ideals for future guidance in right living is sought. Practical applications are made, and the work should result in giving the student a
better comprehension of her relations to others and a working plan for
teaching morals and manners in the school. Text-book: Myers's History
as Past Ethics; etc.
63. American Government.—2d quarter; 3 periods
per week.—Doctor Wayland.
In this course an effort will be made to give the student an intelligent consciousness of civic duties and opportunities, together with some
definite notions about the actual processes of everyday citizenship. The
aim throughout will be practical, and the methods employed will approximate as nearly as possible the various experiences of civic life. Textbooks: Flickinger's Civil Government; Haskin's The American Government.
V. HOUSEHOLD ARTS
From practical, economic, and cultural standpoints the
household arts may be considered liberal, since they open
up to the student vast fields of knowledge and experience.
Three fundamental needs of man have led to his commercial
and social activities—namely, food, shelter, and clothing.
The household arts deal with all three of these. The production, selection, and preparation of food; the planning,
building, furnishing, decorating, and care of the home;
the planning and making of articles of clothing, and the care
of the same are all Included under this head. This will Involve the development of an aesthetic appreciation for the
beautiful in architecture, in art, In textiles, etc. It will also
lead to the acquisition of skill In the work of the home.
The general aim of the work of the department is to
teach the art of right living, through the elevation of the
ideals of the home and through the application of scientific
principles to the management and work of the household.
It is hoped that this very desirable instruction may be spread
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among the people of the State by sending out from our
Normal School young women trained In these subjects, to
teach them to the children of the public schools and to Influence the homes in the communities where they teach.
Better, more attractive, and more sanitary homes will make
better citizens and more efficient workers; and wholesome,
well-prepared food will lessen intemperance and other evils.
Attention is called to the Special Courses in Household
Arts, which have been arranged for those who wish to prepare themselves for supervisors or special teachers of these
branches of school work, or who wish to prepare themselves for the work of the home as home-makers, housekeepers, etc.
The equipment provided for the work of this department is modern and quite complete, and its courses are
among the most popular offered by the school.
41-42-43. Sewing and Textiles.—Xst, 2d, and 3d
quarters; 4 periods per week; 41 repeated in 3d quarter.—
Miss Sale and Miss Moeschler.
This course is for beginners, but some knowledge of sewing is presupposed. It includes needle-work, simple machine-sewing, simple pattern-drafting, and garment-making. The students make working plans
for typical problems in constructive sewing, learning the various handstitches and simple forms of machine-sewing directly on useful articles, including undergarments. All the fundamental principles of sewing are
taught, and each problem is considered as it may be taught to children in public school work. Special attention is given to garment-mending and darning,
with the idea that while in school the student will not only learn how to
sew and how to teach sewing, but also will be able to apply her knowledge
in properly repairing and caring for her own clothing. Topics in textiles
such as the following are included: the manufacture of cotton, wool, silk,
and linen, and manufacturing conditions which aifect the hygienic, economic, and testhetic value of the material; such tests as can be given
for the recognition of admixtures and adulteration; the dyeing of textile
fabrics and its relation to value; estimates for clothing for children and
adults according to various standards. Laboratory fee: 50 cents per
quarter.
44. Home Economics.—Lu quarter; 2 periods per
week.—Miss Sale.
Among the topics studied in this course are; the location, planning,
and construction of the house; water supply and sanitation; heating, ventilation, and lighting; selection and cost of furnishings; labor-saving devices
in and around the home; household service; organization and systematic
methods of housekeeping; household accounts and cost of living. The
course is very practical and contains much of value to teachers and homemakers.
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45. Home Cleaning.—2d quarter; 2 periods per
week.—Miss Sale.
This course considers cleansing processes; the cleaning and care
of rooms; the making of simple repairs and the application of paints
and varnishes in the home. The removal of stains from articles _ of
clothing, painted surfaces, etc., cleaning metals, and a study of cleaning
appliances used in the home. The purpose of the course is to_ give the
student knowledge of the scientific principles involved, with sufficient practical work to produce skillful results. Students are expected to apply
their knowledge in the care of their own rooms. The course contains
much of practical value to teachers and home-makers, and supplements
course 44. Laboratory fee: 25 cents.
46. Home Nursing.—3i quarter; 2 periods per week.
—Miss Sale.
The course includes work in home nursing, emergencies, and the
care of children. Its purpose is to give a knowledge of what to^do in
cases of accident or other emergencies in the absence of a physician, to
give ability to nurse cases of sickness in the home in an intelligent manner, and to prepare food for the sick in the home. This theoretical instruction is accompanied by practical demonstrations, and is valuable
to the teacher in caring for her pupils in school as well as in the home.
This course does not in any way aim to prepare young women as trained
nurses. Laboratory fee: 25 cents.
47-48. COOKING.—IjI and 2d quarters; 4 periods per
week; 47 repeated in 3d quarter.—Miss Sale and Miss
Moeschler.
This is an elementary course in cooking, including the study of
foods as to their general composition and nutritive value, the effect of heat
upon foods and their preparation, cooking processes, food preservation,
the management of utensils and stoves, and the planning, preparation,
and serving of meals. Typical ways of cooking are studied, and common
processes best suited to the material to be cooked are used. The selection,
purchase, and cost of foods are also studied. It is the aim of the course
to develop skill, efficiency, neatness, and definiteness in handling materials
and apparatus. Students in this course must be provided with the uniform
apron and cap, which are very inexpensive and may be made by the student before coming to the school or in the sewing class at the school.
Directions for making the same may be obtained from the instructor. In
addition to the text-book mentioned below, students in this course use a
large number of printed recipes, the entire collection being furnished at
the supply room for fifteen cents. Bulletins issued by the XTmted States
Department of Agriculture are also freely used. These are obtained
free of charge. Laboratory fee: $1.00 per quarter.
50. Methods and Observation.—3d quarter; 3 periods per zveek.—Miss Sale.
This course is designed to present the methods of teaching the subjects of this department in schools of all grades. It includes the planning and
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presentation of lessons, and considers certain topics in theory and principles
which cannot be included in other courses.
51-52-53. Art Needlework.— 1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 2 periods per week.—Miss Sale.
This course includes practice in various kinds of embroidery and decorative stitches used in clothing and household articles. Materials to be
furnished by the student after consultation with the instructor.
54-55-56. Advanced Textiles.—1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 2 periods per quarter.—Miss Sale.
This course continues the study of the textile fibers from the point
of view of the purchaser. It includes a study of the manufacturing conditions which affect the hygienic, economic, and esthetic value of_material;
laboratory work with textile fabrics; microscopic and chemical tests.
Estimates will be made for the cost of clothing.
57-58-59. Advanced Cooking.—Iji, 2d, and 3d quarters; 4 periods per week.—Miss Sale.
This course pre-supposes course 47-48 and advances on the work
given in it. It includes class demonstrations of the principles and processes
in cooking; the principles and practice of canning, preserving, making
jelly and jam; the arrangement of menus with reference to the occasion;
the combination of foods and the cost; the preparation and serving of
meals. The preparation of simple dishes for children and invalids,
as well as more elaborate dishes, receives attention. Special consideration
is given to the preparation of simple and wholesome meals, and meals
for a certain number of people at a limited cost. The work is very
practical, as the students are required to assume in turn the duties_ of
hostess, guest, and waitress, as well as to prepare the food. Practical
cooking and serving in large quantities are studied to some extent in the
kitchen and dining-room of the dormitory. The principles involved in the
cooking of foods are studied and experiments made to illustrate them.
The study of proportions, nutritive value and cost, is also included, and
flour mixing and baking receive attention. Laboratory fee: $1.50 per
quarter.
60. Practice Work in Household Arts.—Hf, 2d,
and 3d quarters; periods per week as directed.—Miss Sale
and Miss Scott.
This work consists in assisting the head of the department in teaching,
in taking charge of classes in the subjects of the department in the training
schools, and in the performance of such duties of assistance in the management of the school housekeeping as may be assigned to the student from
time to time. All practice teaching is preceded by observation of the
work of the instructor, in order to familiarize the student with the methods
of presenting the subject.
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61. Food Production and Manufacture.—3J
quarter; 4 periods per weefe.—Miss Sale.
This course includes lectures and reading, varied with excursions
to manufacturing establishments, and reports on the process inspected.
A study is made of the preparation of the various staple foods from the
raw state to the finished product in marketable form, and this includes
a discussion of the composition and cost of the available materials. Such
subjects as cereals, fruits, vegetables, sugars, meats, dairy products, etc.,
are considered. The processes of drying, salting, smoking, canning, and
preserving are discussed, together with the question of adulteration and
substitution.
62-63. Household Management.—and 2d quarters; 2 periods per week.—Miss Sale.
This course includes the study of such home problems as household accounts; household service; apportionment of time^fiouse furniture; maintenance, cleaning, repairs; the menu- Enough practical work will be
done in the school dormitory and dining room to teach the principles
envolved.
64-65. Laundering.—\st and 2d quarters; 2 periods
per week.—Miss Sale.
This course presents the principles and processes included in laundering work; space, equipment, and materials required for the work in the
home; cost of equipment, care, and uses; the process of laundering:
sorting, soaking, removal of stains, disinfecting; the best method of handling cotton, linen, silk and woolen garments; colored materials. Experiments with soaps, bluings, starches, etc., in general use in homes; a study
of the home laundry vs. steam laundry. Laboratory fee: 25 cents per
quarter.
66-67-68. Dietetics.—1st, 2d, and 2d quarters; 4
periods per week.-—Miss Sale.
This course includes the planning of well-balanced dietaries for
persons of different ages, occupations, and financial circumstances; a careful consideration of the nutritive value of foods in health and disease;
a review of the chemistry and physiology of digestion; the nutritive functions of protein, fats, and carbohydrates; the discussion of modern dietary
standards and their application to practical problems with especial reference to limitation of cost. Laboratory fee: $1.00 per quarter.
69-70. Theory and Practice of Teaching the
Industrial and Household Arts.—1st and 2d quarters;
3 periods per week.—Miss Sale, Miss Speck, and Miss Scott.
This course is designed to continue the methods of teaching the subjects
of this department in schools of all grades as begun in 50. It includes the
consideration of courses of study; their relation to the school curriculum, the
pupils, and the school conditions; the planning and presentation of lessons; the planning of equipment, etc. It also considers certain topics in
theory and principles which cannot be included in other courses.
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71-72-73. Millinery.—1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 2
periods per week.—Professor Shriver.
This course includes the planning, construction, and trimming of
hats, beginning with the use of foundation materials. The designing
and drafting of paper patterns is followed by making hat frames from
buckram to be cut and wired and covered and trimmed in various styles.
Wire frames are constructed by given dimensions and from approved
models and fashion plates. These are covered and completed in various
ways. The renovation of old material and remodeling of old hats is
also considered. This course is useful to those who wish to teach domestic
art or to obtain such training for personal use. Students provide, subject
to the approval of the instructor, suitable materials, tlm finished work
being the property of the students after the annual exhibition.
74-75-76. Dressmaking.—D?, 2d, and 3d quarters;
4 periods per week.—-Professor Shriver.
This course pre-supposes the work of course 41-42-43. It _ includes
the fundamental principles of dressmaking, the drafting, making, and
adjusting of patterns to measurement, the fitting of garments, etc. Students provide, subject to the approval of the instructor, suitable materials
for the work, the finished work being the property of the students after
the annual exhibition. Laboratory fee: SO cents per quarter.
77-78-79. Household Arts Design.—1st 2d, and
3d quarters; 6 periods per week.—Professor Shriver.
In this course instruction will be given in the fundamental principles of design and applications made to textiles and costumes. ^ Color
harmony will receive much attention. Many patterns and illustrations^ in
leading fashion magazines will be studied. Problems of^ costume design
for the individual will be worked out. This course also includes a study
of house decoration. Leboratory fee: 50 cents per quarter.
VI.

MANUAL ARTS

Educators discovered long ago the value of the manual
activities as a medium of expression for children, and as a
means of acquiring a large body of experience and information in a natural and effective way. It Is now generally accepted that handwork leads children to think more for
themselves and to express more clearly what they think;
that it makes them more self-reliant; that It develops individuality; and that it trains to habits of accuracy, neatness,
attention, perseverance, industry, economy, etc. In addition to these desirable elements in personal character, it has
been demonstrated that such training enables the individual
to get a better understanding of the world and his place
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in it, and prepares him to become a productive unit in society. It brings the school into closer touch with the world
outside, and it permits the pupil to take a part in the life
and work of the world, and also helps to a better understanding of the various branches of the school curriculum.
The demand for instruction in the manual arts has been
steadily increasing throughout the South in recent years,
and the need of suitably prepared teachers has been felt
very strongly.
With this end in view the courses of this department
are arranged to give to teachers of all grades in rural as
well as in city schools an opportunity to prepare themselves
to teach the subject in a practical and economical way—
using native materials and simple and Inexpensive equipment.
The Special Course in Industrial Arts is offered for
those who wish to prepare themselves for positions as supervisors or special teachers of these branches.
34-35-36. Drawing for Primary Grades.—1st, 2d,
and 3d quarters; 2 periods per week.—Miss Speck.
The work of this course is planned to cover the drawing suitable
for the first four years of the elementary school. It includes work in
pencil, chalk, water color, crayons, and brush and ink. Students furnish their
own materials, which are very inexpensive.
41-42. Handwork for Primary Grades.—2d and
3d quarters; 2 periods per week.—Miss Speck.
This course includes the processes and materials suitable for use in
the handwork of the first four grades, such as raffia, cord, paper, cardboard, clay, etc. Correlation with drawing and other branches of the
primary grades is noted. Laboratory fee: 50 cents per quarter.
47-48-49. Rural Teachers' Course.—\st, 2d, and
3d quarters; 4 periods per week.—
This course is a combination of practical work in wood, basketry, and
other hand work especially suited to the rural school. Some of the problems
will be as follows: chair mending, caning, putting in seats of shuck, rush,
split, and cord; furniture mending; restaining; making of shuck mats, baskets, etc.; use of whiteoak splints for baskets of all sizes; honey-suckle
baskets, mats, and jardinieres; cat-tail rushes for trays, chair- and stoolseats; willow baskets; grass baskets and trays; cutting, dyeing and weaving
of rugs on hand looms made from box lumber and twigs; booklet making;
work in wood from dry goods boxes and other wood easily obtained for rural
schools—articles to be useful in school and home.
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51-52-53. Advanced Handwork.—Ist, 2d, and 3d
quarters; 2 periods per week.—Miss Speck.
This course includes a further study of materials used in handwork,
how much needed, where obtained; useful reference books, magazines;
correlation possible or desirable in the public schools; more difficult problems
in basketry, clay, leather, metals, and wood; book making; book binding; a
study of courses of study.
54-55-56. Drawing for Grammar Grades.—Ist, 2d
and 3d quarters; 2 periods per week; 54 repeated in 2d
quarter.—Miss Speck.
In this course the student continues still-life _ drawing and the study
of the principles of perspective. Some attention is given to simple landscape work ih charcoal and color. Students furnish their own materials,
which are very inexpensive. Course 34-35-36 is pre-requisite to this course.
57-58-59. Mechanical Drawing.—Df, 2d, and 3d
quarters; 4 periods per week-—
In this course instruction is given in the use of the ordinary drawing instruments, and the applications of mechanical drawing to various
lines of industrial work. The course is intended for beginners and especially for those who are working in industrial and household arts. Plans
will be drawn for use in the different courses in handwork, house-planning,
etc.
60. Practice Teaching in Manual Arts.—1st, 2d,
and 3d quarters; periods per week as directed.—Miss Speck
and Miss Scott.
This includes practice teaching of lessons in manual arts branches
in the training schools, or in the elementary classes of the department Students teach under supervision and subject to the
criticism of the instructors of the department; they plan lessons and discuss lessons, before and after giving them, with the instructors. All practice teaching is preceded by observation of the work of the instructors in
order to familiarize the student with the methods of presenting the subject.
64. Art Appreciation and History.—\st quarter;
3 periods per week; repeated in 2d and 3d quarters.—Miss
Hudson.
This course has for its aim the development of an appreciation for
the best works of art and a knowledge of the leading facts in the history
of art. To this end a study is made of the chief characteristics of ancient,
mediseval, and modern painting, sculpture, and architecture, and the
lives of the masters. The lectures are illustrated with the electric lantern and reproductions and pictures of fine examples of art.
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65. Industrial Phases of Education.—quarter;
2 periods per week; repeated in 2d quarter.—
In this course the relation of industrial work and the various typical
industries to education will be considered with a view to giving an
intelligent appreciation of their place, and to secure for them proper
recognition in the school work. Industrial processes and materials will
be considered with a view to their use as a basis for the subject-matter
of the grades. Methods of teaching constructive work will be considered.
Practical problems will be worked out as far as the time will allow.
67-68-69. Wood Working.—\st, 2d, and 3d quarters;
4 periods per week.—
This course pre-supposes course 47-48-49, or its equivalent, and in
it larger projects in bench-work in wood are attempted. Special attention is given to constructive design. Laboratory fee; $1.00 per quarter.
This fee does not cover the cost of materials for special pieces of woodwork made for the individual use of the student; in such cases the student pays for the material, the article becoming her property after the
annual exhibition.
VII.

MATHEMATICS

The subject of mathematics has always occupied an important place in the curriculum; and, on account of its direct
practical value, it is not likely that it will ever lose Its place.
In whatever grade the teacher may be called upon to work
she will need a knowledge of mathematics and of how it
should be taught. Students are found deficient in this subject perhaps more frequently than in any other of the regular branches. The aim of this department is first to make
up any deficiencies that may appear in the previous preparation of the student, and then to give her a knowledge of the
best methods, together with a more extended study of
the subject-matter. Many teachers fail in teaching because
they are ignorant of business methods and practices; and so
they fail to command the respect of patrons and pupils. This
is particularly true as regards mathematics. Therefore
the department gives special attention to business forms
and methods and to the application of the branches of
mathematics to practical purposes.
In addition to making students familiar with the principles and processes that are directly applicable to practi78

cal questions, the work in mathematics cultivates habits of
clear and logical thought and expression. The effort is
also made to develop a spirit of original and independent
work, as far as practicable. The unity of the subject of
mathematics through all its branches Is shown, and the
thorough grounding of the student in the underlying principles is sought.
31-32-33. Algebra.—\st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 5 periods per week.—Miss Lancaster.
This is a general course covering the entire field of high school
algebra. The fundamental operations are thoroughly taught, after which
the class is advanced as rapidly as is consistent with good work. The
course connects algebra and arithmetic, generalizing and broadening
the mathematical truths and principles found in the latter, and is found
useful by the prospective teacher of arithmetic, as it makes clearer its
more abstract processes. This course is a pre-requisite for advanced
mathematics. Text-book: Wells and Hart's New High School Algebra.
34-35-36. Plane Geometry.—1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 5 periods per week.—Miss Lancaster.
This course covers the work as usually given in the high school and
much emphasis is placed on original propositions. This work is correlated
with arithmetic and algebra. Text-book: Wentworth-Smith's Plane Geometry.
51-52. Industrial Arithmetic.—L/ and 2d quarters; 2 periods per week.—Miss Lancaster.
This course aims to provide for the mathematical problems which
arise in the industrial courses of the school, in the home, and on the farm.
Text-book; Burkett and Swartzel's Farm Arithmetic.
56. Arithmetic Review.—Li quarter; 5 periods petweek.—Miss Lanctseer.
In this course a review is made of the arithmetic of the elementary
grades, special drill being given in the fundamental operations of integers,
common and decimal fractions and the simple business applications of percentage. Text-book: Wentworth-Smith's Complete Arithmetic.
57-58. Advanced Arithmetic and Methods.—2d
and 3d quarters; 57 repeated in the 3d quarter; 5 periods
per week.—Miss Lancaster.
This course aims in the work given in 57 to make a thorough study
of arithmetic so that the future teacher may know the subject and its
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applications to business, and in the work given in 58 to trace^ briefly the
historical development of the subject and to present the essential methods
of teaching arithmetic in the elementary grades, beginning with the fourth.
Observations, illustrating the work of the grades, are made in the training school, for class-room discussion. Text-books: Ad-vanced Arithmetic
(to be selected) ; Smith's The Teaching of Arithmetic; McMurry's Special
Method in Arithmetic.
VIII. MUSIC
It is important that the ear be trained, even if only to
a limited extent, in order that the individual may be capable
of appreciating to some degree the beauties of sound. It
is important that the voice be trained so that the individual
may be better able to express his feelings. We must recognize also the value of music in bringing individuals together into sympathetic companionship and co-operation, It being one of the most potent social influences in this respect.
Not less important is its refining, cultural influence, and the
good effect of the right kind of singing upon the speaking
voice.
Educators agree that music Is a real means of growth
towards the deeper appreciations of life, and it should be
the duty of every teacher, through song and music, to
awaken in her pupils these appreciations of the beautiful.
To do this, she herself must love and know the vast number of beautiful child songs,—the nature songs, those of
the child's activities, those of the home and affections.
These belong to the child rightfully, and with their wealth
of poetic fancy and melody can be made a positive means
of expression of the beautiful.
The work of the department covers three divisions—
namely, vocal and school music, piano, and stringed instruments. School music is required in certain courses, and
students may choose other work In the department and receive credit as electives for two or four periods per week in
any year In which electives are allowed. As credit can
be allowed only for work done under the direction of a
member of the faculty of the school and as difficulties arise
in arranging programs, in the time required, and in the
undesirability of having students leaving the school grounds
often and in bad weather to go down town, boarding stu80
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dents are not allowed to take music lessons away from the
school building.
Vocal and School Music—The courses offered acquaint
the student with the best material for school music and
give the best methods of teaching songs to children and
conducting music in the school. Any of the courses may be
taken without previous preparation in music. Besides the
class work individual instruction in voice culture is given to
those who desire it.
Piano Study.—Instruction in Theory, Harmony, and
Counterpoint, will be given upon application. Provision is
made for practicing at the school. The instruction is all individual, and adopted to the needs of the students.
Stringed Instruments.—The instruction is all individual,
and is varied to suit the needs and characteristics of each
pupil.
No charge is made for vocal and school music in
classes.
For individual instruction the extra charges to be paid
to the school are as follows:
For two thirty-minute private lessons per week, in Voice Culture, Piano,
or Stringed Instruments: $12.00 per quarter.
For use of Piano for practice, one period per day: $1.50 per quarter.
No deduction is made for lessons lost by the student,
except for as much as a month. All tuition fees and piano
fees must be paid in advance to the school, for the entire
quarter.
31. Vocal Music.—Individual Instruction.—Vroiessor Hardesty.
Students who desire to take individual lessons in vocal music may
arrange with the instructor. The grade of work will be adapted to the
needs of the students. Beginners as well as advanced students are taken.
32. Piano Music.—Individual Instruction.—Misses
LIda P. Ceveland, and Hoffman.
Students who desire to take individual lessons in piano music may
arrange with the instructor. The grade of work will be adapted to the
needs of the students. Beginners as well as advanced students are taken.
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33. Stringed Instruments.—Individual Instruction.
—Professor Harmon.
Instruction is provided for
harp. Students who desire to
instruments may arrange with
be adapted to the needs of the
students are taken.

the violin, guitar, banjo, mandolin, and
take individual lessons in any of these
the instructor. The grade of work will
students. Beginners as well as advanced

36. School Music.—3d quarter; 2 periods per week—Professor Hardesty.
This is a brief course intended to give the teacher help in conducting
the singing of the school-room. The course is confined to outlining the
work and considering the problems of the rural school. Sight-reading is
begun and several suitable songs are learned. A very brief study is made
of the possibilities of the child-voice. Opportunity is given for observations in the Training School. No previous preparation is necessary for
entrance.
37-38-39. Public School Music.—Hf, 2d, and 3d
quarters; 2 periods per week.—Professor Hardesty.
Voice training is the primary object of this course along
mastery of the major scale, development of the sense of rhythm,
tion of chromatics, familiarity with the minor scales, songs and
for one or two voices. Ear-training work is given along with
written dictation. No knowledge of music, musical experience,
ability to carry a tune is required for entrance.

with the
introducexercises
oral and
or even

47-48-49. Advanced Vocal Music.—\st, 2d, and 3d
quarters; 2 periods per week.—Professor Hardesty.
This is a continuation of the preceding course. The work consists of
voice-training, development of the sense of difficult rhythm, study of the construction of the major, minor, and chromatic scales, free reading ot new
music, and ear-training work. Emphasis is placed on song-interpretation.
57-58.
School Music for Primary Grades.—
2d and 3d quarters; 2 periods per week—Professor Hardesty.
This course presupposes the course 37-38-39 or its equivalent. An
analysis of several music courses is made, stressing the course adopted tor
the State. Emphasis is place on the possibilities and treatment ot the
child-voice. Students are required to outline and plan the work done in
all the grades. Each one will have actual experience in teaching lessons
and songs before the class and in the Training School.
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59.
School Music for Advanced Grades.—3d
quarter; 2 periods per week.—Professor Hardesty.
This course is similar in nature to course 57-58, but is adapted to the
needs of the advanced grades. It presupposes course 37-38, or its equivalent.
62. Music Appreciation and History.—3d quarter;
3 periods per week.—Miss Hoffman.
This course seeks to give the student some knowledge of the musical
masterpieces, so that she may recognize them when heard and learn to
appreciate the best in musical art. A brief study is made of the history
of musical development so as to familiarize the student in a general
way with the various schools and their chief representatives.
IX. NATURAL SCIENCE
This department embraces at present the courses in physiology and hygiene, botany, zoology and geology, physics,
and chemistry. Courses in nature study and agriculture
may be found under the head of "Rural Arts."
The work of the department tends to develop the student's power of observation and judgment; it acquaints her
with natural objects and phenomena and enables her to
appreciate more fully the wonders of nature. The aim
is not to turn out scientists or experts in any division of
science, but to give a general scientific knowledge, elementary, but valuable. The work is especially adapted to the
needs of teachers in the elementary schools, and attention
Is paid to methods of teaching elementary science under
ordinary school conditions with little or no equipment.
31. Botany.—Ht quarter; 5 periods per week.—Miss
King.
This course studies plants, their form, structure, habits, and environment. _ Typical specimens are chosen for detailed study. Special attention is paid to the common domestic plants and to the economy of plant
life. Field and laboratory work are included, and students will be given
the opportunity to collect sets of specimens for use in teaching elementary
science in the grades of the public schools. Methods of procuring and
preserving materials, _ of conducting simple experiments and demonstrations, and of presenting lessons under ordinary public school conditions
are considered. Text-book: Bergen's Botany.
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32. Zoology.—2d quarter; 5
Miss King.

periods per week.—

This course studies animals, including birds and insects, _ their structure, habits, and environment. Some attention is given to classification and
determination of species, but the briefness of the course prevents detailed
work in this direction. The course takes the same general direction as
course 31 above. Text-book: Linvilie and Kelley's Zoology.
33. Geology.—3d quarter; 5 periods per week. —
Miss King.
The object of this course is to familiarize the student with the most
important facts of geology through a study of certain common geologic
formations, pictures, and reference-books. Emphasis is put on those portions which are especially useful in illustrating geography. Field work
forms a considerable part of the course. Text-book: Blackwilder &
Barrows's Elements of Geology.
34-35-36. Physics.—Ist, 2d, and 3d quarters; 5 periods per week, with additional periods for laboratory work.
—Professor Johnston.
This course includes text-book work, lectures, and recitations, demonstrations and experiments. All individual experiment work is kept in a
permanent note-book. The subjects of mechanics, sound, light, heat,
and electricity are given careful elementary treatment; the important
principles of each topic are painstakingly demonstrated, and the student
then applies her understanding of each principle to an individual expenment. Text-book: Carhart and Chute's First Principles of Physics, with
Fuller and Brownlee's Exercises in Physics.
41. Physiology and Hygiene.—quarter, 5 periods per week; repeated in 2d and 3d quarters.—Miss Bell.
The aim of this course is to give a brief but comprehensive survey
of the subject in order to make the student familiar with the essential
facts relating to the structure of the body and the functions of the different
Par

The work is practical throughout, and endeavors to show teachers
how the subject may be made more interesting and personally helpful to
school children. The instruction in hygiene will refer especially to air,
respiration, food, sleep, regularity in bodily habits, temperance, prudence,
exercise, dress, etc. Text-book: Hough and Sedgwick's Human Mechanism.
44-45-46. Chemistry.—Gf, 2d, and 3d quarters; 5
periods per week, with additional periods for laboratory
work.—Professor Johnston.
This course includes text-book work, lectures and recitations, demonstrations and individual experiments. The students are required to keep permanent notes of experiments. The work gives a general knowledge of inorganic
chemistry. The effort is made to develop in the student habits of close and
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accurate observation, and to teach her to apply her knowledge to everyday experiences. Text-book: Newell's Inorganic Chemistry.
51. Elementary Science Methods.—Ei quarter;
5 periods per week; with additional periods for laboratory
work.—Professor Johnston.
This is an elementary course in physics, with some reference to other
related sciences. Its purpose is twofold: to awaken the mind to the vast
possibilities of scientific knowledge and mental attainment, thus overcoming
narrowness and stimulating ambition; and to indicate to the future teacher
how the law of nature may be taught by crude, inexpensive apparatus made
in the class-room. The scientific problems that present themselves in daily
life are studied, and training given in the actual construction of illustrative material. Text-book: Rowell's Introduction to General Science.
57. Analytical Chemistry.—\st quarter; 5 periods
per week; with daily additional periods for laboratory
work.—Professor Johnston.
The work of this quarter is intended to supply a sufficiently complete
treatment of qualitative analysis to serve as a basis of much practical
work in general household chemistry. The course is conducted, for the
greater part, by laboratory methods, and considerable reference work is
done in special phases of descriptive, industrial, historical, and physical
chemistry, and in mineralogy and crystallography. Text-book: Newell's
Inorganic Chemistry and Sellers's Qualitative Chemical Analysis.
58-59. Household Chemistry.—2d and 3d quarters;
5 periods per week; with daily additional periods for laboratory work.—Professor Johnston.
This course includes a study of such chemistry as finds application to
everyday life. The analysis of textiles, soils, plant-foods, water, milk,
and foods; the testing of food preservatives, paints, and oils; the determination of food values; the detection of coal-tar dyes; the identification
of vegetable colors; the examination of tooth powders, headache powders;
a study of adulterations, raffia dyeing, and the chemistry of stains, suggest
the general character of the work of this course. Allyn's Elementary Applied Chemistry.
X. PHYSICAL EDUCATION
An all-round development of the individual requires
careful attention to the physical as well as to the mental
side. Among the qualifications of a good teacher is good
health, and upon this are dependent In large degree certain
other important qualifications, as pleasing personality and
good disposition. Attainments in scholarship are depen85

dent, in large measure, upon physical strength and freedom from disease.
The department of physical education has been established for the accomplishment of two aims; (1) to give
every student the opportunity to acquire physical health
and vigor, so far as possible, In a recreative and pleasant
manner, thus freeing her from the constant strain of study;
(2) to give future teachers proficiency in exercises suitable
for use in the different grades of the public schools for
developing bodily vigor in the children under their care.
The institution encourages pure and healthful recreation, and the department gives its support and direction to
all suitable indoor and outdoor games. All such games are,
of course, kept within the bounds of propriety, and ladylike behavior will be required at all times.
The necessary apparatus for healthful physical exercise indoors is provided; and tennis courts, basket-ball
and hockey fields, running-track, etc., are laid out in suitable
locations on the school grounds.
All students are required to take some form of physical
exercise, approved by the instructor, daily throughout the
year. Students are assigned to the different groups and to
the various exercises by the instructor, who will consider
the individual needs and preferences of each student as far
as possible.
All students are required to attend classes for systematic instruction twice each week throughout their courses,
as stated in the Schedules of Courses. No student will be
excused except by the School Physician. The gymnasium
uniform suit and shoes are required of all students who
have work In Physical Education.
The new gymnasium has been well equipped with the
best apparatus for the Swedish and other standard systems of gymnastics. This equipment includes a full complement of Indian clubs, dumb-bells, and wands for classes
of as many as fifty students drilling at one time. Barstalls and benches, jumping apparatus, chest machines,
medicine balls, etc., are included. An excellent basket-ball
court has been laid out on the floor of the gymnasium
and, the room being well lighted, games are frequently
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played at night. Four basket-ball teams, two field hockey
teams, and two tennis clubs have been organized. Tournaments and match games are held at intervals during the year.
Provision has been made for a bowling-alley, which
will soon be thoroughly equipped. The dressing rooms
contain shower-baths and a large number of steel lockers
for the individual use of students.
31-32-33. Gymnastics.—\st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 2
periods per week.—Miss Hudson.
This course includes tactics, light apparatus work, indoor games, and
instruction in personal hygiene. In the tactics are included plain and fancy
marching, class evolutions and floor formations, which are not only helpful in the personal development of the student, but also suitable for
use in public school work with children. In the light apparatus work
dumb-bells, Indian clubs, wands, etc., are used in various drills. The
instruction in personal hygiene considers the body as an organic machine, and considers the means of preserving and improving the health and
efficiency of the human mechanism.
41-42-43. Gymnastics.—\st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 2
periods per week.—Miss Hudson.
This is in general the same as course 31-32-33, but is intended for
Sophomores and others who have had some instruction in the use of
hand apparatus, in drills and tactics. Beginners should take course 3132-33.
51-52-53. Gymnastics.—1st, 2d, and 3d quarters; 2
periods per week.—Miss Hudson.
This course is in general the same as course 41-42-43, but is intended
for Juniors. Beginners should take course 31-32-33.
60. Athletics.
This includes outdoor exercise of various kinds, such as walking,
running, lawn tennis, basket-ball, field hockey, etc. Students . are encouraged to participate in these outdoor exercises, under the direction and
advice of the instructor, and teams are organized for competitive games.
61-62. Games.—1st and 2d quarters; 2 periods per
week; repeated in 2d and 3d quarters.—Miss Hudson.
This course considers certain exercises suitable for pupils of the various grades of the schools. Students are made familiar with a varied
list of games and plays suitable for both indoor and outdoor use, and
with exercises which may be given to the children in the public schools
without the use of apparatus and under ordinary schoolroom conditions.
The needs of the different grades of school work are considered. The
place of physical culture in the education of the child, the principles underlying physical culture, and methods of teaching it in the schools, are
considered. Attention is also given to the arrangement of play-grounds
and their supervision. Text-book: Johnson's Education by Plays and
Games.
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XI. RURAL ARTS
According to the last census, more than forty-five per
cent, of the persons engaged In gainful occupations In the
State of-Virginia are employed in agricultural work. Our
State Is destined to remain largely an agricultural State,
and if our public schools are to serve the people in the
largest measure, they must not neglect the branches which
lie nearest the life and Interests of so large a proportion
of the people.
Young women who go into the rural communities to
teach must adjust themselves to the life of the community;
they must take a sympathetic interest in its welfare. They
must be intelligent and appreciative participants in the
work and interests of the people with whom they come
in social and business contact. Teachers should understand the environment of their pupils, and their instruction
should be influenced by this environment.
Country boys and girls must be taught that country life
has its advantages, Its honors, and its rewards as well as
city life. The country school should be a center from
which radiate influences making for the enrichment of
country life. It should interest Its pupils in the life, the
work, and the Interests of the farm and the home, for
it should give an appreciation for such things and an Intelligent knowledge of them.
This school endeavors to give its students the training
of mind and heart and hand which will fit them for efficient service in rural schools, and for Intelligent and appreciative participation in the life of rural communities.
It does not attempt to train farmers; it cannot be expected
to turn out agricultural experts. Its work is limited to
those phases of farm life in which women usually, or frequently, or may properly, participate, and to that portion
of agricultural instruction which may be given in elementary and high schools.
The work of this department is conducted by means of
text-book study, reference work, lectures, demonstrations,
observation of field work, laboratory experiments, practical work in the school gardens, etc. The equipment of
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the school for this work is good, as a laboratory has been
provided, a large area of the school ground has been assigned to the purposes of field work, a poultry-yard with
the necessary equipment has been established, an outfit for
bee-culture Is at hand, and the grounds include two orchards
which are used for demonstration purposes.
The school is located In the midst of one of the finest
agricultural and fruit-producing sections of the State, and
fine facilities are at hand for the observation of farming
and fruit-growing operations on a large scale.
51. Nature Study.—l^t quarter; 4 periods per week.
—Miss King.
This course is designed to make the student a nature lover and
to acquaint her with some of the elementary facts of all the sciences in
the phases that appeal to children, and to discuss the spirit, aims, and
methods of nature study in the schools. The immediate aims of the work
are to learn how plants grow; how to help them to grow; how animals,
birds, insects, and worms help or hinder them in growing; and the value
and use of plants. Field trips for observation and collection of specimens
are made from time to time. Laboratory work supplements the outdoor
work. Text-book: Holtz's Nature Study.
53. School Gardening.—3d quarter; 4 periods per
week.—Miss King.
This is a course in nature study in which almost the entire time is
given to actual work in school-gardening, in which are treated such
topics as laying off a garden, how it should be dug, cultivated, and fertilized, what vegetables and what flowers may be raised to mature during
the school session, the effect of certain insects for good or for bad, and
other interesting questions arising during the process of cultivation. Textbook: Parsons's Children's Gardens.
54-55. Agriculture.—Gf and 2d quarters; 4 periods
per week.—Miss King.
The purpose of this course is to acquaint the student with the general
field of elementary agriculture. It combines the descriptive and the experimental. It includes a consideration of the working and fertilizing of
the soil; the planting of seeds; the cultivation of crops; the rotation of
crops; descriptions of different varieties and breeds of domestic plants
and animals; plant propagation and culture; combating insects, fungus,
and weed enemies of the garden; corn judging; elementary stock judging; the home garden; the school garden; elementary questions of farm economy; the location of barns, stock-pens, etc. The work includes lectures, reading of references, observation and experiments in tne laboratory
and outdoors. Special attention is given to the needs of teachers. Maidng
collections for school use and outlining the teaching of agriculture under
ordinary school conditions, receive careful consideration. Text-book:
Brooke's Agriculture.
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56. Poultry-Raising and Bee-Culture.—3d quarter; 4 periods per week.—Miss King.
This is a brief practical course especially for students who expect to
specialize in Rural Arts or Household Arts, with a view to teaching these
subjects, or to taking charge of country households. It considers: (1)
Poultry-raising, the varieties of fowls, their care, the location and construction of houses and yards, sanitation, incubation, brooding, feeding,
improvement of stock, eggs and their uses as food. (2) Bee-culture, location and arrangement of hives, manipulation of bees and hives, gathering and caring for honey, etc.
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SOME SPECIAL FEATURES OF THIS SCHOOL
1. It is a practical, vocational school, established by
the State for the training of Virginia girls for teaching,
for home-making, and for gainful occupations. Its work
is officially recognized by the granting of State Teachers'
Certificates for the completion of its courses.
2. The school Is open practically the entire year. Any
three quarters of work will constitute a full year for credit,
whether they are consecutive or not.
3. Students will be given credit for previous work.
Teachers will be admitted on the basis of the grade of their
teaching certificate.
4. The Normal Course is planned to accomplish definite results in each year. This arrangement enables the
student to take a short and intensive course or a continued
and extensive one, as fits her particular needs.
5. The school offers a number of different courses to
meet varying needs. The length of time required to complete a course for graduation depends upon the year of
the course the student is prepared to enter and the way in
which she does her work. The time varies from one to
four years, according to the year entered and the certificate or diploma which the student desires to obtain.
6. This school offers courses in the Industrial branches
in addition to the regular normal branches.
Special
courses and unusually fine facilities are offered for preparation to teach, or supervise, these special subjects.
7. Special attention is paid to training for work in the
rural schools, and for this special facilities are provided.
8. The location is unsurpassed for healthfulness. The
grounds are extensive. The entire scheme for the complete school plant was planned in the beginning.
9. Everything is up-to-date and progressive. Being
a new school, it is bound by no tradition; and being un91

biased by questions of the past, it can be made to fit our
own time and the conditions and needs of the present.
10. Those who intend to teach are charged no tuitionText-hooks may he bought at minimum prices. Board is
furnished at cost. All expenses are thus made very low.
11. Opportunity will be offered, as far as possible,
for worthy students to "work their way through school."
12.

The school has a large faculty of specialists.

SUMMARY OF EXPENSES FOR A SESSION
OF NINE MONTHS
For students holding State Scholarships or having taught in the public
schools of the State:
Registration at $2 per quarter
Board at $45 per quarter
Suit for Physical Education
Fees for Laboratory Materials (estimated)
Books (estimated)
Total for the session

$ 6.00
135.00
00 to $ 6.00
00 to
3.00
7.00 to 15.00
$148.00 to $165.00

For students not holding State Scholarships and not having taught
in the public schools of the State:
Add to the above estimates Tuition for three
quarters at $2 per quarter
$6.00
Total for the session

$154.00 to $171.00
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SUGGESTIONS TO PROSPECTIVE
STUDENTS
1. Read the catalogue carefully, also all other bulletins
sent you from the school. Do not hesitate to ask questions.
For all Information, for copies of the bulletins, for application blanks, etc., write to the President of the Normal
School, Harrisonburg, Virginia.
2. It Is always best to begin at the opening of a quarter, and at the opening of the first quarter, in September, as
far as possible.
3. You should not come unless you intend to do thorough, earnest, and conscientious work, and to be subject to
the regulations of the school.
4. Fill out application blank. Use the one in the back
of this catalogue, or write to the President of the school for
one. This blank also contains an application for room in
the dormitories. After filling out the blank, mail it to the
President of the school at once. If you do not get a prompt
reply, write again.
5. Engage your room early if you desire to live in the
dormitories.
6. The school session begins Tuesday, September 22,
1914. Be sure to arrive in Harrisonburg not later than the
afternoon of this day, if possible. The afternoon of the preceding day is better still. Students who have engaged rooms
must not expect them to be held for them later than the
afternoon of Tuesday, September 22, except in very
special cases by previous arrangement.
The first meal
served in the dormitory will be supper, Monday, September 21.
7. Notice on the railroad map, Included here, how to
reach Harrisonburg from the different sections of the State.
If you cannot come on any of the trains mentioned in the
following tables, be sure to write to the President in advance and tell him by what train you are coming.
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8. Write to the President of the school two or three
days in advance of your leaving home, stating the day and
hour when you expect to arrive in Harrisotihurg. A representative of the school will meet all trains arriving on Monday and Tuesday, September 21 and 22.
9. Bring your old text-books for reference, also any other books that you think may help you.
10. Students who have been assigned to rooms by the
school will be sent tags for use in labeling their trunks.
/ill baggage should be clearly marked with the name of the
owner and checked through to PI arris onburg, if possible.
Students should retain their railroad baggage-checks and
bring them to the President's office immediately on arrival.
This will avoid trouble and save time and money, as the
school wagon will transfer all baggage11. Immediately on arrival in Harrisonburg come to the
office of the President in Science Hall. All necessary arrangements are to be made there.
12. Be prepared to pay the quarter's board in advance
at the time of enrollment if possible, and also the charge
for text-books and any laboratory fees which may be due.
13. Be present the first day of the school session.
14. Do not be anxious to enter advanced classes for
which you are not fully prepared. On the other hand, remember that the instructors have no desire to keep you
back except for your own good, and you will be allowed to
enter the highest class in which you are able to do thorough
work.
15. Have your mail addressed "Care of the Normal
School, Harrisonburg, Virginia."
16. The rooms in the dormitories and boarding-places
in the town will be completely furnished, but students may
add anything they like in order to make their rooms more
attractive. A few well-chosen pictures, a dresser cover,
etc., would be very helpful.
Table napkins should be
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brought for use In the dining-room, also a comfort or extra
blankets, and two clothes bags.
17. Each student should have In her outfit at least one
white dress, and should not forget an umbrella and a pair
of over-shoes. All clothing should be clearly marked with
the student's name in indelible ink, before sending to the
laundry.
18. If you desire an education and are willing to work
for it, but are afraid that you have not sufficient means to
pay your way, write to the President and explain the situation fully. Do not expect too much, but be assured that
everything possible will be done to help you find a way to
continue your course to completion.
TRAINS TO HARRISONBURG
The schedule time of the best trains for reaching Harrisonburg from the various parts of the State is given here,
and students should select these trains wherever possible.
By referring to a time folder to be obtained from the railroad agent at your nearest railroad station, and finding on
it one of the points mentioned below and the time as here
given, you can easily determine which train to take in order
to make the proper connections:
Norfolk & Western-. Leave Bristol, 6:30 a. m.; Bluefield, 9:05 a. m.;
Martinsville, 9:01 a. m.; Lynchburg, 9:20 a. m.; all of these trains should
reach Roanoke in time for the Shenandoah Valley division train leaving
Roanoke at 12:10 p. m., which reaches Elkton at 4:29 p. m., connecting
with the Chesapeake Western train reaching Harrisonburg at 5:34 p. m.
Leave Shenandoah Junction, 8:32 a. m.; Berryville, 9:05 a. m.; Front
Royal, 9:53 a. m.; reaching Elkton at 11:50 a. m., connecting with the
Chesapeake Western train reaching Harrisonburg at 12:49 p. ra.
Students on the N. & W. between Norfolk and Petersburg may come
by way of Petersburg, Richmond, and Alexandria, as follows; Leave
Norfolk, 8:30 a. ra.; Suffolk, 9:10 a. m.; Petersburg, 11:06 a. m. (Atlantic
Coast Line Train); Richmond, 12:01 p. m. (R. F. & P. train; Alexandria,
3:52 p. m. (Southern train), arriving at Harrisonburg at 9:00 p. m.
Chesapeake & Ohio-. Leaves Richmond, 7:00 a. m.; Charlottesville, 11:15
a. m.; if on James River Division between Lynchburg and Clifton Forge,
train leaving Lynchburg, 5:00 a. ra.; Clifton Forge, 9:30 a. ra.; if west of
Clifton Forge, Covington, 8:50 a. ra.; Clifton Forge, 9:30 a. m. All the
above trains should reach Staunton in time for the B. & O. train leaving
at 1:35 p. m., reaching Harrisonburg at 2:40 p. m.
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Southern: Leave Alexandria, 8:47 a. m.; Manassas, 9:30 a. m.; Front
Royal, 11:46 a. m.; Strasburg, 12:30 p. m.; arriving at Harrisonburg, 2:55
p. m. (through train from Alexandria).
Leave Danville, 5:00 a. m.; Lynchburg, 7:30 a. m.; Charlottesville,
arrives 10:00 a. m., leave on C. & O. train 11:50 a. m., reaching Staunton at 1:30 p. m.; leave Staunton on B. & O. train at 1:35 p. m., reaching
Harrisonburg at 2:40 p. m.
Richmond, Fredericksburg, & Potomac: Leave Richmond, 12:01 p. m.;
Alexandria (Southern Railway) 3:52 p. m., arriving at Harrisonburg,
9:00 p. ra.
Baltimore & Ohio: Leave Lexington, 12:00 m.; Staunton, 1:35 p.
nr., arriving at Harrisonburg, 2:40 p. m.
Leave Winchester, 11:55 a. m.; Strasburg Junction, 12:30 p. ra., arriving at Harrisonburg, 2:55 p. ra.
The Connections at Staunton over the B. & O. are as follows:
Leave Staunton: 5:35 a. ra-, arrive Harrisonburg, 6.30 a. m.
Leave Staunton: 1:35 p. m., arrive Harrisonburg, 2:40 p. m.
Leave Staunton: 3:56 p. m., arrive Harrisonburg, 6.30 p. m.
The Connections at Elkton over the C.-W. are as follows:
Leave Elkton: 7:00 a. m., arrive Harrisonburg, 8:20 a. m.
Leave Elkton: 11:53 a. m., arrive Harrisonburg, 12.49 p m..
Leave Elkton: 4:35 p. m., arrive Harrisonburg, 5.34 p. m.
The above schedules are given here for convenience, and
cannot be guaranteed, as railroad time-tables are frequently
changed. Students are advised to consult their nearest railroad agent for verification of the time of trains.
Students are urgently requested, where possible, to arrange to travel on day trains, the best trains being indicated
in the above tables. A representative of the school will
meet all trains arriving at Harrisonburg Monday and Tuesday, September 21st and 22d.
If in doubt as to the best route or train to take, students
should write to the President of the school, for information.
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graduates

June 10, 1913
FULL DIPLOMA
Wilma lone Bell
Ruth Irma Bowers
Dorothy Lothrop Brown
Marie Shirley Cooper
Nannie Aurelia Cox
Effie Virginia Garland
Marceline Armida Catling
Juliet Barclay Gish
Mabel Lankford Heavener
Mabel Lewis Hitt
Annie Laura Holbrook
Mary Louise Holland
Annie Lee Jones
Ruth Isabelle Keys
Bessie Marie Leftwich
Mary Gertrude Lewis
Mary Lucile McLeod
Bessie Price Millner
Sarah Achsah Moffett
Pattie Leigh Puller
Emma Idell Reid
Alma Lucretia Reiter
Carrie Lee Sayers
Mary Beckham Settle
Katherine Kemp Selby
Beulah Maude Shapleigh
Julia Tapscott Staples
Mary Duval Stephens
Anna Howard Ward
Janie Katherine Werner

Harrisonburg. Va.
Grottoes, Va.
Petersburg, Va.
Norfolk,,
„
Fort Blakemore, Va.
vr
^OTA J T/1'
Bedford, Va.
Solomons, Md.
Culpeper,
Va.
?m',
v
Wilmington, Va
Petersburg, Va.
Leesburg, Va.
Lynchburg, aVa.
Mitchells, " Bndgewater, Va.
Danville, Va.
!lr mV> -1 itWest Point. Va.
Upperville, Va. ^
Harrisonburg, Va.
draper, Va*
Flint Hill, a.
Somerset, Va.
.Rural Retreat, Va.
Hamsonburg, Va.
Winchester Va.
Centraha, a.
Jeffersonton, Va.

KINDERGARTEN TRAINING DIPLOMA
Clifton Forge, VaScottsv.lle Va
R^oon Ford, Va.
X?'
Bedford, Va.
Waynesboro, Va.
Burlington, N. C.
Daytxjn, aB^ic City Va.
Dayton, Va.

Janet Garland Farrar
Mary Hart Fox
Margaret Porter Gay
Marjorie Lee Gnzzard
Elizabeth Montgomery Kelley
Frances Eleanor Menefee
Sara Watts de Moss
Mary Virginia Ruebush
Olivine Runciman
Edith Virginia Suter

HOUSEHOLD ARTS DIPLOMA
Margaret Fleflin
Annie Elizabeth Sale

Va.
Tignall, Ga.
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS DIPLOMA
Booker, Va.
Riverside, Va.
Staunton, Va.
Sandy River, Va.
Rockbridge Baths, Va.

Virginia Mason Edwards
Frances Isabelie Mackey
Martha Miller
Carrie Lena Scales
Mary Gamble Wilson ..

GRADUATES SINCE COMMENCEMENT DAY
July 29, 1913
KINDERGARTEN TRAINING DIPLOMA
Marguerite Garrett

Norfolk, Va.
August 30, 1913
FULL DIPLOMA

Virginia Etna Hardaway

Crewe, Va.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS DIPLOMA
Lillian Vernon Gilbert

Lynchburg, Va.
March 20, 1913
FULL DIPLOMA

Mary Margaret Dudley

Fort Defiance, Va.
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REGISTER OF STUDENTS
FOURTH, OR SUMMER, QUARTER, 1913

Name
Agee, Lotus Pharon
Alderson, Mattie Belle
Aldhizer, Lena Pauline
Allen, Addie Brown
Allen, Florence Esther
Anderson, Blanche
Anderson, Cora Lee
Anderson, Grace Lymington
Anderson, Mattie Amyle
Anderson, Virginia Elizabeth
Armentrout, Gertrude Miller
Armentrout, Nora Ethel
Armentrout, Ocie Ola
Armentrout, Rena Kelley
Arnold, Georgia
Arthur, Florence Estcllc

*County or City
Scott
Russell
Rockingham
Carroll
Frederick
Nelson
Richmond (City)
Amelia
Warren
Greenesville
Rockingham
Rockingham
Rockingham
Rappahannock
Washington, D. C.
Campbell

Babb, Geneva Ella
Ball, Dora Cordelia
Ballard, Ella May
Ballard, Myrtie Lewis
Ballew, Mary Emma
Bass, Mabell Gertrude
Baugh, Annie R
Beaman, Sadie Hunter
Beatty, Vernie Etholwyn
Bell, Alice McClung
Bendall, Grace Edmunds
Bernardt, Vaughnie Hilda
Berrey, Eva Mae
Berrey, Mary Slaughter
Berry, Melissa
Blackburn, Janet
Blair, Virginia Lee
Blakemore, Alice Katherine
Blood, Lucile Mary
Bloxton, Letitia Ware
Borura, Columbia
Bosserman, Mattie Boyd
Bostwick, (Mrs.) B. B
Bowman, Iva Mae
Bracey, Annie Myrtle
Bracey, Ethel Riddick .
Bradley, Alma Elizabeth
Bradley, Mary
Brauer, Otie Swift
Brice, Kathleen Moxley
Brock, Thomas Owen
Brooks, Cotha Irene
Brown, Evelyn Payne
Brown, Frances Hester

Southampton
Fauquier
Fairfax
Charlottesville
Augusta
Warren
Petersburg
Southampton
Augusta
Botetourt
Danville
Franklin
Madison
Madison
Augusta
Rockingham
Richmond (City)
Lancaster
Sussex
Rockingham
Matthews
Staunton
Savannah, Ga.
Rockingham
Mecklenburg
Mecklenburg
Richmond (City)
Savannah, Ga.
Richmond (City)
Roanoke (City)
Rockingham
Mathews
Northumberland
Shenandoah
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Brown, Gladys Lourena
Brown, Harriet Leah
Brown, Lelia
Brown, Rebecca Pleasant
Bruce, Alice Gertrude
Bruce, Mary Cornelia
Brunk, Anna Mary
Brunk, Mattie Virginia
Bruster, Maggie Melissa
Bryant, Margie Russell
Bryant, Nettie May
Buck, Katie Gardner
Burns, Elsie Earle
Burtner, Irma Eakle
Bushong, Lena Theresa
Butcher, Ida May

Shenandoah
Roanoke (City)
Wythe
Halifax
Augusta
Augusta
Rockingham
Rockingham
Tazewell
Highland
Highland
Warren
Bath
Rockingham
Rockingham
Petersburg

Caldwell, Nellie Blanch
Callender, Ella Garland
Capps, Effie Lee
Carter, Annie Oliver
Carter, Elizabeth Brady
Cary, Virginia Innes
Chandler, Edgar F
Cheshire, Mary Wilmoth
Chew, Annie Ethel
Chewning, (Mrs.) W. C
Clark, Rosa Elsie
Clemraer, Lennie May
Ciine, Leda
Cline, Tenney Sanger
Clopton, Miss C. B
Ciore, Ula Ely
Glower, Robert Jerome
Coates, Frances Lillian
Coffman, Frank Robert
Colaw, Walter A.
Cole, Bura Alma
Cole, Lena Maude
Coney, Ella Ruth
Conn, Ruth Randolph
Cooper, Lena
Cosnahan, Miss L. M. W
Cowherd, Thomasia Evelyn
Cox, Edna
Craft, lola Frances
Cralle, Anne Lee
Crawford, Bessie Virginia
Crawford, Estelle Montgomery
Crickenberger, Nora
Crockett, Agnes G
Croy, Naomi Ruth
Crum, Emma
Crumple, Myrtle Olga
Cummings, Ella Mae
Crymes, Annie Lorine

Montgomery
Petersburg
Norfolk (City,)
Halifax
Amelia
Gloucester
Rockingham
Henry
Highland
Lancaster
Madison
Rockbridge
Augusta
Rockingham
Norfolk (City)
Madison
Shenandoah
Halifax
.Rockingham
Highland
Floyd
Rockingham
Sussex
Rockingham
Shenandoah
Norfolk (City)
Fluvanna
Scott
Princess Anne
Nottoway
Augusta
Augusta
Albemarle
Wythe
Montgomery
Franklin
Nansernond
Washington, D. C.
Mecklenburg

Dabney, Martha Ann
Daugherty, Irene Elizabeth
Davidson, Elmyra Haines

Richmond (City)
Portsmouth
Wythe
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Davis, Mary Pennington
Deal, Ethel May
Dean, Anna Ruth
Deatherage, Nannie Mildred Styles
Dellinger, Mattie Florence
Delp, Anna Rebecca
Delp, Olive Virginia
Dillon, Eleanor Mae
Dingledine, William Kendall
Dodd, Lena Sallie
Donaldson, India
Dore, Kathleen Cecelia
Dorsey, Mary Garland
Dove, Effie Ethel
Doyle, Cora Virginia
Driver, Anna Arlene
Dudley, Frances Carter
Duncan, Elzey Elizabeth
Dunivin, Kate May
Dunlap, Henrietta Campbell
Dunlap, Mary Kerr

Chesterfield
Portsmouth
Shenandoah
Rappahannock
Rockingham
Grayson
Grayson
Petersburg
Rockingham
Nelson
Loudoun
Staunton
Halifax
Rockingham
Culpeper
Rockingham
Rappahannock
Fauquier
Rockingham
Rockbridge
Rockbridge

Early, Leah Ruth
Early, Lonnie Baber
Earman, Lena Alis
Earman, Myrtle Virginia
Edwards, Lucile
Ehrhart, Maybelle
Eldred, Harriet Lorraine
Eley, Ethel Edith
Eller, Annie Leah
Ellett, Margaret Elizabeth
Ellis, Anna Jessie
Epps, Lula Byrd
Eshelman, Beatrice
Estes, Virginia Hortense

Rockingham
West Virginia
Rockingham
Rockingham
Halifax
Powhatan
Fauquier
Nansemond
Botetourt
Nottoway
Henrico
Richmond (City)
Warren
Greene

Fadeley, Arresta Elton
Fagan, (Mrs.) Lee Oliver
Farrell, Susan Marie
Fawcett, Susan Stabler
Fawley, Grover
Fawley, James E
Feild, Lula
Field, Charlotte Laura
Firebaugh, Bettie Reiley
Fitchett, Sadie
Fitzgerald, Ethel May
Flory, Anna Florence
Folk, Martha Melissa
Fowlkes, Lucy
Freed, Annie Eliza
Friend, Mary Tatura
Fulcher, Dana Frances
Fultz, Mabel Blanche
Funkhouser, Madge Virginia
Furr, Mabel

Augusta
Southampton
Surry
_
Alexandria (City)
Rockingham
Rockingham
Petersburg
Gloucester
Botetourt
Northampton
Augusta
Augusta
Rockin'rham
Amelia
Augusta
Chesterfield
Amherst
Rockbridge
Shenandoah
Loudoun

Garber, Anna Lorena
Gather, Clara Margaret

Augusta
Rockingham
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Garber, Zelda May
Gardner, Margaret Mildred
Garrett, Marguerite
Garst, May Belle
Gary, Nellie Underwood
Gibbs, Anna Louise
Gibson, Ella Stuart
Gilbert, Lillian Vernon
Gill, Pattie Mae
Gilliam, Annie Claiborne
Gilliam, Annie Gay
Gilmer, Bess
'
Gilmer, Cornelia
Glascock, Dora
Glascock, Velna Winifred
Giick, Vada Virginia
Glover, David Franklin
Gochnauer, Margaret Elizabeth
Good, Annie Ellen
Good, Annie Magdalene
Good, Oliver C
Goode, Rex Louis
Gordon, Ida May
Graham, Mary Cosby
Grant, Mary Lillian
Green, Carrie Helen
Grehan, Elizabeth Compton
Grever, Carrie Virginia

Rockingham
Nelson
Norfolk (City)
Botetourt
Richmond (City)
Shenandoah
Frederick
Lynchburg
Mecklenburg
Nansemond
Cumberland
Russell
..Russell
Fauquier
Halifax
Rockingham
Rockingham
Loudoun
Shenandoah
Rockingham
Frederick
Richmond (City)
Berkeley, W. Va.
Loudoun
Fauquier
Prince Edward
Alexandria (City)
Norfolk (City)

Haden, Mattie W
Haight, Elizabeth B
Hale, Mattie Belle
Haley, Julia Anne
Hall, Cecelia
Hall, Mary Elizabeth
Hall, Minnie Anna Moore
Hall, Sadie Lee
Hamilton, Eva Jane
Hamilton, Margie Lee
Hamrick, Hazel Columbia
Hamrick, Tessa
Hankins, Essie Frances
Hankins, Virgie
Hankins, William Harrison
Hannah, Agnes McFerran
Hannah, Jessie Elizabeth
Hardaway, Virginia Etna
Hardy, Ida
Hardy, Pauline Catherine
Hardy, Ruth Hill
Harman, Lena Bennett
Harman, Mary Louise
Harper, Irma Grace
Harvey, Nettie Wagner
Hauer, Agnes Marguerite
Haynes, Viola Elizabeth
Hazelwood, Hannah Victoria
Heatwole, Annie Laura
Heatwole, Lelia Bruce
Heflin, Margaret Wilson

Campbell
Fairfax
Frederick
Pittsylvania
Augusta
'.....Westmoreland
Frederick
Fauquier
Mecklenburg
Roanoke (City)
Staunton
Augusta
Roanoke
Halifax
Tazewell
Botetourt
Craig
Nottoway
Bedford
Bedford
Mecklenburg
Rockingham
Rockingham
Rockingham
Botetourt
Alleghany
Carroll
James City
Rockingham
Rockingham
Staunton
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Heishman, Abram G
Helbert, Birdie Mae
Henley, Sallie S
Hensley, Alice
Hensley, Ethel Virginia
Hensley, Lelia
Herndon, Mamie
Hickerson, Jessie
Hickok, Bessie
Higgs, Beulah
Hill, Dorothy Deane
Hill, Sallie Lewis
Hillman, Luther Monroe, Jr
Hines, Florence Mae
Hinton, Mary Belle
Hite, Linda L
Elite, Marianna
Hite, Mary Louise
Hodgson, Susie R
Holland, Ethel Perle
Holland, Eva
Eloller, Rilla May
Holmes, Alice Hope
Holmes, Grace Truman
Holmes, Viola Clarreese
Holmes, Xenia Ruth
Elolsinger, Lelia
Elolyfield, Flora
Holyfield, Nora Lee
Hoops, Lizzie Rebecca
Hopkins, Elizabeth
Hopkins, Mabelle Augusta
Hopkins, Sadie B
Horne, Gertrude Nannie
Horne, Nannie Elizabeth
Horner, E. Rowland
Horton, Olga F
Hottel, Grace Marie
Hottel, Julia Maria
Eloward, Lillith Vashti
Howlctt, Page P
Hudgins, Mary Walton
Hul Arta Fern
Huffman, Anna
Huffman, Dessie Lake
Eluffman, Margaret Marie
Eluffman, Minnie Florence
Huffman, Ray Ryman
Humphrey, Agnes Bricken
Elumphries, Maggie Boude
Elundley, Lottye
Hunt, Lucie Doris
Elurt, Bess Estelle
Hurt, Eddie Larceny
Hurt, Pearl Inez
Hyatt, Bertha Elizabeth

Rockingham
Rockingham
Essex
Rockingham
Rockingham
Rockingham
Greene
Shenandoah
Montgomery
Rockingham
Southampton
Nelson
Wise
Halifax
Montgomery
Lunenburg
Lunenburg
Amherst
Fluvanna
Henry
Henry
Rockingham
Surry
Surry
Page
Page
Rockingham
Wise
Wise
Tazewell
Rockingham
Richmond (City)
Rockingham
Southampton
Scott
Northampton
Wise
Shenandoah
Shenandoah
Montgomery
Richmond (City)
Norfolk (City)
Augusta
Augusta
Craig
Rockingham
Augusta
Rockingham
Loudoun
Aufusta _
Pittsylvania
Northampton
Russell
Russell
Russell
Lee

Ingles, Julia Harvey

Pulaski
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Jarrett, Mary Lucinda
Jennings, Ethellena
Jennings, Susie W
Johnson, Anna Wentworth K.
Johnson, Tom
Jones, Bessie Lee
Jones, Erthel Simmers
Jones, Mariam Agnew
Jones, Mary Virginia
Jones, Odessa
Jones, Virginia

Shenandoah
Smyth
Shenandoah
Amherst
Northampton
Fairfax
Rpckingham
Nottoway
Alberaarle
Petersburg
Roanoke (City)

Kanost, Bessie Alice
Kaylor, Lyllye Fern
Keeling, Virginia Douglas ...
Keen, Minnie Elizabeth
Keener, Myrtle Mae
Keezel, Margie Frances
Keller, Elsie Mae
Kennon, Attie Haney
Kerns, Leota P
Kiester, Hattie Pearle
Kiracofe, Mabel Ruth
Kiser, Ethel Florence
Kiser, Ethel Ida
Klipstein, Ida
Kcontz, Anita West
Koontz, Carrie
Koontz, Effie Irene
Kremer, Laura Scott

Augusta
Rockingham
Pulaski
Loudoun
Frederick
Rockingham
Rockbridge
Newport News
Bedford
Augusta
Augusta
West Virginia
Wise
Fauquier
Rockingham
Rockingham
Rockingham
Augusta

Lacy, Bessie Belle
Lacy, Sallie Greenwood
Lamb, Clara Morton
Lancaster, Louise Ely
Lane, Winifred Agnes
Lantz, Benjamin Ember
Lantz, Edward Lee
Larrick, Elizabeth Ann
Larrick, Lucy Katharine
Larrick, Virginia
Laughton, Florence
Lee, Carrie Higgs
Lee, Leslie Carroll
Leigh, Frances Argyle
Leigh, Sarah
Lester, May
Lewis, Ila Robert
Life, Millard Cover
Lindsay, Dorothy
Lindsay, Elizabeth
Lindsay, Margaret Isabella . . . .
Lindsay, Ruth
Lindsay, Ruth Elizabeth
Linhoss, Olive Mac
Linkenhoker, Melanie Holt . . .
Lipscorab, Eunice Meriel
Lipscomb, Frances Bird
Litten, Mary Virginia

Rockbridge
Halifax
Prince William
South Carolina
Rockingham
Rockingham
Shenandoah
Frederick
Frederick
Frederick
Richmond (City)
Prince William
Fauquier
Fluvanna
Halifax
Montgomery
Newport News
Rockingham
Portsmouth
Richmond (City)
Montgomery
Montgomery
Rockbridge
Staunton
Botetourt
Nottoway
Hanover
Shenandoah
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Livick, Mamie Olive
Long, Ethel Corinne
Long, Tracie
Loving, Annie Neal
Lugar, Dorcas Maud
Lunceford, Eliza Dowdell

Staunton
Rappahannock
Rockinghara
Nelson
Botetourt
Loudoun

MacFadden, Louise
Mahan, Madie Claire
Mahone, Clara Virginia
Maiden, Alda Lee
Maiden, Edna Frances
Marshall, Bessie Mae
Marshall, Mary Elizabeth
Marston, Ethel Lee
Martz, L. Ruby Pickett
Mason, Virginia Barbara
Massey, Mabel Cooke
Massoletti, Harrietta St. Clair
Mauzy, Bess Claire
May, Stevie Emma
McAllister, Salabel
McCarthy, Anna A
McCarty, Margaret Catherine
McClure, Carrie Lewis
McCormick, (Mrs.) W. C
McCue, Bessie
McCue, Helen
McCue, Mabel
McGehee, Henningham
McGhee, Alice Mitchell
McKoy, Lottie Ulissie
McKenzie, Lora
McLelland, Nellie
Mercer, Vada Iris Willard
Meserole, Irene Vincent
Michie, Mary
Miller, Bertie Lib
Miller, Earl Wilbert
Miller, Ella Elizabeth
Miller, Eulalia Lois
Miller, Grace D. R
Miller, Mareta Olive
Miller, Margarette Buford
Miller, Roberta Cecil
Miller, Valley V
Minton, Johnny Elizabeth
Mitchell, Dora Thorne
Mitchell, Nora O'Neil
Moeschler, Velraa
Monroe, Catherine Rebecca
Montgomery, Grace Dempsey
Moore, Bessie
Moore, Marguerite Alice
Moore, Mary Ella
Moore, Mary Maude
Moore, Minnie Lee
Moran, Lillian Viola
Morgan, Fay Ricketts

Rockinghara
Pittsylvania
Newport News
Rockinghara
Rockinghara
Russell
Nelson
Shenandoah
Rockinghara
Sussex
Clark ^
Fauquier
Rockinghara
Nelson
Surry
Shenandoah
Shenandoah
Augusta
Rockbridge
Augusta
Augusta
Augusta
Richmond (City)
Bedford
Rockinghara
Washington
Pittsylvania
Rockinghara
Rockinghara
Albemarle
Rappahannock
Rockinghara
Rockinghara
Rockinghara
Rockinghara
Rockinghara
Pulaski
Lynchburg
Rockinghara
Lee
Bland
Surry
Pittsylvania
Fairfax
Rockbridge
Rockbridge
Rockbridge
Fauquier
Augusta
Norfolk (City)
Loudoun
Roanoke
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Morgan, Ruby Dallas
Morris, Carrie
Morris, Ethel Lee
Morris, Lonzo L
Moses, Daisy Ellen
Mottley, Bessie Lee Virginia
Mowry, Martha Rebecca
Moyers, Benjamin
Moyers, Samuel Arthur
Muncy, Hattie Byrd
Myers, Florence Adell
Myers, Margaret
Myers, Nellie Bernice

Roanoke
Greene
Loudoun
Rockingham
Pittsylvania
Prince Edward
Augusta
Rockingham
Rockingham
Lee
Rockbridge
Clarke
Rockingham

Nash, Leafy Lillian
Naylor, Bertha Eleanor
Nelson, Frances Marion
Ney, Bernard Ellwood
Ney, Miriam Bertha
Nichols, Josephine Mason
Nicholson, (Mrs.) Virginia R
Norman, Lucile Olive
Northcross, Josephine Pepper
Nunnally, Nettie Mae

Amherst
Rockingham
Fluvanna
Rockingham
Rockingham
Page
Petersburg
Henry
Montgomery
Prince Edward

Oliver, Alys Mae
Oney, Willie Senous
Orndorff, Delia Malissa
Orr, Cora Elizabeth
Osborne, Bettie

Southampton
Shenandoah
Shenandoah
Lee
Brunswick

Padgett, Emma May
Page, Mary Lacy
Painter, Robie
Parker, Annie Victoria
Parker, Sara Frances
Patterson, Ada Blanche
Patterson, Daigy Hall
Patterson, Ella Josephine
Patterson, Emma Lee
Patterson, Mary Virginia
Pearson, Emma Elizabeth
Pearson, Lulu
Pence, Bettie Margaret
Pence, Carrie Beam
Pence, Elizabeth Flora
Pendleton, Katherine
Penick, Alice Lee
Person, Emma
Peters, Anastasia
Peters, Jessie L
Pharr, Garnett
Phelps, Mary Otelia
Philguard, Dora Edna
Phillips, Mattie
Plank, Dora Devora
Pollard, Mamie Oliver
Pollock, Lillian Mary
Pollock, Willie Frances

Amherst
Nelson
Wythe
Newport News
Southampton
Rockbridge
Rockbridge
Buckingham
Buckingham
Rockbridge
Fauquier
Pittsylvania
Rockingham
Rockingham
Rockingham
Montgomery
Henrico
Southampton
Bath
Lynchburg
West Virginia
Botetourt
Dickenson
Rockingham
Frederick
Hanover
Pulaski
Pulaski
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Pomeroy, Lena Gray
Pope, Lona Dyer
Powell, Fannie
Price, Nellie Christiana . . ..
Propst, Edna Elizabeth . ..
Pullen, Hattie Everett
Pullen, Lucy E
Pulliam, Henrietta G
Pultz, Ella J

Warren
Highland
Richmond (City)
Montgomery
Rockinghara
Washington, D. C
Washington, D. C
Richmond (City)
Rockbridge

Raiford, Viola Mildred . . .
Ramey, Frances Thomas . .
Ramey, Sue E
Randolph, Nina Pearl
Read, Mary McClung
Reddish, Elizabeth Virginia
Reddish, Fannie Virginia . .
Reeves, Susie Margaret , .
Reid, Jessie Alice
Reid, Pearle McClung ...
Reynolds, Cora Maude . ...
Reynolds, Nellie Geneva .
Rex, Evelyn I
Richardson, Bertha May ...
Richardson, Mabel Meade
Richardson, Margaret Nora
Rinker, Ear! E
Ritchie, Marion J
Roberts, Mary Elizabeth . ,
Robertson, Rosa
Robinson, Anne Constance ..
Robinson, Lucy A
Rodeffer, Edna Frances . ..
Rodeffer, Pearl Elizabeth .
Rodes, Cynthia
Rodes, Nellie Willard
Rogers, Nannie S
Rohr, Eunice Wren
Roller, Sara Virginia
Rome, Sallie Florence
Rosenberger, Mary M
Rosson, Georgie William . .
Rosson, Mamie Judith
Rosson, Mertyce Browning .
Rouse, Alice Claiborne . . . .
Royall, Gertrude Powell . .
Rubush, Alberta Freed ....
Ruebush, Leona Ed
Ruffner, Mabel Clair
Rusmiselle, Nelle Brown .
Russell, Carey Phelps ■. • •
Russell, Elizabeth
Ryman, Ruby Clara

Southampton
Fauquier
Rappahannock
Rockingham
Bedford
Madison
Madison
Warren
Montgomery
Rockbridge
Scott
Alleghany
Henrico
Carroll
New Kent
Henry
Shenandoah
Rockinghara
Halifax
Pittsylvania
Richmond (City)
Russell
Rockingham
Rockinghara
Nelson
Nelson
King George
Rockinghara
Rockingham
Newport News
Prince William
Rappahannock
Madison
Rappahannock
Richmond (City)
Henrico
Augusta
Rockingham
Page
Augusta
Winchester
Winchester
Shenandoah

Sadler, Mary Emma
Sadler, Vergilia Pendleton .
Sanders, Virginia Brown . .
Seaton, Gertrude
Semones, Louise Bernard .

Fluvanna
Fluvanna
Fauquier
Fauquier
Pittsylvania
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Shamburg, Mary Tacy
Shanklin, Eva Grayson
Shanklin, Ollie Sue
Sbaw, Edna Mae
Shelhorse, Alma
Shepperson, Edmonia Blair
Shickel, Elsie Naomi
Shipe, Ressie Delila
Short, Maria Elizabeth
Showalter, Frankie Ethel
Silman, Reno May
Silvey, Mary Lewis
Simmons, Mary Rebecca
Simmons, Mollie
Skelton, Edythe Lillian
Slusser, Myra Irene
Smeltzer, Ella
Smith, Annie Stella
Smith, Icie Elizabeth
Smith, (Mrs.) Katherine H
Smith, Mamie Sue
Smith, Mary Lancaster
Smoot, Osie Leroy
Snead, Callie Jane
Snead, Eva Hill
Snead. Georgie T
Snead, Maude Bennett
Snead, Susie Cameron
Snow, Mary Davis
Souder, Grant
Souder, Lawson Bertram
Soule, (Mrs.) Florence E
Sparks, Ida Jane
Spencer, Annie Louise
Spencer, Lula Dixon
Spilman, Ethel
Spitzer, Atha May
Spitzer, Lucie Elton
Spitzer, Viola
Spratt, Lola
St. Clair, Grace Nellie
Steger, Mary Pendleton
Stephenson, Bessie
Stevens, Dottie Merle
Stewart, Rosa Bain
Stout, Sallie Rice
Stover, Ella Antrim
Stover, Nelsie May
Strider, Mary Selina
Sublett, Judith Eleanor
Sullender, Isabel Hamilton
Summers, Mamie V
Surber, Ellen Harmon
Suttler, (Mrs.) Lucy Jones
Swartz, Mamie Valentine
Switzer, Mary Cornelia

Shenandoah
Montgomery
Montgomery
Rockbndge
Pittsylvama
Charlotte
}>oa,n.oke, (Clty)
Rockingham
Brunswick
Botetourt
Warren
Kappahannock
Botetourt
Bedtord
Augusta
Montgomery
Winchester
Montgomery
Montgomery
Roanoke _
Pittsylvama
Hennco
Shenandoah
Augusta
Fluvanna
Lynchburg
Fluvanna
Fluvanna
Prince Edward
Rockingham
Rockingham
Rockingham
Smyth
Prince Edward
Buckingham
Pennsylvania
Rockingham
Rockingham
Rockingham
Loudoun
Fairfax
Staunton
Clark
Roanoke (City)
Petersburg
Augusta
Fauquier
Botetourt
Winchester
Rockingham
Botetourt
Rockingham
Staunton
Fairfax
Loudoun
Missouri

Taylor, Eliza Williams
Thacker, Byrd Otterhine

Danville
Rockingham
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Thacker, Charles E
Thompson, Clara Lea
Thomson, Gertrude
Tiffany, Jennie Hemp Arey
Tinder, Rosa May
Totty, Louise Harman
Traylor, Annie
Traylor, Carrie May
Traylor, Mary Alice
Trent, Susie Harrison
Trevey, Mary Laurence
Troth, Annie
Tulloh, Lilly
Turner, Fannie B
Turner, Mary
Turpin, Petronella Lee
Tussing, Ethel Rebecca
Tyler, Elizabeth Veale

Rockingham
Fairfax
...Norfolk (City)
Loudoun
Nansemond
Frederick
Sussex
Chesterfield
Sussex
Washington, D. C.
Bedford
Fairfax
Clifton Forge
Petersburg
Roanoke
Mecklenburg
Rockingham
Brunswick

Valentine, Emily Semple
Van Sickler, Marguerite Lee
Varner, Katherine
Vaughan, Alma
Vencill, Mattie
Via, Martha Gertrude

Richmond (City*
Loudoun
Rockbridge
Mecklenburg
Russell
Albemarle

Wagner, Bessie May
Wagner, Verta C
Walcott, Mary Archer
Waldron, Ida
Walker, Florence Beebe
Walker, Grayce Blair
Walker, Louise
Walker, Marion
Wall, Jennie
Waller, Lois Ferrall
Waller, Marguerite Mays
Walter, Cecile Mae
Walton, Irene Estelle
Ware, Mary Blanche
Ware, Sallie Ora
Warren, Essie
Watkins, Lillian Alma
Watson, Florence Kathleen
Watts. Lanora J
Watts, Margaret Crump
Weaver, Hattie Elizabeth
Wenger, Annie Suter
Whetzel, Linnie Lee
White, Lula B
White, Ruth
White, (Mrs.) Sue Creekmur
Whitehurst, Ruth Etheridge
Whitmore, Maud Mae
Whitworth, Elizabeth Hudson
Will, Alice
Willbarger, Octavia Anna
Williams, Lucy Evelyn
Williams, Lula Russell

Highland
Rockingham
Richmond (City)
Roanoke
Fauquier
Fauquier
Wythe
Roanoke (City)
Northampton
Patrick
Patrick
Augusta
Richmond (City)
Goochland
Amherst
Prince George
Richmond (City)
Alexandria (City)
Amherst
Portsmouth
Lunenburg
Rockingham
Rockingham
Washington
Pittsylvania
Portsmouth
Princess Anne
Rockingham
Halifax
Rockingham
Rockingham
Montgomery
Highland
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Williamson, (Mrs.) Mattie
Willis, Clyde
Wilson, Ella Sue
Wilson, Vivienne Hardee
Wine, Ottie Ola
Winston, Daisy Bland
Wise, Myrle Alma
Wise, Willis Page
Womeldorf, Letty Florence
Wood, Clarence
Wood, Ouida Moore .
Woolf, Catharine Andrea
Wren, Annie Nichols
Wright, Hallie Virginia
Wygal, Bessie Baker

Norfolk (City)
Georgia
Highland
Portsmouth
S?Culn
i
Richmond (Ci y)
Augusta
Northampton
Rockbndge
Albemarle
Warren
Fauquier
Buckingham
Lynchburg (City)
Lee

Young, Elsie Hemans

Grayson

Zirkle, Lena Constance
Zirkle, Virginia

Shenandoah
Rockingham

*A11 are from Virginia unless State is namedIll

REGISTER OF STUDENTS
FIRST, SECOND, AND THIRD QUARTERS
1913-1914
Name
Adams, Althea Lee
Adams, Myrtle
Alexander, Mary Shields .
Allen, Anna Rachel
Allen, Florence Esther ...
Allen, Gershon Brumley . .
Alphin, Ora Virginia ....
Anderson, Beulah
Anderson, Eliza
Andes, Virginia
Armentrout, Nora Ethel . .
Armstrong, Viola Frances .
Arnold, Emma Elizabeth .
Ashmead, Pauline
Austen, Mary Clelia
Baker, Susie Vaughan ....
Ballard, Myrtie Lewis ...
Barger, Serena Rives ....
Barton, Hildegarde Mary .
Beamon, Mary Lee
Beard, Emma Catherine ..
Beard, Margaret Scott ....
Beard, Martha Evelyn ....
Beard, Reba Lizette
Beard, Rosalie Estelle ....
Berry, Margaret Irene . . .
Bibb, Noma Lee
Boes, Ruth Virginia
Borum, Columbia
Bosserman, Mary Christian
Bowman, Corinne
Bowman, Miriam
Bradley, Frances Elizabeth
Bradshaw, Josephine Bland
Brown, Pinkie Alice
Brown, Ruth Mae
Brown, Sarah Virginia . ..
Brown, Zelle Quinland ..
Brunk, Anna Mary
Brunk, Mattie Virginia . ..
Buchanan, Irene Morton . .
Buchanan, Virgie Ruth ...
Buck, Mary Wallace
Buckner, Mary Carter ....
Burke, Margaret Anderson
Burns, Stella
Burtner, Tracie Etelka ...
Butler, Lucy Riddick
Byrd, Emma Elizabeth .. .

Quarter
*County or City
1 2, 3. ... Albemarle
1
1 2, 3. .. .Mecklenburg
1 2, 3. ... Frederick
1 2, 3. .. .Frederick
1 2, 3. .. .Albemarle
1 2, 3. .. .Botetourt
1 2, 3. ... Smyth
I 2, 3. .. . Appomattox
3
1
1 2, 3. .. .West Virginia
1 2, 3. .. .Northampton
1 2, 3. . . .Maryland
1 2, 3. .. .Botetourt
1
f
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
i
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
r,
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2,
2,
I,
2
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,

3. .. .Page
3. .. .Charlottesville
3. . . .Rockbridge
3. ...Norfolk (City)
3. .. .Nansemond
3. ... Amherst
3. . . .Augusta
3. . . .Augusta
3. .Rockinghara

2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,

3. .. .Rockbridge
3. .. .Nelson
3. . . . Alleghany
3. .. .Mathews
3. .. .Augusta
3. .. .Madison
3. . . .Warren
3. .. .Rockingham
3. . . .Highland

2,
2,
2,
2,
2,

3. .. .Page
3. .. . Wythe
3. .. .Danville
3. ... Rockingham
3. .. .Rockingham

2,
2,
2,
3.
2,
2,

3. .. .Petersburg
3. .. - Warren
3. .. . Cumberland

3. .. . Russell
3. .. .Rockingham
. . . Nansemon
. . .Rockingham
2

The May-Pole

History under the Apple-Blossoms
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On the Hockey Field

■>
:
Tea in the Orchard

Caldwell, Mary Juliet
... 1, 2, 3. . .. Craig
Campbell, Winifred Elizabeth ... ... 1, 2, 3.. . .Maryland
... 1, 2, 3. . . .Charlottesville
Carpenter Frances White
... 1 2, 3.. . . Charlotte
Chalkley, Lillian McGruder
... 1, 2, 3.. . .Bedford
Cheek, Mary Ruth
... 1, 2, 3.. .. Culpeper
Clarke, Veva Clifton
Clements, Elieza Virginia
... 1, 2, 3.. .. Gloucester
... I, 2, 3.. . .Rockingham
Cline, Erma Eiler
... 1, 2, 3.. . .Rockingham
Cline, Tenney Sanger
... 1, 2, 3.. .. Sussex
Cobb, Lucy Ellis
... 1, 2, 3.. . .Chesterfield
Cole, Frances Louise
Cole, Hazel Dorothy
... 1, 2, 3.. . .Chesterfield
Coleman, Frances
... L 2, 3.. .. Georgia
. .Rockingham
... 3....
Corapton, Frances
... 1, 2 3.. . .Danville
Cook, Mary Abbott
... 1, 2, 3.. ..Norfolk (City)
Cooper, Marjorie
... 1, 2, 3. . . .Northumberland
Coppedge, Callie
Coulbourn, Esther Mitchell
... 1, 2, 3.. . .Roanoke (City)
Cox, Althea Mae
... 1, 2, 3.. . .Henry
Crone, Zena Wallace
1. 2, 3.. ..Elizabeth City
.... 1, 2, 3.. ..Richmond (City)
Davis, Mary Joseph
... ] ...
. .Rappahannock
Dearing, Elizabeth Martha
... 1, 2, 3.. . .Warren
Derflinger, Julia Russell
... 1, 2, 3.. . .Dinwiddie
Diehl, Ilattie Burr
... 1, 2, 3.. . .Petersburg
Dillon, Eleanor Mae
... 1, 2, 3. . . .Pittsylvania
Dodson, Vivian Gertrude
.... 1, 2, 3.. . .Prince William
Dogan, Mary Neville
. . Staunton
... 1, 2.
Dore, Kathleen Cecelia
.... 1, 2, 3.. .. Greene
Douglass, Annie Jennings
.. Augusta
,... 1, 2.
Dudley, Mary Margaret
..North Carolina
,... 1. ..
Duncan, Willie
Albemarle
Dunn, Virginia Scott
Early, Mary Annie
Early, Sarah Lucile
Edwards, Emily Norwood
Ellis, Josie Chappelle
Ellis, Mary Jennette
Engleman, Ellen Elizabeth
Everett, Ruth
Everett, Stuart Rebecca

....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....

1, 2,
1, 2,
1, 2,
1,2,
1, 2,
1, 2,
1, 2,
1, 2,

3. . . .Greene
3. . . .Greene
3. . ..Isle of Wight
3.. . . Sussex
3.. .. Sussex
3.. . .Rockbridge
3. . . .Nelson
3. . . .Nansemond

Ferrell, Elizabeth
Fisher, Ruth Addison
Fletcher, Delucia Sarah
Foreman, Georgia Etta
Freeman, Lois May
Fulcher, Dana Frances
Fuller, Ellen Clair
Funkhouser, Eva

....
....
....
....
....
....

1...
1, 2,
1, 2,
1, 2,
1, 2,
3...
1, 2,
1 2,

3. . .. Northampton
3. . . .Rockingham
3. . . .Norfolk
3. . ..North Carolina
.. Amherst
3.. . .Pittsylvania
3. .,. .Augusta

Gather, Ola Belle
Gerow, Lilla Marie
Giles, Ida May
Gill, Pattie Mae
Gilliam, Alice Sears
Gllck, Vada Virginia

....
....
. ...
....
....
....

1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
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2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,

3. . . .Augusta
3. . . .Petersburg
3. . . .Pittsylvania
3.. . .Mecklenburg
3. .,.. Appomattox
3.... .Rockingham

Goode, Nellie Fearson
Grasty, Cecile Audrey
Greene, Nannie Sue .

2, 3.. ..Loudoun
2. 3. . .. Albemarle

Hagan, Margaret Wood
1
Hall, Gertie Belle
1
Harless, Kathleen Chevallie
1
Harris, Jean Overtoil
1
Harvey, Emma Catherine
1
Hatcher, Virginia Willcox
1
Hawthorne, Sigma
1
Hawthorne, Willie Emma
1
Heatwole, Annie Laura
1
Heatwole, Elizabeth Maud
1
Henkel, Kathleen Hazel
1
Heyser, Susan Fechtig
1
Hickman, Mabel Virginia
1
Higgins, Selina Cecil
1
Hogan, Bessie
1
Holcombe, Alpha Vane
1
Holland, Ethel Pearl
1
Holmes, Xenia Ruth
3
Holsinger, Lelia Catherine
1
Honaker, Virginia
2
Housraan, Helen Louise
1
Hubbard, Eleanor
1
Hubbard, Zola Younge
1
Hughes, Mrs. Margaret Broadhead.. 1
Hundley, Josephine Keith
1
Hutcherson, Edna Siraras
1
Hyde, Mary Harmon
J
Hyer, Edna Ewing
1

2, 3.. . . Montgomery
2, 3.. . .Rockbridge
2, 3.. . .Montgomery
2
2,
2.
2.
2
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,

3.. . .Bedford
3.. ..Lunenburg
3.. ..Lunenburg
. .Rockingham
3. . . .Rockingham
3.. . .Augusta
3.. . .Maryland
3. . ..Loudoun
3.. ..North Carolina
3. . ..Loudoun
3. . . .Portsmouth

2,
3
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
2.
2,

. .Page
3. . . . Rockingham
. . Wythe
3.. . . Botetourt
3.. . .Bedford
3.. . .Pittsylvania
3.. . .Albemarle
3. . . .Halifax
3.. . .Culpeper
3.. .. Alleghany
3.. . .Florida

Johnson, Bertha Margaret
Johnson, Columbia Isabelle
Johnson, Frieda George
Johnson, Kate Marie
Jones, Anne Elizabeth
Jones, Corinne Snowden
Jones, Laura Lee
Jones, Lydia Audrey

I
)
1
1
1
1
1
1

2,
2.
2
2,
2,
2.
2,
2,

3.. ..North Carolina
3.. ..Loudoun
3. . ..Loudoun
3.. ..Norfolk (City)
3.. . .Henry
3. . . .Rockingham
3. . .. Highland
3.. . .Rockbridge

Kaylor, Alma Rose
Keezell. Florence Arabelle
Keller, Lula White
Kidd, Mattie Moore
Kinnear, Margaret Campbell
Kiracofe, Mabel Ruth
Koogler, Evelyn Margaret

1
1
3
1
1
3
1

2, 3. . . .Rockingham
2, 3.. . .Rockingham

Lacy, Edith Juliette
Lacy, Rowena Julia
Lake, Agnes Martin
Lamb, Ellen Regina
I.auck, Audrey Wilhoit
Leach, Virginia Fisher
Leache, Kitty
Lemon, Mrs. Ella Wilhelm

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2, 3.. . .Halifax
2, 3. . . .Madison
2, 3. . . . Culpeper
. .Rockingham
2, 3. . •-Page
2, 3.. . .Warren
2.
. .Pulaski
. .Botetourt
2, 3. . .. Staunton
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2, 3. . . .Brunswick
2, 3.. .. Rockbridge
. .Augusta
2, 3. . . .Rockingham

Lloyd. Kittle Dixon
Lockard, Marian Caroline
Logan, Margaret Diana
Long, Inez Elizabeth
Lyle, Ethel

1,2,
1, 2,
1, 2,
1. 2,
1> 2

3....West Virginia
3
Bedford
3 ... .Kockingham
3....Fairfa
liath

Mackey, Lucy Scott
1, 2, 3.... Rockbridge
Maloy, Mary Virginia
1, 2, 3
Highland
Markham, Eddy Christine
1, 2, 3
Chesteifield
Marshall, Lelia Guy
E 2, 3.. .. Albemarle
Marshall, Mary Elizabeth
1, 2, 3
Nelson
Martz, Edith Virginia
1, 2, 3
Loudoun
Massie, Ellen Lucy
1' ■' ■;
S, ?n
Massey, Lillie Galle
1, -> 3
,
Maupin, Rosa Lee
E 2, 3... .Albemarle
Mays, Margaret Harvey
1, 2, 3....Nelson
Mays, Mary Vivienne
E 2, 3. .. .Nelson
McClure, Reba Belle
E 2
uU^St-aj
McCown, Agnes Stuart
E 2, 3
Rockbridge
McCown, Mary Wilson
1, 2, 3... .Rockbridge
McGlaughlin, Nannye
E 2, 3... .Rockingham
Meade, Catherine Mary
1
^laf.e ,
Meserole, Irene Vincent
E 2, 3. .. .Roclangham
Milby, Edna Lavinia
E 2, 3....Isle of Wight
Miller, Annie
E 2, 3... .Rockingham
Miller, Bertie Lib
1
RappihannoA
Millner, Mary Lillian
1, 2, 3....Norfolk (City)
Mitchell, Elizabeth Lewis
1, 2, 3
Bedford
Moeschler, Velma
E 2, 3 ...-Pittsylyania
Mohler, Ellen Elizabeth
1, 2, 3....Augusta
Monroe, Charles Ida
1, 2, 3....Loudoun
Monroe, Sara Agnes
E 2, 3....Loudoun
Moore, Ressye Elizabeth
1, 2, 3....Augusta
Morris, Marcia Wade
E 2, 3. ... Culpeper
Mundy, Bertie Abbott
1, 2. 3 ... .Rockingham
Murphy, Maria Catherine Cecelia ... 1, 2, 3
Staunton
i
Nunnally, Nettie Mae
E 2, 3... .Richmond (City)
Oakes, Lutie Katherine
Oldaker, Hazel Leota

E 2, 3.. . .Pittsylvania
E 2, 3.... Culpeper

Parrish, Mary Jessie
Payne, Katherine Irvine
Pence, Bettie Margaret
Pettus, Ann Woodson
Pettus, Elizabeth Chambers
Phaup, Pattie Goode
Plumb, Ethel Jane
Ponton, Mary Eliza
Prince, Mabel Lee
Procter, Mary Wilma
Pruden, Sarah Catherine
Pugh, Eloise Thompson
Pugh, Virginia Edith
Purcell, Anna Marie
Purcell, Kathleen

E 2
1,2,
3
1, 2,
1, 2,
1> 2,
E 2.
E 2,
1
E 2,
E 2,
1, 2,
E 2,
1, 2,
E 2,

Rabey, Susie
Raiford, Viola

Nelson
3. .. .Fauquier
Rockingham
3.... Charlotte
3.... Charlotte
3.... Chesterfield
3....Augusta
3.... Charlotte
Sussex
3 ... . Alleghany
3
Nansemond
3... .Albemarle
3. .. .Albemarle
3... .Rockingham
3 ... .Rockingham

E 2, 3... .Nansemond
3
Southampton
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Rainey Ethel Josephine
Ranne s, Ethe
Rannells, Opal
Rapp, Beulah
Reaves, Leone Irene
Reynolds Nellie Geneva
Rhodes, Elizabeth
Rhodes, Jacie Bruce Deliver
Rmker, Lottie Elizabeth
I hle A
^-e
Rodeffer, ?.
Pearl, Elizabeth
Rohr, Eunice Wren
Rome, Same Florence
Root, Lula Greene
Ropp, Margaret Vance
Rowbotham Margaret May
ca
SUuaI\.CaMargaret
™lyn Reb^.
Rubush,
Virginia
Rucker, Ane Estelle
Rucker Lillian Bertha
Ryals, Ehse Emogen

1,
j
j
3
,t
1,
1
1
2,

Sale Susan Estaline
Sanders Ruth Adele
Saville, Elizabeth Frances
Scoggin Bessie Wilson
Scott, Mary Emma
Selby, Frances Parlette
cn3 3 u Lor
^ Ena
g Mary laC}
en
"
!
,
u
V
: •••
onepherd, Grace TLauvinmae
Shields. Viola Empress
e e
^ • ^Lula
T Margaret
^ee
Shrader,
Silvey, Mary Lewis
Simmons, Mary Rebecca
Sims, Fannie Lee
o?pe', ,
•••••
S.pe Margaret Irene
fmvi Mary
xreSSleLancaster
T
Smith,
Spitzer, Lucy Elton
Staples, Katharine Louise
Steger, Eva Waugh
Stone, Mary Jordan
Stottlemyer, Belva Ruth
Strange, Carrie Virginia
btnbling, Agness Browne
Stubbs. Rebecca Robins

f, 2, 3... .Richmond (City)
!, 2, 3....Prince William
1 2 3... .Rockbridge
1, 2, 3... .Petersburg
1, 2, 3... .Rockingham
3, 2, 3....Orange
1, 2, 3....Rockbridge
iE 2, 3....Shenandoah
Alhemarlp
^
^ :£S^a
2
i^) 2,' 3....Augusta
3....Bland
t, 2, 3. .. .Rappahannock
1, 2, 3 . .. .Botetourt
1, 2, 3....Greene
1, 2, 3 ... .Rockingham
1, 2, 3... .Rockingham
E 2,
2. 3...
3....Newport
1,
.RichmondNews
(City)
!, 2, 3... .Rockingham
1,2
Rockingham
1, 2, 3....Pulaski
], 2, 3....Bedford
1, 2, 3... .Maryland
i, 2, 3....Warren
1, 2, 3... Petersburo"
1....... Gloucester

3
3
1,
1
]
1,'
1.
1,
!,
1,
1,

2, 3. .. .Mecklenburg
West Virginia
West Virginia
Rockbridge
2, 3....Halifax
2, 3.. .. Alleghany
Amherst
Rockingham
3
Shenandoah
2
> 3.. . .Staunton
Rockingham
Rockingham
2, 3. ..Newport News
Augusta
2 3
Page
2! 3^Roanoke (City)
2,
2, 3....Bedford
3... .Rockbridge
2, 3....Prince Edward
2. 3....Prince Edward
2, 3. .. .Fluvanna

?al!fferMargaret
^' Ruth W-"
■••••■
3.....Rockbridge
Rockingham
Tardy,
Virginia
1,E 2,
2, 3...
Tardy, Mary Elizabeth
I, 2, 3... .Rockbridge
1 avener, Elizabeth Evangeline ... 1 2 3
Plirhp
Thompson, Clara Mae
2,' 3!! Bototourt
Tinder, Rosa May
1, 2, 3... . Orange
Turlington, Kate
1, 2, 3...,Accomac
Furner, Bessie Sue
1, 2, 3....Roanoke
Turner. Mary
3
Roanoke
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Vaiden, Ruth Gale
Vernon, Ruth Campbell
Via, Ida Belle

1, 2, 3....Norfolk (City)
2
New York
1, 2, 3 ... . Albemarle

Wade, Hattie E
Wagner, Selda Alberta
Waldron, Gertrude Delmont
Wells, Bertha Warner ... .
Wenger, Annie Suter
Wenger, Lydia Florence ....
Westbrook, Mary Elizabeth ..
Wheatley, Mary Virginia ....
White, Margaret Irvine
Wiley, Nan Ellen
Wilkinson, Lellie Lee
Williams, Lucy Blanche
Williamson, Janet Adelia ...
Willis, Lena Phlegar
Wilson, Mary Inez
Wilson, Molina, Del Calvert .
Winborne, Flossie Wahneeta
Winborne, Marjorie Maria
Wine, Helen Bowman
Witt, Ruth

1
1,|
1,
1,
1
1,
1,
1,
1
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
2

Yancey, Mary Frances
Yowell, Annie James
Yowell, Mary Almira

1, 2 ... .Rockingham
1, 2, 3... . Culpeper
1, 2, 3 . .. .Madison

Rockbridge
2, 3... .Rockingham
2, 3....Norfolk (City)
2, 3... .Mecklenburg
Rockingham
2, 3... .Rockingham
2, 3... .Danville
2, 3... .Danville
Augusta
2, 3 ... .Albemarle
2, 3. .. .Mecklenburg
2, 3. .. .Bath
2, 3 .... Nanseraond
2, 3. .. .Floyd
2, 3....North Carolina
2, 3....South Carolina
2, 3....Isle of Wight
2, 3....Isle of Wight
2, 3... .Staunton
Roanoke (City)

*A11 are from Virginia unless State is named.
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STATISTICS OF STUDENTS

FOURTH, OR SUMMER, QUARTER—1912-1913
Total enrollment in Summer Quarter, 1913 (no name counted more
than once)
6+2
Counties of Virginia represented
79
Cities in Virginia represented
13
States represented including District of Columbia
6
FIRST, SECOND, THIRD QUARTERS—1913-1914
Total enrollment in Normal School classes for the regular session
of 1913-1914 (no name counted more than once, and neither
Training School pupils nor Summer students being included).... 295
Enrolment by Quarters:
275
256
256

First, or Fall, Quarter ..
Second, or Winter, Quarter
Third, or Spring, Quarter
Enrolment by Courses:

Regular Normal Course
130
Professional Course for Four-Year High School Graduates 76
Household Arts Course
29
Kindergarten Teachers' Training Course
1+
Industrial Arts Course
7
Partial Courses
39 295
Enrolment by Class Groups:
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
Partial Course Students
Counties in Virginia represented ....
Cities in Virginia represented
Other States than Virginia represented
Average age of students in years

77
86
52
41
39 295
61
9
7
20

Note:—The school is organized on a basis of 250 students, and an effort
has been made to keep the enrollment within this limit. Dormitory accommodations are provided on the school grounds for 145 students, and the
others room in private homes in town.
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ALUMN/E

Anderson, Katharine, C. (H. Arts, 1912) ...Rural Teacher, Staunton Va.
*Baker, Eunice (Kindergarten, 1912)
_
Bell Wilma lone (Prof., 1913)
Grade Teacher, Harnsonburg
Benson, Hilda Mae (Prof., 1912)
Grade Teacher, Manassas, Va,
Bowers, Ruth Irraa (R. Normal, 1913)
Grade Teacher, McGaheysvtlle
Brooke, Amelia Harrison (Prof., 1911)
Assistant to Matron, State Normal School, Harrisonhurg
Brown, Dorothy Lothrop (Prof., 1913)
Primary Teacher Petersburg,
Conn, Ruth Randolph (R. Normal, 1912)'. .Primary Teacher, Tazewell, Va.
Cooper, Marie Shirley (Prof., 1913)
Grade leacher, Norfolk Va
Corr, Susie Houseworth (Kgn., 1912)
Primary Teacher, Roanoke, Va.
Cox, Nannie Aurelia (Prof, 1913)
Grade Teacher, Berwmd, \V.
Va.
Coyner, Inez Eakle (Prof, 1912)
Grade Teacher, Roanoke, Va.
Crickenberger, Nora (Prof., 1912)
Principal,
Graded
School,
Criglersville, Va.
Davies, Sadie Virginia (H. Arts, 1912) ....Household Arts Teacher, Mt.
Jackson, Va.
Davis, Annie Lillian (H. Arts, 1911)
Supervisor of Manual Arts,
Richmond, Va.
Diedrich, Minnie Caroline (Prof, IS 11) Grade Teacher, Harrisonhurg
Drumraond, Helen (M. Arts, 1911)
Student, Richmond, Va.
Dudley, Mary Margaret (I. Arts, 1914) ...-Grade Teacher, Charlottesville,
Dudley, Virginia Trevey (H. Arts, 1912) ... Supervisor of Household Arts,
South Boston, Va.
Dunn, Virginia Scott (M, Arts, 1911)
Rural Teacher, Free Union, Va.
Earman, Virginia Oler (Kindergarten, 1912)Kindergarten Teacher, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Edwards, Virginia Mason (I. Arts, 1913) .-Supervisor of Home Economics,
Warren County, Ga.
Farrar, Janet Garland (Kindergarten, 1913) Kindergarten Teacher, Clifton
Forge, Va.
Fox, Margaret Eleanor (Prof. 1912)
Primary Teacher, Norfolk, Va.
Fox, Mary Hart (Kindergarten, 1913) ....Primary Teacher, Earlysville
Garland, Effie Virginia (Prof., 1913)
Rural Teacher, Bandy, Va.
Garrett, Marguerite (Kgn., 1913)
Norfolk, Va.
Galling, Alpine Douglass (Prof., 1912) ....Grade Teacher, Norfolk, Va.
Gatling, Marceline A. (R. Normal, 1913)..Grade Teacher, Norfolk, Va.
Gay, Margaret Porter (Kindergarten, 1913) .Raccoon Ford, Va.
Gilbert, Lillian V. (1. Arts, 1913)
Supervisor of Industrial Work,
Tom's Brook, Va.
Gish, Juliet Barclay (Prof., 1913)
Primary Teacher, Bedford City
Goode, Octavia Ernestine (R. Normal, 1912)Rural Teacher, Mosley's Junction, Va.
Green, Janet Claramond (M. Arts, 1911)..Grade Teacher, Clio, S. C.
Greenawalt, Clara Louise (M. Arts and H.
Arts, 1912)
Teacher, Rural School, Winchester, Va.
Greer, Mary Virginia (H. Arts, 1912)
Rural Supervisor, Richmond, Va.
Grizzard, Marjorie Lee (Kgn., 1913)
Primary Teacher, Ebony, Va.
Haldeman, Anna Pearl (Kindergarten, 1912)Primary Teacher, Winchester
Hardaway, Virginia Etna (Prof., 1913)... .Rural Teacher, Roanoke, Va.
Harman, Ethel (H. Arts, 1912)
Primary Teacher, Concord, Va.
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Harnsberger, Kathleen Bell (Kgn., 1911) ..Grade Teacher, Craigsville, Va.
Harper, Alma Ross (M. Arts, 1911), Mrs.
Henry Johnson
Draper, Va.
Heatwole, Ella Catherine (Prof., 1912)
Grade Teacher, Clintwood, Va.
Heavener, Mabel Lankford (Prof., 1913)
Rural Teacher, Merrimac, Va.
Hellin, Margaret W. (H. Arts, 1913)
Instructor in Household Arts,
Agricultural School, Driver
Hitt, Mabel Lewis (Prof., 1913)
Grade Teacher, Jeffe rsonton
Holbrook, Annie Laura (Prof., 1913)
Grade Teacher, Graham, Va.
Holland, Mary Louise (Prof., 1913)
High School Teacher, Palmyra
Hopcroft, Lydia Inez (Prof., 1911)
Grade Teacher, Roanoke, Va.
Hughes, Hallie Lee (Ind. Arts, 1912)
Domestic Science Teacher, Agricultural School, Burkeville
Jennings, Nancy Wise (Prof., 1912)
Grade Teacher, Roanoke, Va.
Jones, Annie Lee (Prof., 1913)
Grade Teacher, Petersburg, Va.
Kelley, Elizabeth M. (Kindergarten, 1913). .Kindergarten Teacher, Bedford
City, Va.
Keys, Ruth Isabella (Prof., 1913)
Grade Teacher, Hampton, Va.
Lancaster, Louise Ely (Kindergarten, 1912)..Rural Teacher, Richmond, Va.
Law, Aurie Edna (Prof., 1912)
Rural Teacher, Glade Hill, Va.
Lawson, Charlotte Henry (Prof., 1911) ..Departmental Teacher, Lynchhurg, Va,
Leftwich, Bessie Marie (Prof., 1913)
Grade Teacher, Charlottesville
I.ewis, Mary Gertrude (Prof., 1913)
Grade Teacher, Charlottesville
Liggett, Mary Coffman (Kindergarten, 1912)Kindergarten Teacher, Roanoke
Lyle, Mary Lacy (H. Arts, 1912)
Supervisor of Domestic Science,
Richmond, Va.
MacCorkle, Ruth Bouldin (Prof., 1911) . . . . Harrisonburg, Va.
McGahey, Lizzie Stern (R. Normal, 1912) . .GradeTeacher, Training School,
Williamsburg, Va.
McLeod, Mary Lucile (R. Normal, 1913) ...Grade Teacher, Spring Creek
Mackey, Frances Isabelle (Ind. Arts, 1913).Rural Teacher, Riverside, Va.
Macmillan, Mamie Evelyn (R. Nor. 1912)..Rural Teacher, Independence
Madison, Lucy Hiden (Prof., 1912)
Student, Lynchburg, Va.
Madison, Susie Daniel (H. Arts, 1912) ....Canning Club Work, Denbigh
Massey, Eva Douglass (R. Normal, 1912) ..Rural Teacher, Stone Bridge
Menefee, Frances Eleanor (Kgn., 1913) ..Kindergarten Teacher, Richlands, Va.
Meserole, Mary Stella (Prof., 1911)
Grade Teacher, Charlottesville
Miller, Janet (Kgn., 1911), Mrs. Jas.J.King Staunton, Va.
Miller, Martha (Ind. Arts, 1913)
Rural Teacher, Staunton, Va.
Millner, Bessie Price (Prof., 1913)
GradeTeacher, Schoolfield, Va.
Moffett, Mary Ledger (H. Arts, 1911)
Instructor in Household Arts,
State Normal School, East
Radford, Va.
Moffett, Sarah Achsah (Prof., 1913)
Student, Salem, Va.
Morrison, Nan (R. Normal, 1912)
Grade Teacher, Martinsville
de Moss, Sarah Watts (Kindergarten, 1913) .Teacher, Burlington, N. C.
Noell, Pear), (Prof., 1912)
Grade Teacher, Clintwood, Va.
Orndorff, Irene (Prof., 1911)
Grade Teacher, Buena Vista
Otley, Orra Lenora (R. Normal, 1912)
Grade Teacher, Turbeville, Va.
Patterson, Maurine (Kindergarten, 1912).. Private Tutor, Smedley, Va.
Puller, Pattie Leigh (R. Normal, 1913).... Grade Teacher, Richmond, Va.
Pulliara, Lucy Russell, (Kindergarten, 1912) Kindergarten Teacher, Roanoke
Reid, Emma Idell (Prof., 1913)
Principal, Marshall, Va.
Reiter, Alma Lucretia (R. Normal, 1913) ..Grade Teacher, Harrisonburg
Rhodes, Emma Grace (Prof., 1912)
Grade Teacher, Welch, W. Va.
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Roller, Sarah Virginia (R. Normal, 1912)..Grade Teacher, Winston-Salem,
N. C.
Round, Ruth Althea (Kindergarten, 1912) . .Kindergarten Teacher, Manassas, Va.
Royce, Katherine (Prof., 1911), Mrs. N. G.
Payne
Madison C. H., Va.
Rucker, Bessie Katherine (Prof., 1912)
Normal Training Teacher,
Clintwood, Va.
Ruebush, Mary Virginia (Kgn., 1913)
Primary Teacher, Coeburn, Va.
Runciman, Olivine Virginia (Kgn., 1913).. .Kindergarten Teacher, Waynesboro, Va.
Sadler, Mary Emma (R. Normal, 1912) ....Rural Teacher, Charlottesville
Sadler, Vergilia Pendleton (Prof., 1911).,. .High School Teacher, Palmyra
Sale Annie Elizabeth (H. A-, 1913)
Teacher of Household Arts,
High School, Concord, Ga.
Sayers, Carrie Lee (R. Normal, 1913)
Grade Teacher, Narrows, Va.
Scates, Carrie Lena (Ind. Arts, 1913)
Teacher, Sandy River, Va.
Scates, Fannie Hundley (Prof., 1911), Mrs.
Obadiah Hairfield
Martinsville, Va.
Selby, Katherine Kemp (Prof., 1913)
Grade Teacher, Somerset, Va.
Settle, Mary Beckham (R. Normal, 1913) ..Grade Teacher, Mt. Clinton
Shapleigh, Beulah Maude (Prof., 1913)... .Primary Teacher, Bristol, Va.
Shepperson, Edmonia Blair (M. Arts, 1912) Supervisor of Manual Arts,
Richmond, Va,
Shickel, Elsie Naomi (Prof., 1911)
Grade Teacher, Broadway, Va.
Shields, Sarah Humphrey, (Prof., 1911 and
H. Arts, 1912)
Domestic Science Teacher, Big
Stone Gap, Va.
Simmons, Lillian Lavinia (M. Arts, 1911) . .Instructor in Manual Arts, State
Normal School, East Radford, Va.
Sprinkel, Ethel Katherine (Kgn., 1911)
Kindergarten Teacher, Harrisonburg, Va.
Staples, Julia Tapscott (Prof., 1913)
Grade Teacher, Dayton, Va.
Stephens, Mary Duvall (Prof., 1913)
Primary Teacher, Winchester
Suter, Edith Virginia (Kindergarten, 1913) . .Instructor in Brandon Institute,
Basic City, Va.
Taylor, Kate Hanger (Prof-, 1912)
Primary Teacher, Hampton, Va.
Tench, Annie F. (Prof., 1912)
Grade Teacher, Petersburg, Va.
Thom, Mary Sheldon (Kindergarten, 1912) . Kindergarten Teacher, Tampa,
Fla.
Ward, Anna Howard (R. Normal, 1913)... .High School, Chester, Va.
Werner, Janie Katherine (Prof., 1913) ....Primary Teacher, Waynesboro
Wescott, Maude Tyson (Prof., 1911)
Primary Teacher, Painter, Va.
White, Willye (Kindergarten, 1912)
Kindergarten Teacher, Boykins
Whitesel, Vada (Prof., 1912)
Grade Teacher, Harrisonburg.
Wilson, Mary Gamble (Ind. Arts, 1913) ... Grade Teacher, Clifton Forge
Winfrey, Katy Virginia (Prof., 1912)
Grade Teacher, Waverly, Va.
Wise, Annie Thomas (Kindergarten, 1912). .Primary Teacher, Hampton, Va.
•Deceased.
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26
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The following form may be filled out by applicants and forwarded to
the President of the school, from whom other blanks may be obtained if
desired.
APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
STATE NORMAL AND INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL
HARRISONBURG, VA.
1. Each applicant will please fill in the following blank in her own
handwriting.
2. Upon receipt of this application the President will send the applicant another blank form upon which it will be requested that the principal
or teacher, of the school last attended by the applicant state the studies
pursued and the advancement made in each.
3. After filling in this blank, mail it in a sealed envelope to
JULIAN A. BURRUSS, President,
Harrisonburg, Virginia
Date

191....

1. Name
2. Postoffice
3. County

4. Age

5. Name of Parent or Guardian
(if you are under age.)
6. Home Address
7. What school did you last attend?

8. What grade have you completed?
(2d, 3d, or 4th year High School)
9. Do you hold a teacher's certificate?
11. Have you taught?

10. What grade?

12. Where?
13. How long?
(over)
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14. What course do you expect to take?
15. What year of this course do you think you can enter?
16. How long do you expect to attend this school?
17. Are you in sound health so far as you know?
(If not, explain in letter why not.)
18. Do you prefer to be in one of the dormitories?
19. If you do not secure a dormitory room, do you prefer to take your meals
at the school or at the home where you room?

20. Do you wish to apply for a State Scholarship entitling you to free
tuition?
21. If so, is it your intention to teach in the public
schools of Virginia in accordance with the law granting free tuition to
students?
(Sign your name here)
If you desire to obtain a State Scholarship, ask your Superintendent of
Schools to sign the following statement. If for any reason you cannot do
this, write an explanation when you send in your application. If you wish
to pay $2.00 per quarter for tuition, you need not get your Superintendent
to sign this.
The young lady signing this application, having in my judgment the
character, health, and educational preparation to profit by the work of the
Normal School and to fit her for its duties, is hereby recommended for
appointment as a State Scholarship student.
(Signed)
Superintendent of Schools.
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